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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Element Abundances

and Nuclear Structure

'AN inhabits a universe composed of a great
variety of elements and their isotopes. In Table
I, i a count of the stable and radioactive elements and
isotopes is listed. Ninety elements are found terrestrially
and one more, technetium, ls found 1n stars) only pI'omethium has not been found in nature. Some 272 stable
and 55 naturally radioactive isotopes occur on the earth.
In addition, man has been able to produce artificially
the neutron, technetium, promethium, and ten transuranic elements. The number of radioactive isotopes he
has produced now numbers 871 and this number is
gradually

increasing.

Each isotopic form of an element contains a nucleus
with its own characteristic nuclear properties which are
di6erent from those of all other nuclei. Thus the total
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of known nuclear species is almost 1200, with some 327
of this number known to occur in nature. In spite of
this, the situation is not as complex as it might seem.
Research in "classical" nuclear physics since 1932 has
shown that all nuclei consist of two fundamental building blocks. These are the proton and the neutron which
are called nucleons in this context. As long as energies
below the Ineson pmduction threshoM are not exceeded,
all "prompt" nuclear processes can be described as the
shufHing and reshuRhng of protons and neutrons into
the variety of nucleonic packs called nuclei. Only in the
slow beta-decay pmcesses is there any interchange between protons and neutrons at low energies, and even
there, as in the prompt. reactions, the number of nucleons remains constant. Only at very high energies
can nucleons be produced or annihilated. Prompt
nuclear processes plus the slow beta reactions make
it possible in principle to transmute any one type of

SYNTHESIS OF ELEMENTS IN STARS
TAsr z I, 1. Table of elements and isotopes /compiled from Chart of
the Xgcjides (Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory, April, 1956)).
Isotopes

Elements

81

Stable
Radioactive:
Natural (Z& 83)

1'

(Zi83)

9b

Natural:
Stable and Radioactive
Radioactive:
Arti6cial (Z& 83}

91
ic
10

(Zg83)

Total

102

Neutron

1

Stable
Radioactive:
Natural (A &206)
(A & 206)

Natural:
Stable and Radioactive
Radioactive:
Artlflc ial (A &206)
(A &206)

Total

¹utron

103

tO

iid
44

II

8

5

327
Kl

702

UJ

169

I-

1198

K

1

1199

x~
l- 2
C3

C)
R

b
e
d

Tc, observed in 8-type stars.
Including At and Fr produced in weak side links of natural radioactivity

~r-DECAY

Pm, not observed in nature.
Including Hg, C~4, and Tc».

s-

-2-

YCLE

nuclear material into any other even at low energies

of interaction.
With this relatively simple picture of the structure
and interactions of the nuclei of the elements in mind,
it is natural to attempt to explain their origin by a
synthesis or buildup starting with one or the other or
both of the fundamental building blocks. The following
question can be asked: What has been the history of
the matter, on which we can make observations, which
produced the elements and isotopes of that matter in
the abundance distribution which observation yields?
This history is hidden in the abundance distribution of
the elements. To attempt to understand the sequence
of events leading to the formation of the elements it is
necessary to study the so-called universal or cosmic
abundance curve.
Whether or not this abundance curve is universal is
not the point here under discussion, It is the distribution for the matter on which we have been able to make
observations. We can ask for the history of that particular matter. We can also seek the history of the
peculiar and abnormal abundances, observed in some
stars. We can finally approach the problem of the universal or cosmic abundances. To avoid any implication
that the abundance curve is universal, when such an
implication is irrelevant, we commonly refer to the
number distribution of the atomic species as a function
of atomic weight simply as the atomic abundance distribution. In graphical form, we call it the atomic
abundance curve.
The 6rst attempt to construct such an abundance
curve was made by Goldschmidt (Go37).f An improved
curve was given by Brown (Br49) and more recently
Suess and Urey (Su56) have used the latest available
data to give the most comprehensive curve so far available. These curves are derived mainly from terrestrial,
meteoritic, and solar data, and in some cases from other
astronomical sources. Abundance determinations
for

f Refer to

Bibliography at end of paper.

t
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FIG. I, i. Schematic curve of atomic abundances as a function
of atomic weight based on the data of Suess and Urey (Su56).
Suess and Urey have employed relative isotopic abundances to
determine the slope and general trend of the curve. There is still
considerable spread of the individual abundances about the curve
illustrated, but the general features shove are now fairly well
established. These features are outlined in TaMe I,2. Note the
overabundances relative to their neighbors of the alpha-particle
nuclei A = 16, 20,
40, the peak at the iron group nuclei, and the
twin peaks at A = 80 and 90, at 130 and 138, and at 194 and 208.
~

~

the sun were first derived by Russell (Ru29) and the
most recent work is due to Goldberg, Aller, and Muller
(6057) . Acc111'a'te relative lsotoplc Rbu11daIlces al'e
available from mass spectroscopic data, and powerful
use was made of these by Suess and Urey in compiling
their abundance table. This table, together with some
solar values given by Goldberg et ul. , forms the basic
data for this paper.
It seems probable that the elements all evolved from
hydrogen, since the proton is stable while the neutron
is not. Moreover, hydrogen is the most abundant
element, and helium, which is the immediate product of
hydrogen burning by the pp chain and the CN cycle,
is the next most abundant element. The packing-fraction curve shows that the greatest stability is reached
at iron and nickel. However, it seems probable that iron
and nickel comprise less than 1% of the total mass of
the galaxy. It is clear that although nuclei are tending
to evolve to the con6gurations of greatest stability,
they are still a long way from reaching this situation.
It has been generally stated that the atomic abundance curve has an exponential decline to A j.00 and
is approximately constant thereafter. Although this is
very roughly true it ignores many details which are
important clues to our understanding of element synthesis. These details a,re shown schematically in Fig. I, j.
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TABLE

I,2. Features

of the abundance

curve.

Feature

Cause

Exponential decrease from hydrogen to A~100

Increasing rarity of synthesis
for increasing A, reflecting
that stellar evolution to advanced stages necessary to
build high A is not common.

Fairly abrupt change to small
slope for A)100

Constant a{n,y) in s process.
Cycling in r process.

I i, Se, 3 as cornpared with their neighbors H,
He, C, N, O

Inefficient production, also consumed in stellar interiors even
at relatively low temperatures.

High abundances of alpha-particle nuclei such as
Neo
Ca0, Ti4' relative to
their neighbors

He burning and 0, process more
productive than H burning
and s process in this region.

Rarity of D,

0",

~

Strongly-marked peak in abun- e process; stellar evolution to
dance curve centered on Fe"
advanced stage where maximum energy is released {Fe"
lies near minimum of packingfraction curve).
A

=80, 130, 196 Neutron capture
{magic

D ouble pea s
A

Rarity

=90, 138, 208

of proton-rich

nuclei

heavy

X=50,

r process
82, 126 for

in

Neutron capture in s process
{magic %=50, 82, 126 for
stable nuclei) .

Not produced in main line of r
or s process; produced in rare
p process.

and are outlined in the left-hand column of Table I,2.
The explanation of the right-hand column will be given
in Sec. II.
It is also necessary to provide an explanation of the
origin of the naturally radioactive elements. Further,
the existence of the shielded isobars presents a special

problem.

B. Four Theories

of the Origin of the Elements

Any completely satisfactory theory of element formation must explain in quantitative detail all of the features of the atomic abundance curve. Of the theories so
far developed, three assume that the elements were
built in a primordial state of the universe. These are
the nonequilibrium
theory of Gamow, Alpher, and
Herman [see (A150)], together with the recent modifications by Hayashi and Nishida (Ha56), the polyneutron theory of Mayer and Teller (Ma49), and the
equilibrium theory developed by Klein, Beskow, and
Treffenberg (K147). A detailed review of the history
and development of these theories was given by Alpher
and Herman (A153).
Each of these theories possesses some attractive features, but none succeeds in meeting all of the requirements. It is our view that these are mainly satisfied by
the fourth theory in which it is proposed that the stars
are the seat of origin of the elements. In contrast with
the other theories which demand matter in a particular
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primordial state for which we have no evidence, this
latter theory is intimately related to the known fact
that nuclear transformations are currently taking place
inside stars. This is a strong argument, since the primordial theories depend on very special initial conditions for the universe. Another general argument in
favor of the stellar theory is as follows.
It is required that the elements, however they were
formed, are distributed on a cosmic scale. Stars do this
by ejecting material, the most scient mechanisms
being probably the explosive ejection of material in
supernovae, the less energetic but more frequent novae,
and the less rapid and less violent ejection from stars
in the giant stages of evolution and from planetary
nebulae. Primordial theories certainly distribute material on a cosmic scale but a difhculty is that the distribution ought to have been spatially uniform and independent of time once the initial phases of the universe
were past. This disagrees with observation. There are
certainly differences in composition between stars of
diR'erent ages, and also stars at particular evolutionary
such as the presence of
stages have abnormalities
technetium in the S-type stars and Cf"4 in supernovae.
A detailed discussion of these and other features is given
in Secs. XI and XII.
It is not known for certain at the present time
whether all of the atomic species heavier than hydrogen
have been produced in stars without the necessity of
element synthesis in a primordial explosive stage of the
universe. Without attempting to give a definite answer
to this problem we intend in this paper to restrict ourse1ves to element synthesis in stars and to lay the
groundwork for future experimental, observational, and
theoretical work which may ultimately provide conclusive evidence for the origin of the elements in stars.
However, from the standpoint of the nuclear physics
alone it is clear that our conclusions will be equally
valid for a primordial synthesis in which the initial and
later evolving conditions of temperature and density are
similar to those found in the interiors of stars.

C. General Features of Stellar Synthesis
Except at catastrophic phases a star possesses a selfmechanism in which the temperature is adjusted so that the outQow of energy through the star
is balanced by nuclear energy generation. The temperature required to give this adjustment depends on the
particular nuclear fuel available. Hydrogen requires a
lower temperature than helium; helium requires a lower
temperature than carbon, and so on, the increasing
sequence ending at iron since energy
temperature
generation by fusion processes ends here. If hydrogen is
present the temperature is adjusted to hydrogen as a
fuel, and is comparatively low. But if hydrogen becomes
exhausted as stellar evolution proceeds, the temperature rises until helium becomes effective as a fuel. When
helium becomes exhausted the temperature rises still
governing

SYNTHESIS OF ELEMENTS IN STARS
further until the next nuclear fuel comes into operation,
and so on. The automatic temperature rise is brought
about in each case by the conversion of gravitational
ener'gy into thermal energy.
In this way, one set of reactions after another is
brought into operation, the sequence always being
accompanied by rising temperature. Since penetrations
of Coulomb barriers occur more readily as the temperature rises it can be anticipated that the sequence will
be one in -which reactions take place between nuclei
with greater and greater nuclear charges. As it becomes
possible to penetrate larger and larger barriers the
nuclei will evolve towards configurations of greater and
greater stability, so that heavier and heavier nuclei will
be synthesized until iron is reached. Thus there must
be a progressive conversion of light nuclei into heavier
ones as the temperature rises.
There are a number of complicating factors which are
superposed on these general trends. These include the
following.
The details of the rising temperature and the barrier
e6'ects of nuclear reactions at low temperatures must
be considered.
The temperature is not everywhere the same inside
a star, so that the nuclear evolution is most advanced
in the central regions and least or not at all advanced
near the surface. Thus the composition of the star
cannot be expected to be uniform throughout. A stellar
explosion does not accordingly lead to the ejection of
Inaterial of one de6nite composition) but, instead a
whole range of compositions may be expected.
Mixing within a star, whereby the central material is
mixed outward, or the outer material inward, produces
special sects.
Material ejected from one star may subsequently
become condensed in another star. This again produces
special nuclear eGects.
All of these comphcations show that the stellar theory
cannot be simple, and this may be a point in favor of
the theory, since the abundance curve which we are
trying to explain is also not simple. Our view is that
the elements have evolved, and are evolving, by a whole
series of processes. These are marked in the schematic
abundance curve, Fig. I, i, as H burning, He burning,
n, e, r, s, and p processes. The nature of these processes
is shown in detail in Fig. I,2; details of this diagram are
explained in the following sections.

II.

PHYSICAL PROCESSES INVOLVED IN STELLAR
SYNTHESIS, THEIR PLACE OF OCCURRENCE,
AND THE TIME-SCALES ASSOCIATED
WITH THEM

A. Mod. es of Element Synthesis
As was previously described in an introductory paper
on this subject by Hoyle, Fowler, Burbidge, and Burbidge (Ho56), it appears that in order to explain all of

55i

the features of the abundance curve, at least eight
diferent types of synthesizing processes are demanded,
if we believe that only hydrogen is primeval. In order
to clarify the later discussion we give an outline of these
processes here (see also Ho54, Fo56).

(i) Hydrogee BurrNng
Hydrogen burning is responsible for the majority of
the energy production in the stars. By hydrogen burning
in element synthesis we shall mean the cycles which
synthesize helium from hydrogen and which synthesize
the isotopes of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, Ruorine, neon,
and sodium which are not produced by processes (ii)
and (iii). A detailed discussion of hydrogen burning is
given in Sec. III.

(ii) Helium Burning
These processes are responsible for the synthesis of
carbon from helium, and by further n-particle addition
for the production of 0", Ne", and perhaps Mg". They
are described in detail in Sec. III.

(iii) e Process
These processes include the reactions in which n
particles are successively added to Ne" to synthesize
the four-structure nuclei Mg", Si", S", A", Ca", and
probably Ca~ and Ti". This is also discussed in Sec. III.
The source of the 0. particles is diGerent in the 0. process
than in helium burning.

(is) e Process

This is the so-called equilibrium process previously
discussed by Hoyle (H046, H054) 111 wlllcll under collditions of very high temperature and density the elements comprising the iron peak in the abundance curve
(vanadium, chromium, manganese, iron, cobalt, and
Illckel) ale synthesized. Tllls ls considered 111 dctall
in Sec. IV.
(e) s Process
This is the process of neutron capture with the emission of gamma radiation (e,y) which takes place on a
i00 years to
long time-scale, ranging from
years
for each neutron capture. The neutron captures occur
at a stow (s) rate compared to the intervening beta
decays. This mode of synthesis is responsible for the
production of the majority of the isotopes in the range
23& 2 &46 (excluding those synthesized predominantly
by the n process), and for a considerable proportion of
the isotopes in the range 63& & 209. Estimates of the
time-scales in diferent regions of the neutron-capture
chain in the s process will be considered later in this
section, while the details of the nuclear physics of the
process are discussed in Secs. V and VI together with
the results. The s process produces the abundance peaks
at A = 90, i38, and 208,
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Fj:0. I,2. A schematic diagram of the nuclear processes by which the synthesis of the elements in stars takes place. Elements
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group is produced by a variety of nuclear reactions at equilibrium in the last stable stage of a staI's evolution,
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(ei) r Process

This is the process of neutron capture on a very short
time-scale, ~0.01—j.0 sec for the beta-decay processes
interspersed between the neutron captures. The neutron
captures occur at a rapid (r) rate compared to the beta
decays. This mode of synthesis is responsible for production of a large number of isotopes in the range
70&3&209, and also for synthesis of uranium and
thorium. This process may also be responsible for some
light element synthesis, e.g. , S", Ca'6, Ca", and perhaps
Ti", Ti", and Ti".Details of this process and the results
of the calculations are discussed in Secs. VII and VIII.
The f process produces the abundance peaks at A =80,
130, and 194.
(eii) p Process

This is the process of proton capture with the emission of gamma radiation (p, y), or the emission of a neutron following gamma-ray absorption (y, e), which is
responsible for the synthesis of a number of proton-rich
isotopes having low abundances as compared with the
nearby normal and neutron-rich isotopes. It is discussed
in Sec. IX.
(eiii) x Process
This process is responsible for the synthesis of deuterium, lithium, beryllium, and boron. More than one
type of process may be demanded here (described collectively as the x process), but the characteristic of all
of these elements is that they are very unstable at the
temperatures of stellar interiors, so that it appears
probable that they have been produced in regions of 1ow
density and temperature. There is, however, some observational evidence against this which is discussed in
Sec. X together with the details of the possible synthesizing processes.
In the upper half. of Table II, j. the abundances of
di6'erent natural groups of elements, taken from the
TAgx, z

II, 1. Atomic

abundances

OOX1(Po

Li, Be, B
Carbon group: C, N, 0, Ne
Silicon group '. Na —
Sc
Iron group: 50&A &62
Middleweight: 63 &A &100
Heavyweight: A & 100

H+He burning: 12&A &22
24, 28,

~

~

48

23&A &46
50&A &62
63&A &75
A&75
intermediate A
(calculated}

r process: A)75

of Assignment of Isotopes among
Processes (1) 'to (vill)

Of the eight processes which are demanded to synthesize all of the stable isotopes, assignments among
hydrogen burning, helium burning, the 0. process, the
e process, and the x process are comparatively straightforward, and are implicit in previous work and in the
discussions in Secs. III, IV, and X. Thus pure hydrogen

Fraction of total

H
He

process:
s process:
e process:
s process:
s process:
r process:

3. Method

of various groups of the elements from Suess and Urey (Su56).

GroU p

0.

atomic abundance table of Suess and Urey (Su56), have
been summed and listed, 6rstly by number and by
fraction of the total, and secondly by weight and by
mass fraction of the total. In the lower half of Table
II, 1, a similar listing has been made, but in this case
the isotopes have been grouped according to which
mode of synthesis has been responsible for their production. Our method of assignment to these diferent
processes is described in subsection 3. In some cases a
natural group comprises )ust thc clcments built by onc
process; e.g. , the iron group of elements are also the
e-process isotopes in the lower half of the table, and
consequently the same entry appears in both halves.
In one case, that of the r-process isotopes of intermediate atomic weight, the estimate given is one that
has been calculated in Sec. VII.
An auxiliary but lndispcnsablc process which ls also
demanded in our description of element synthesis is a
nuclear process which will provide a source of free
neutrons for both the s process and the r process. The
6rst suggestion in this direction was made by Cameron
(Ca54, Ca55) and Greenstein (Gr54), who proposed
that the C'~(n&e)OM reaction would provide such a
source. In addition to this the reaction Ne" (a, e)Mg24
has also been proposed by Fowler, Burbidge, and
Burbidge (Fo55). More detailed work on the rates of
these reactions by Marion and Fowlcr' is now available
(Ma57) and some discussion is included in Sec. III.

3.08X10'
1.44X 10
4.01X10'
2.65X10'
6.4 X10~
1.1 X103
28

4.01X10'
2.2 X106
4.7 X10'
6.4 X10'
8.8 X10
1.1 X10~
5 X103

-1.

1.5 X102
3.1
p process:
Summary: X(H) =0.755, F(He) =0.231, Z(A &4) =0.014

0.928
0.071
3.3X10~
9.3X10 4
6.1X10 '
1.5X10 '
2.6X10 '
6.5X10 ~0

By weight

4.03X10@
1.23 X 10'0
1.30X 10'
6.5 X108

7.3 X10'
3.6 X10~

7.7 X104
4.6 X10'

9.3X10 4
5.1X10-~
1.1X10-~
1.5X10 ~
2.0X10 8
2.6X 10~
~3.5X10 8

1.1 X10'
~8 X 104

3.5X10
7.2X10 'i

1.4 X10'
2.0 X102

9

6.5 X108
6.1 X10'

13 X10
3.6 X10~
5.7 X104

Fraction of total

0.755
0, 231
2.4X10

'

1.2X 10-'
1.3X10 '
6.7X10-4

1.4X10

8.6X10

6

'

1.2X10 ~
1.1X10 '
2.4X10 4
6.7X10-4

1.1X10-'

2. 1X10

1.5X10

~

'

2.6X10-'

3.8X10
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in the chain, horizontal lines are drawn to contain
each loop.
Although the table was prepared primarily for the s
process it is now used to describe all of the modes of
eleme. t. synthesis. For this reason a number of betaactive nuclei which are by-passed in regions of small
are given, This enables us to discuss the r process as it
would apply for the very light elements.
Abundanccs given in the Appendix have been taken
predominantly from the table of Suess and Urey (Su56).
r thc clcnlcnts scandluIQ, tltRDlum, vanRdluIQ
chromium, manganese, iron, cobalt, nickel, copper, and
lead, the solar abundances obtained by Goldberg, Aller,
and Miiller (Go57) are also given in parentheses under
those of Suess and Urey. The product of the neutroncapture cross section times the solar abundance is also
given in parentheses in the oE column (cf. Sec. VI).
Assignments of all of the stable isotopes to their
most probable mode of production are given in the
right-hand columns in the table. In the s and the r
processes, when the isotope can be made only by one
or other of these processes, then they are designated s
only or r Only. In cases where the isotope is made predominantly by one process though the other Inay contribute a little as, for example, where the r process is
mainly responsible for synthesis, though the isotope lies
in the main s chain then we write simply r (or s),
hydrogen burning, helium burning, a, e, p, x, as the case
may bc. In soIQc CRscs IQol c than onc pI'occss may
contribute appreciably to the synthesis of that isotope.
In these cases the process which is believed to contribute
most is written 6rst, while in the few cases in which the
two processes are believed to make equal contributions,
an approximate equality sign is used, and in the
abundance column (-', ) is written. In some other cases
-', of the abundance
of an isotope has been attributed to
the s process and only 3 to the r process. In these cases
(32) is written in the abundance column (these fractions
are only very approximate). Thus, in proceeding from
isotopes which can be made solely on the s process to
those which are made solely on the r process, the
sequence of designations is s Owly, s, sr, s=r, rs, r,
r owly. Magic-number nuclei with closed shells having
14, 20, 28, 50, 82, and 126 neutrons, most of which are
synthesized by the s process, are inarked in the assignment column of the table by m in parentheses. Similarly, nuclei made by the r process whose progenitors
had dosed shells having 50, 82, or 126 neutrons are
marked by m' in parentheses. A few of the light nuclei
undergo nuclear reactions which lead not to heavier
element synthesis but to breakup, or to decrease in A
(e.g. , Li'). In the table these have been designated
return (meaning that they return back down the chain),
and in some cases the products of the reactions which
arc responsible for this are given.

3
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D. Time-Scales for Different Modes of Synthesis
(I)

Hydrogen

Bur-ning Time Sc-ale

Hydrogen burning is responsible for all of the energy
production of stars on the main sequence. After stars
have evolved oG the main sequence following the development of a chemical inhomogeneity,
hydrogen
burning in a shell still remains an important energy
source. Thus the synthesis of elements in hydrogen
burning is going on continuously, and the range in timescales for particular stars is dependent only on their
initial masses after condensation, and the point in their
evolution at which they eject material which has been
synthesized. Thus these time-scales may range from
10' years for massive 0 and
stars to times which
are of the order of though less than the age of the galaxy
(since we have no evidence for the existence today of
primeval stars of pure hydrogen).

8

(Z) Helium Burning -Time

Scale-

It is beheved that helium burning takes place in
stars which have evolved onto the giant branch of the
IJE diagram. In this region central temperatures of
10' degrees and. densities of 10' g/cc are reached in
the helium core, according to the theoretical calculations of Hoyle and Schwarzschild (Ho55), and under
these conditions synthesis of C" becomes possible
(Sa52, Co57, Sa57). The further hehum-burning reactions leading to production of 0", Ne", and Mg" also
can take place under suitable conditions though the
amounts of these isotopes synthesized will decrease as
the Coulomb barriers get larger (cf. Sec. III). The timescale for helium burning is therefore governed by the
lifetime of stars subsequent to their becoming red
giants. Since their mode of evolution oG the giant
branch is not yet understood, it is dificult to make
accurate estin1ates of this time, but calculations of
Hoyle and Schwarzschild and Hoyle and Haselgrove
(Ho56a) suggest that a time-scale of 10'—108 years for
stars to evolve in this region is reasonable.
This process, since it involves reactions between
nuclei of comparatively large Z, demands temperatures
of 10' degrees (cf. Sec. III). Thus it appears that this
condition will be reached only when a star is contracting
further following the helium burning mentioned above.
Consequently we may hypothesize that this situation
is reached at a later stage of evolution, after the star
has left the giant branch. The time-scale involved is
difFicult to estimate. It is probably short in comparison
with the time taken for the star to evolve in the giant
region but long compared with the time-scale for the e,
r, and p processes. An argument concerning the synthesis of Ti4', the last nucleus which may be built by
this process, suggests that the time-scale for its production from the preceding nucleus is &20 years. Details

of this argument are given in Sec. III D. The total timescale for the whole 0, process might lie in the range
10'—10' years.

for the s process will be discussed in detail in Sec. III F.
The evidence from work on theoretical models suggests
that a very deep convective zone extending inward from
the surface is not unreasonable, so that mixing of the
(4) Rapid Time Scal-es
synthesized material to the surface can take place.
As will be seen, there appear to be two time-scales
e process
A. s is discussed
in Secs. IV and XII, this
for
the s process. These depend on the average times
process takes place under extreme conditions of temtaken for the nuclei to capture neutrons. Thus these
perature and density, probably just prior to a supernova
times are functions of the neutron density and hence
outburst. The time-scale involved may be of the order
of
the rates of the neutron-producing
reactions, and
of seconds or minutes.
also
of
the
cross
sections.
capture
In
Sec.
V we describe
r process. The nuclear physics of this process dethe method of estimating the neutron capture cross
mands that neutrons be added extremely rapidly, so
sections (o) given in the appendix. By using these
that the total time-scale for the addition of a maximum
of about 200 neutrons per iron nucleus is 10—100 sec. together with the isotopic abundances and the assignIt has previously been suggested that the spontaneous ments of nuclei to the s process, it is possible to make
some estimates of the neutron-capture
times at parfission of Cf'" is responsible for the form of the decay
ticular points in the slow neutron-capture chain. The
light curves of supernovae of Type I which have an
method of doing this is as follows.
exponential form with a half-life near 55 days, so that
As pointed out in Sec. II C, if the beta-decay time is
this is strong evidence for the fact that the r process
greater than a few years then the next link in the chain
takes plac'e in such outbursts (Bu56). The time-scale
for the explosive phases of such outbursts may well be following Xz may be either Xz+&~ or Xz +', the relaas short as 100—1000 sec. Further support is given by a tive importance of the branch depending on the timescale for neutron capture at this point. We show in the
comparison of the results of calculations based on this
all possible loops corresponding to time-scales
appendix
hypothesis with the observed abundances of isotopes
10' years and ~10' years, Thus in all cases
between
built by this process (Secs. VII and VIII).
in which the beta decay takes place in a time &&100
p process. It has previously been suggested that this
we have assumed that all of the nuclei will beta
process takes place in the outbursts of supernovae of years
and any nuclei which can only be produced if
decay
Type II on a time-scale comparable to that for the
another neutron is captured before the beta decay takes
t' process.
place are by-passed in the s process. If on the other hand
(5) s-Process Time Scalethe half-life for beta decay is &&10' years we have asIn earlier work it was suggested that the s process is sumed that the nucleus is eGectively stable in the s
currently going on in the interiors of some red giant
chain and will always capture a neutron. In cases like
stars (Ca55, Fo55). The presence of technetium in the
this it must be remembered, however, that all of the
of 5-type stars, observed by Merrill
atmospheres
unstable nuclei with half-lives &&10' years which are
(Me52), and also to a lesser extent in carbon and M-type
eGectively stable as far as the s process is concerned
stars, aGords conclusive evidence that nuclear activity
will eventually decay into the succeeding stable nuclei
involving neutron capture is currently going on in the
long after the s process has ceased operating. For eleinteriors of these stars. This element is being both
ments in the solar system this will be true for all longsynthesized and mixed to the surface of the star in a lived but unstable nuclei for which the half-life &5&10'
time which is less than or at least of the same order as years.
the half-life against beta decay of the longest-lived
There appear to be two indicators for the time-scale
isotope of technetium (Tc" with a half-life of 2X10' for the s process in two regions of A. The first can be
years). This is compatible with the result that the time obtained from two isotopes of krypton. Both Kr" and
taken for the stars to evolve in the giant branch of the Kr" are built only by the s process, being shielded in
HR diagram is ~10' years. Of the reactions C"(n e)
the r process by Se" and Se". However, from the apand Ne" (a, e)Mg'4, which can give neutron production,
pendix we see that there is an s chain loop at Se" which
the former will give an adequate supply of neutrons to is due to the beta decay of this isotope with a half-life
carry heavy-element synthesis right through to the of 7&10' years. Thus while Kr" is produced partly in
heaviest nuclei only if there is some mixing between the
the main chain and partly in the loop, Kr'0 is only proenvelope hydrogen and the products of helium burning
duced in the loop. Now under conditions of steady
in the cores at the red-giant stage. In a previous paper
neutron flow (see Sec. VI) the basic equations for the
(Fo55) it was pointed out that the Ne" (o. n) M4greacrelative abundances of these isotopes are
tion could provide an adequate source of neutrons and
also avoid the problem of mixing between core and
E(Kr")X„(Kr")=0.9ZV(Se")Xe(Se")
envelope. In Sec. III F, however, it is pointed out that
for this to be the case, certain conditions must be
satisfied, The relative importance of these two reactions
E(Kr82)X„(Kr")= Ã(Se~) P e(Se")+X„(Se79)$
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) and ) p are the neutron-capture and beta-decay
rates respectively. The coefIicient 0.92 appears because
in the loop the nuclei have to pass through Br" which
beta decays only 92% of the time. On dividing these
two equations and substituting in terms of the halflives t„and tp instead of the rates, we find that
where

t

(Se")+le(Se")

=0.92

t„(se")
Now

o

(Kr") 1V(Kr")

t

I„(Kr")1V(Kr")

(Kr")~2o (Kr") so that X~(Kr")~2X„(Kr")and
the appendix we put o(Kr")

t„(Kr") 2I„(Kr") [In
=o(Kr")

and do not in general take into account the
2 which is a result of the fact that the light
neutron-poorer isotopes capture neutrons more readily
than the heavier ones. The abundance ratio 1V(Kr")/
1V(Kr") is given in the appendix. Thus substituting
these values on the right-hand side of the equation we
find for Se" that
—
.
I./Ie 1/1 3—
7,

factor of

]

1)&10' years. Now
and, since tp=7X10' years, 3I„=5.
this half-life for neutron capture is determined in a
region where 0. = 360 mb, so that in the region near iron
where this neutron chain begins and where 0-=30 mb
the effective half-life is 5.1X 10'X 360/30 6X 10' years.
The total time demanded to build up the isotopes
from iron if this were characteristic of the whole curve
would be 10'—10' years since there are many captures
involved, but most of these take place on nuclei with
larger a values than that for iron. We show later that
this long time-scale for the s process is probably the
probably only about
result of a paucity of neutrons
five neutroris per iron nucleus are made available. This
is reflected in the tendency for the o.E product to decrease rather rapidly as A increases.
The second indicator for an s process time-scale comes
from consideration of the isotopes of gadolinium at
A=152 and 154. Of these isotopes Gd'" can only be

—

—

EXPLOSION

AN D

made by the s process. On the other hand the majority
of Gd'" is probably made in the p process (Sec. IX),
since its abundance fits in well with the run of abundances of the isotopes made by this process in this
region of the curve. We shall arbitrarily suppose that
of the total abundance of Gd'" of 0.00137 about 0.001
is made by the p process (cf. Fig. IX, 1) and the remainder by the s process, since the following argument
is in no way critically dependent on this division. The
small amount made in the s process must be due to the
fact that Gd'" is mostly by-passed in the s-process
chain. Reference to the appendix shows that the branching which does this cannot take place at Eu'" since in
28% of the cases Eu'" will decay to Gd"' while in 78%
of the cases isomeric Eu'" will decay to Gd'". The
combination of these two decays shows that in 36% of
the cases Eu' ' will decay to Gd'" if the production
ratio Eu'"/Eu'"" S. Thus the branching responsible
for this by-pass must take place at Sm'" which has a
half-life for beta decay of 80 years and which must
mainly capture a neutron before beta decay. Thus we
must have that
I (Sm'&&)

1V'(G(P»)

te(Sm'")

1V(Gd»4)

where 1V'( Gd' s) is the abundance of Gd'" estimated on
the supposition that 36% of the decays from Fu"' give
an abundance of 0.00037. That is, 1V'(Gd'52) = p.pp037/
0.36~0.001, and 1V(Gd'") is the abundance of this
isotope given in the appendix. Thus substituting for
1V'(Gd'") 1V(Gd'"), and Ie(Sm"') we find that
t„(Smis')~S years. Using the ratio of the o.'s in this
region as compared with iron we find that near iron
10' years. The mean value of o- near A = 150 is about
1000 mb whereas o (Sm'") = 1440 mb. Thus the mean
t„near A =150 is of the order of 10 years, and the total
time for the capture of 200 neutrons is about 2X10'
years. We show later that this shorter of the two timescales of the s process is probably due to the fact that
plenty of neutrons are available and that the "steady

flow" concept can be used. In this case the o-E product
remains approximately constant.
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Fzo. II,4. The time-scales of the various processes of element
synthesis in stars. The curve gives the central temperature as a
function of time for a star of about one solar mass. The curve
is schematic.
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Several alternative processes which may synthesize
deuterium, lithium, beryllium, and boron are described
in Sec. X. Depending on which of these is the most
satisfactory, the time-scale for synthesis may range
from a few seconds if a supernova origin is assumed to
~10' years if the surfaces of active stars are considered
probable. The time-scale here is important only in as
far as it may allow some predictions of the probable
distribution of these elements in the solar system and
the Galaxy.
In Fig. II,4 we give a schematic diagram showing
where the various synthesizing processes take place in
a plot of the internal stellar temperature against the
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time that the star lives in each temperature range. The
estimated time-scales associated with each of these
processes are also given very approximately.

III. HYDROGEN BURNING, HELIUM BURNING, THE

e PROCESS,

AND NEUTRON

PRODUCTION

This section and the sections to follow are devoted to
detailed elaboration and discussion of the diGerent
physical processes introduced in Sec. II. These sections
treat quantitatively experimental and theoretical evaluations of the cross sections and reaction rates of the
nuclear processes involved in energy generation and
element synthesis in stars. The material supplements
and extends that published in a series of articles in 1954
(Fo54, Bo54, Ho54), in 1955 {Fo55„Fo55a),and in
1956 (Bu56). In the first part of this section we give a
discussion of the relations between nuclear cross sections
and nuclear reaction rates in stellar interiors and of the
notation used in this and the following sections.

where e» and np are the number densities of the interacting particles per cm' and (oe)A„is the average of the
cross section multiplied by the velocity in cm' sec '.
The quantity r is the reaction rate per gram per second.
The quantities x» and xp are the amounts of the interacting nuclcl cxpx'csscd Rs fractions by weight. In tcrlIls
of S,=S(E.) kev barns, it is found for a nonresonant
process that

I' = 7.20X10

of+.(Azgzo) 'r'e

"rlgm—

$»Sp

=2.62X10"p'

»~o

reactions cm
where

S, is in

r =42.48

S=o (E)E exp(31.28z~zoA&E ')

kev barns

"

where o(E) is the cross section in barns (10
cm')
measured at the center-of-mass energy E in kev. The
charges of the interacting particles are Z» and Zp in
units of the proton charge and A=A~Ao/{A~+Ao) is
their reduced mass in atomic mass units. S is measured
in the center-of-mass system. From measurements made
in the laboratory system with incident particle energy
E» and with target nuclei at rest, the quantity S is
glvcn by

S =o (E,)E,

Ap

—exp(31.28zgzoA, '*Ei— kev barns.
~)

Ag+Ao

or OG-resonant reaction S is a
slowly varying function of the energy K Methods for
extrapolating to the CGective thermal energy E, in
stellar interiors have been given by numerous authors
(Sa52a, Fo54, SaSS, Ma57). The effective thermal
energy at temperature T is

For a nonresonant

E.= 1.220(ZPzooA

Too) &

kev ba~ns,

~here T6 ls the temperature measured in units of
10' 'K. The width of the CGective range of thermal
energy is

E.= 0.'l5 (Zgzo'A

To') uo kev.

The mean reaction rate of a thermonuclear
may be expressed as

P = pr = s iso(0'8)

Ay

3.63 X 10

process

g»Xp

(a'o) Ay

p

A»Ap

reactions cm

' sec ',

' sec—',

kev barns and

A. Cross-Section Factor and Reaction Rates
The experimental results to be discussed will be used
to derive the numerical value of the nuclear cross-section factor for a charged particle reaction dered by

'r'e —'

f,S.(AZ&zo)

(,

T', 3

E

(this r is not to be confused with the mean lifetime of
the interacting particles which will always be accompanied by appropriate subscripts, etc.). The term
is
the electron screening or shielding factor discussed by
Salpeter (Sa54), evaluated at E.. The cross-section
factor S, as customarily calculated does not include
allowance for electron screening.
The mean lifetime of the nuclei of type 0 for the
interaction with nuclei of type 1 is given by

f.

= pg(0) = voP/No
rg(0)
Pg»

=4.34X10'

voS,

A»

pcs

=7.83X10'

'r'e — sec '

f (AZ&zo)

1

(Z&Zo)

f. EAT,

~oS'.

—

(

o

je
(

'sec ',

where up is the number of nuclei of type 0 consumed in
each reaction. The quantity p~(0) is the mean reaction
rate per nucleus of type 0. If nuclei of type 0 are regenerated in a cycle of reactions then r~(0) becomes the
IncRn cycle time fol' nuclcl of type 0.
The most satisfactory procedure for determining S,
is to make experimental observations on cross sections
over a range of energies not too large compaxed to E,.
The cross-section factor, S, can then be plotted as a
function of E Rnd R11 Rppx'opllRtc cxtlRpolatloll to And
S, can be made. This is not always possible and computational procedures for several frequently occurring
cases will now be given.
{i) For the case in which S, is to be calculated from
the experimentally determined parameters of a reso-
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nance at

E, which

falls outside the range

O'=&X

and
1

g»

5.=3.10' 103—

GO

(E—E,)'+ ro/4

—A~E~

K, ~, (x)

A

E,&26E„then

For large x (high Coulomb barrier):

Ko

i+1

(x) = (or/2x) '* exp

kev barns.

E

= reduced

De Broglie wavelength of interacting

+4!

&E, )

P&/Po

= exp[

21

l fermis

(10 "cm)

R/K= (E/Es)'
E.= interaction radius
= 1.44(Ai&+Ay) fermis

3 (EsEc)k

j

r(E)—

J=

'*

]

Koi+&(x) =modified Bessel function of order 2l+1. Convenient tables for K are given in (Br3'I, 52).

'

1

1

3Eio

1+1

1

Koi+o(x)

( —
»(f+1)! —

! 1

Ko~+i(x) ~

!K (*)

3E.lK, (x)

l

I

I

—1

—2(1+o)'! Eio

I

&E&

(f+—
1) (Es/'Ea) ']

10

Qg

8»'=dimensionless reduced width for the interaction of particle 1 with particle 0, derivable
from the observed width, I'»
I"»=width for re-emission of particle 1 with
particle 0
=68,o(ho/mRo) (R/~) p,
= 60io (EEio) &Pi
= [3ir/2Koi+io (x) (1 —niE) 8ioEs
—31.28ZiZoAlE —&)
X exp (
—
P~ barrier penetration factor for orbital angular
momentum lk
= [s (Eio/E) l/4Koi~io (x) 1(1
X exp ( —31.28ZiZoA &E-&)
I'2 —
experimental width for emission of reaction
product. 2 with 3; approximately independent of E.
r= total width of resonance= ri+ro+
o~= statistical factor= (2J+1)/(2Ji+1) (2J,+1)
angular momentum of resonant state
J»= angular momentum of particle 1
Jo= angular momentum of particle 0
x = 2 (Ec/Eio) ' = 0.525 (AZiZoR)
Eio = [1/f (f+ 1) X centrifugal barrier height
= fi'/2MR'= 20.9/AR'X10o kev
Ec= Coulomb barrier height= ZiZoe'/R
= (1.44ZiZo/R) X 10' kev.

I

= exp[ —7.62' (1+1)/(A Z,Z, R) 'j

particles 0 and 1

= (fi'/2ME)'=144(AE)

—31.28Z, ZoA'E-*
II

The corrections for level shift effects are given by
Marion and Fowler (Ma57). The various quantities
which enter into these expressions are:
X,

2(f+-')'

niE) exp
(1—

40K 2E&

(E.—E,) + r /4

—x+

'

(kev)

'.

In principle the cross sections and cross-section factors given above must be summed over all values of the
orbital angular momentum, lk. The expressions given
apply to any one speciied /-wave interaction. Because
of the Iow energies involved in nuclear collisions in
stellar interiors, s-wave (1=0) interactions and in some
cases p-wave (1=1) interactions are usually the only
ones which need to be taken into account. However,
whenever selection rules or destructive interference
effects reduce the low /-value interactions to zero, then
higher / values must be considered. In addition, whenever any particular 1-wave interaction is resonant, see
(iv), then it must be taken into account. Resonant
cross sections can be quite large even for high l values.
(ii) For the case in which the cross section is an
average over resonances of the same spin and parity
with mean width I' spaced by an average energy intetval
equal to D, then averaging over the expression for 0.
given

111

(1) yields

a=2~'x(21+ 1)r,r,/Dr.
In general, each / wave can form several compound
systems of dHkrent spins but the same parity. In employing the above approximate relation with the simple
statistical factor (2l+ 1) we assume that these different
systems have the same mean widths, I", and the same
mean level separations, D.
With the foregoing expression for 0, one 6nds, neglecting cxEE~~
ei' 2&+1 roEs
kev barns.
5, = 1.94X10~
A Koiyp(x) rD
—

I

This will prove to be useful for order of magnitude
estimates for interactions of charged particles with
heavy nuclei (Z& 10). Blatt and Weisskopf (B152) have
given a general relation between the particle decay
widths, F»~8»', for a given system of resonances and
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their mean energy separation. This can be written

D
Hp=

3xE Eg

p(AO).

The function P(AO) varies between
0.3 and 3 for all
except a few light and intermediate weight nuclei
(Fe54, 'We57a) and we will set it equal to unity for
order of magnitude estimates in what follows. The
quantity X.= 0.7 &10 cm is the characteristic reduced
De Broglie wavelength of low-energy nucleons once
1nsldc Iluclcl.
%e now have, for E. in fermis,

"

2l+1

F2
=
kev barns.

AEE2i+p(X) F

For /=0 and large x we then have
1

s.(l =0)-1.

8&& 10~

F2(Eoq

of the contributing states interfere to give zero reaction
amplitude. In this case the next highest / wave must be
considered. On the average, for order of n1agnitude
estimates, we can assume that all resonances, including
thc two ncRlcst. ones, RI'c randomly phased 1n which
case the factor m'+8 becomes x'. The expression for
is then the same as 0 in {ii) with F replaced by 2D//~.
With this substitution, expressions for 5, and I/ri(0)
given in (ii) can be employed. It. will be noted, however,
that in general F2&D so that an approximation similar
to Fg F is not valid in this case. For the light nuclei
B~1 to 10 Mev, whereas for radiative processes
F2=
1 to 100 ev so that 10 '&F~/D: 10 '. For
particle emission F2/D may be as high as 0.1.
falls within the range
(iv) When a resonance
~E, 26', the resonant cross section factor
derivable from the resonant cross section o-„,must be
employed. %hen resonant, even fairly large l-wave
interactions must be considered. Ke have

0-„„

F~0.

&

0

AZF &E )
)&exp

( Ecp
+4i

(Es j

i

kev barns.

ri(0)

F2

1

Hy

A

—AgE&

coF2Eg

E2i+p($)

F

'two llQlltlIlg cases bccoIQc
8y

1—
AEE„ME@

for

F = j. 2&H'&,

&(exp(+31.28ZiZOA'E„~) for

F = Fi&&F2.

A

E,

i+(pe)

I'2

&Es)

In cases where this expression is applicable, e.g, (p, V)
or (n, e) reactions on heavy nuclei (Z&10) one will in
general have F = F2»F~.
(iii) In the case of light nuclei, the interaction energy
Inay fall ln 'thc Qat InlnlIQuGl ln bctwccn 1csonRnccs.
For this nonresonant case, order of magnitude estimates
may be made by summing the contributions of all
resonances of a given type with width F spaced by an
average energy interval equal to D. The nonresonant
cross section for a given /-wave interaction is
0

F=F,&)F,.

5„=1.
24' 10~

5„~1.
24' 10+—
Xem +4i

F=F2))Fi,

for

The cross-section factor is

Thc

Ai A~A'"Ts~ I'

for

I

f.

P&i (ZiZO)

limiting cases,

o„~krFFi/F2
~„~4~VF,/F,

into the expression for the mean lifetime, Rnd setting
= 1, l=0, it is found tllat
po
1, —

--3.8y 10&

5„

„=4ir VcoFiF2/F'.

%e will consider two

In general for (p, y) reactions on the hght nuclei (Z=6
to 12) one finds S. 1 to 100 kev barns. For the (p,n)
reactions, 5, 10' to 10' kev barns. On substitution

1

E„

+

„,

= ~V (2l+ 1) (~'+8) Fil'2/D'.

This expression ussgnses that all except the two nearest
resonances have random phases, that is, that their contributions to the cross section can be simply added
without compounding amplitudes. The factor (s'+8) is
to be used if the two nearest resonances interfere constructively; the factor (s' —
8) if the two nearest resonances interfere destructively. In fact, it is possible for
the cross section for a given / wave to go to zero if all

The resonant reaction rate is for I' in kev and
kcv balns:

P=3.08&(10 "e1no f S,Ft,''" reactions
g Q'65

= 1.12& 10'-'p'

Xi$0

cm

5„in

' sec '

—'"
—
S„Fe

fp
—

~~~0 ~~T6~

~1.39&10'Vp'

Si$0 GlEsfpp
AiAQ

1

QiEr

f 'p

(AT6)& Emi+P(x)

for

~2.94X 10'6p'

Si$0 NF2f„
AiAO (AT6)I

r=r »r

exp( —11.61E„/T,)
for

F = Fq&&F2.
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In the preceding expressions

r =31.28ZiZpAPE

At still higher energy,
complication.

~+11.61Eq/Tp

f, is the

electron shielding factor evaluated at
The mean reaction time of nuclei of type 0 is

and

pxi

ri(0)

= pi(0) = 1.86X10'
—+2.31X10"pxl

vpfq

Ai A'Tp'

vpQPEBfftti

r,

~.49X 10"A, (AT,
B. Pure

1

E„.

"" sec '

QLEr
'rr

(A Tp) '

A

pxi

S,I'e

vp

f„

)-:

1Cpi+P (x)

for

I'= I'~))I'&

exp( —11.61E„/Tp)
for

I'= F~))F..

Hydrogen Burning

The point of view that element synthesis begins with
pure hydrogen (primordial or continuously produced)
condensed in stars is based on the existence of the socalled direct pp chain of reactions by which hydrogen
is converted into helium. This chain is initiated by the
direct pp reaction

P+ P-+oi+ P++ v~+0.421 Mev,
which has good theoretical foundations but which has
not yet been observed experimentally in the laboratory
because of its extremely low cross section even at relatively high interaction energies. In the above equation
and in what follows we use v+ for neutrinos emitted
and v for antineutrinos emitted
with positrons,
with electrons, P . We use nuclear rather than atomic
mass differences in expressing the Q values of all reactions.
There is of course practically no difference in atomic and
nuclear Q values when positrons or electrons are not

P,

involved.
The calculated

cross section for the pp reaction is
cm'=10 " barn at 1-Mev laboratory energy.

10
This is much too small for detection with currently
available techniques. The yield when a thick hydrogen
target is employed can be estimated to be 5X10—"
one
reaction per incident proton or approximately
reaction per 3X10' amp sec corresponding at 10' volts
to 3 X 10"w sec. Thus only one reaction per 10 MegamaQ
years of bombardment can be expected. In an earlier
paper (Fo54) it was indicated that the cross section
would reach a maximum value at 100 kev. This is not
the case if account is taken of the rapid increase in betadecay probability with increasing beta-decay energy
and hence with increasing incident proton energy. At
the present time, however, it is not possible to obtain within many orders of magnitude, the necessary
amounts of bombardment even at 1 Mev or above. At
100 Mev the cross section becomes 3X10 barn but
very pure hydrogen targets would be necessary to avoid
positron production in heavy nuclei as contaminants.
4~
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"
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meson production

(f) Rate of pp

becomes a

Reaction

De6nitive theoretical calculations on the rate of the
pp processes were given by Salpeter (Sa52a). These
calculations accurately took into account the welldetermined phenomenological
parameters of the neutron-proton and proton-proton interactions and showed
that the main uncertainty in the cross section lay at
that time in the uncertainty of the Gamow-Teller betadecay constant for which the following value was given:

g=7.5~1.5X10

4

sec

' (Sa52a).

This value was adopted by Fowler (Fo54). The 20%
uncertainty in the value of the Gamow-Teller coupling
constant did not imply any uncertainty in the validity
of the Gamow-Teller selection rules for beta-decay
transitions. Then, as now, the super-allowed nature of
the beta decay, He'(0 )~Li'(1+)+P +v, which is
permitted only by the Gamow-Teller selection rules,
serves as a solid empirical foundation for this type of
transition. The recent discovery of the nonconservation
of parity) in allowed beta decay transitions (Wu57,
Le56, A157) is further substantiation of the existence of
Gamow-Teller selection rules. The fore-and-aft asymmetry in the decay of aligned Co" nuclei observed by
Wu et al. is not possible for allowed Fermi transitions
even with nonconservation of parity.
Experimental data on ft values for super-allowed
+0 transitions in beta decay
mirror transitions and 0—
available in 1956 were employed by Kofoed-Hansen and
Winther (Ko56) to evaluate the coupling constants in
beta decay with improved accuracy. A recent measure(0+)~N'4*(0+) transition
ment of the energy of the
by Bromley et al. (Br57) leads to only a minor change in
Kofoed-Hansen and Winther's results. Bromley et a1.
find 1809.7&7.8 kev for the transition energy and thus
into
an ft value equal to 3088&56, which brings
+0+ transitions
agreement with the AP, Cl", and K" 0+—
used by Kofoed-Hansen and Winther.
The quantity g which appears in Salpeter's expression
for the rate of the pp reaction is related to the quantities
B and x defined by Kofoed-Hansen and Winther (Ko56)
through the relation

0"

0"

g=4 ln2(x/8) = 2.77 (x/8).
They find that the best 6t to the experimental data
yields 8 = 2787& 70 sec, x= 0.560%0.012, so that
8/x= 4980& 150 sec. With the new 0" data we estimate
8= 2818, x= 0.544 so that 8/x= 5180 and
g= 5.35&0.15X10 ' sec ' (new value, 1957),
f. The reader is admonished that parity is still conserved to a
high degree of experimental accuracy in reactions involving the
strong interactions among nucleons (Ta57) as contrasted with the
weak interactions leading to beta decay. The importance of parity
conservation in nuclear reactions is illustrated in the discussion
of the 3a reaction in Sec. IC(1).
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generation in pp chain and CN cycle.

pp chain

CN cycle

C"(p, y) determining

N'4(p, y) determining

T

106 oK

kev

kev

—0.79

2.8
4.5
5.9
7. 1
9.3
11.3
13.2
16.5

5
10
15
20

30
50
70
100

13
20
27
32
42
51
60
75
94

+0.79

1.54
2.01
2.58
2.94
3.19

3.54
3.86

20.8

29% less than the value given by Salpeter
(Sa52a) and used by Bosman-Crespin et at. (Bo54) in
numerical calculations. These numerical values should
thus be reduced by 29%. The over-all probable error,
taking other sources of error into account, can be conservatively estimated as 10%. The cross-section factor
which is

becomes

5= 28.5 (1+0.0088) X 10 " kev
for

E in

Eo
kev

barn

&10%

kev or

S,=28.5(1+0.008T6~)X10 "kev

barn

"

+0.30

11
18

2.67

24
29

5.63
7.49
8.81
10.72
12.3

38
46
53

4.78
7.45

9.13
10.32
12.0
13.5

= —— =2.78(n
p„„(H)
1 AH

XH

xH)X10

"sec '.

lA

If the pp

chain is completed then the energy release in
the over-all process, 4H +He4, is 26.22 Mev=4. 201
X10 ' erg, using the atomic masses of Wapstra
(Wa55). This value excludes the 2% neutrino energy
loss. The expression for the energy generation, e», is
then given by

e»=0.5&(4.201X10 5r»
or

e» —1.75n»xH'X10'

ergs g

ergs

' sec ' (4H~He').

This energy generation as a function of temperature is
tabulated in Table III, 1 and is indicated graphically in

"

X exp( —33.804T6

4, g~

(T
—

"&153
I

+10%

o

/

' sec '

while the mean reaction rate per proton with two protons

6
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reactions g

6

pj-CHAIR

2

Tij=15.

The electron screening factor, f», can be taken as
approximately equal to unity for T6& 8. The quantity p
is the density and xH is the concentration by mass of
hydrogen. The correction terms in T6& and T6 arise in
integrating over all the interaction energies. The first
has been discussed by Salpeter (Sa52a) and the second
comes when the energy dependence of S is included to
first order in the integration. The reaction rate in
reactions per gram of material per second is e»xH'
multiplied by a numerical factor derivable from S„vis.
,

=0.8330.ypxH'&(10"

IO

~

ale

r

C9

near

~p, c~

~O

&)

)3;95

rp

+2.65

67
84

n» = pf»T6 ~(1+0.012T6~+0.008Tg'*+0.00065T6)

2.0X10 'pf»~

—7.71
—0.73

consumed per reaction is

&10%.

The correction term in E or T&& arises from the dependence on energy of the beta-decay transition probability, and in addition from small corrections to the
barrier penetrability when a nonzero interaction radius
is assumed. It is accurate only for E & 100 kev or T (10'
degrees. At laboratory bombarding energies for E&1
Mev, S~2E )&10 Mev barn, 0.~3E.")&10 barn.
In the following discussion it is convenient to use a
quantity n», which is involved in the reaction rate and
is given by

—11.24
—3.47

I

T (SOLARj

5

IO

l5

20

25

TEMPERATURE

IN

30

55

IO

DEGREES

40
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Fn. III, 1. Energy generation in ergs g ' sec ' as a function of
temperature in the pp chain and the CN cycle. The ordinates give
100 g/cm, pxHxNfN = 1 g/cm or
loge directly for pxH
pxsxzfz ——1 g/cm'. They are thus appropriate for xN=x(N' ) or x&
=x(C')~0.8x(C +C ) =0.01xH. If N (p p) is resonant the CNcycle rate is determined by C' (p, y) and x&~0.8x&N. If N" (p, p) is
nonresonant, it determines the CN-cycle rate and xN=xt:N.
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III,2. Mean

TAsxE
Logpxg&2-(H)

T

106

a

0" and

C12

+

+12.09
10.51

9.76
9.29

11.0
8.61
5.65

8.72
8.36
8.11
7.76
7.44

3.79

2.47
0.56
—1.00

—Q. 72
—2.22

7Q

100

lifetimes ox cycle times in hydrogen burning

H
PP chain

+22.5
14.7

12.0
8.63
6.50
3.83
2. 15
0.96
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(years).

'

Log (pxH fr/100)

H1

N'4(p, V)

+19.0

5

10
15
20
30
40
50
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LogpxNf~r(H)

H1

c"(P,v)

K

B U RB I

16.5
9.53
6.15
4Q2

1.35
—0.33
—1.52
302

—4.7

N14

20.0
12.2
8.44
6.07
3.11

1.25

—0.07
—1.98
—3.54

O16

Ne22

10.8
8.24
4.99
2.94
1.49

+10.92
7.28

+12.41

5,02

3.42
1.20
—0.80

—0.50
—2.37

8.63
6.25
4.55

+10.62

6.76
4.32
2.55
0.05
—2.33

2. 18
0.02

(106 K)

5
10
15
20

30
40
50
70
100

Ne2' lifetimes based on 1esults of Ta57a and Pi57a.

Fig. III, I, where it is compared with that for the CN
cycle, which is discussed in Sec. III F.
If the chain goes only to He', as might be the case in
limited times at low temperature,
then the energy
release in 3H~HC' is 6.68 Mev=1. 070&10 erg and

'

—
e»' 0 8—
9o.». X 10' ergs

' sec '

g

(3H'-+He').

The mean lifetime of hydrogen in the pp chain becomes

r»(H) =1.14(o.»xH) '&10' years

The recent detection (Re53, Co56a) of the free antineutrino through absorption by hydrogen in the

lcactlon
v

+~P++I

—

1 804 Me. v

has lcd to increased conhdence in Fermi's neutrino
theory of beta decay, and thus in the theoretical calculations of the rate of the pp reaction which have just
been discussed. In addition, the interesting possibility
antlneutrlno
M lscs of lnvcstlgatlng
captul c ln deuterium in processes which wouM be inverse to the direct
pp reaction. Since antineutrinos are produced in the
negative beta decay in a neutron reactor, observation
of the following reaction

= 1.99(xn/e») X 10" years
1.99& j.0' i00

-- --- years~

E&&

E»

where
is the quantity tabulated by BosmanCrespin ei al. (Bo54) decreased by 29%. It will be recalled that pxH 100 g/cm' at the center of the sun and
similar stars. Hydrogen lifetimes at relevant temperatures are given in Table III, 2 and Fig. III, 2.

pxH

v++d~P+P+P

IO-

—1.443 Mev,

which is directly inverse to the pp reaction, would reand neutrinos be identical.
quire that antineutrinos
Recent experiments (Aw56), which show that the halfhves of Ca" and Zr" to double beta decay are &1018

H
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III,2. Mean lifetimes or cycle times in years for various
nuclei in hydrogen burning as a function of temperature. The
ordinate gives loge (years) directly for pxnf=100 g/cm3 or
pg/N = 1 gjcm'. The hydrogen lifetime in the CN cycle is calculated from the rate of the nonresonant N"(P, p) reaction. The
mean reaction tixne of the pp reaction is twice that of the hydxogen
since two protons are consumed in each reaction. The latest
experimental results (Ta57a) on 0' (p, p) require that the curve
for 2-(O") be lowered by 1.6 in the logarithm. Those on Ne0(p, y)
require that r(Ne~) be lowered by 0.8 in the logarithm (Pi5'/a).
Fzo.

years, indicate that this is not the case. In addition, if
would not be
v Wv~, the reaction Cia'+v ~A37+P
expected to take place and this has been shown to be
the case (Da56). Also, the v++d process would be very
dificult to detect over background because the energy
given to the protons and to the electron will be dissipated promptly in electronic collisions. The process will
not have a distinguishing signature as does the antineutrino absorption by protons, where the slowing down
of the neutron gives an observable delay up to as much
as 17 psec (Co56a) between the positron annihilation
energy release and the neutron capture energy release.
On the other hand, the "mirror-inverse" process to
the pp reaction, which is
v

+d~tt, +I+P+ —4.029 Mev,

can be induced by reactor antineutrinos of suf6cient
energy and it will have a signature even more distinctive
than that for the absorption in light hydrogen. Only a
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small fraction of the reactor antineutrinos have energies
above the threshold for this process and thus it will be
much more dificult to observe than the absorption by
protons. In fact, in the current experiments by Cowan
et al. (Co56a) deuterium is used in place of part of the
hydrogen in order to show that the observed events are

to the proton concentration.
directly proportional
While this paper has been in preparation, two papers
have appeared on the antineutrino disintegration of the
deuteron (Mu57, We57) which give the effective cross
sections for reactor neutrinos as o (v +P) =6X10 44 cm'
and o(v +d) = 2X10-" cm'. These must be multiplied
by a factor of 2 in order to account for parity-nonconserving beta transitions. In any case the deuteron disintegration cross section is only 1/30 of that for the
proton. However, if the mirror inverse process can
ultimately be observed, the observation would constitute fundamental experimental confirmation of the very
general ideas underlying the pp process. Note added in
nd Reines (Co57a) have not been sucproof. Cowan a—
cessful in detecting the v +d reaction but their experimental upper limit of o (v +d) =4X10 4' cm' does not
exclude the theoretically expected value given above.
(Z) Other Reactions

in

the

pp Chain

New measurements of the cross section for D'(p, y)
have been reported (Gr55) since the review by Fowler
(Fo54), but these new values do not necessitate any
signihcant change in the value of the cross-section factor
given there (S,=8X10 ~ kev barn). The final results
for the He'(He', 2p)He' cross section have been published (Go54). The value of 2.5X 10 ' barn at E~,b= 200
kev or E, =100 kev yields a cross section factor equal
to 1200 kev barn. Fairly substantial corrections for nonzero radius of interaction in the barrier penetrability
energy dependence and for electron shielding e8ects
will increase this to an effective value, 5, =2000 kev
barns, at relevant stellar energies.

C. Pure Helium Burning
When hydrogen burning in a star's main-sequence
stage leads eventually
to hydrogen exhaustion, a
helium core remains at the star's center. It has been
suggested (Sa52, Sa53, Op51, Op54) that the fusion of
helium plays an important role in energy generation
and element synthesis in the red-giant stage of the
star's evolution. The fusion occurs through the processes

He4+ He~Be'

Be'+He~C"*—+C"+y
or, in a more condensed notation, through

3He~ C124~C12+p
We refer to this as the 3n reaction. These processes
are believed to occur at a late stage of the red giant
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evolution in which the hydrogen in the central core has
been largely converted into helium, and in which gravitational contraction (Ho55) has raised the central tem10' degrees, and the density to
10'
perature to
g/cc. Under these conditions, as shown by Salpeter, an
equilibrium ratio of Be' to He' nuclei equal to
10 '
is established. This conclusion followed from experimental measurements (He48, He49, To49, Wh41) which
established the fact that Be was unstable to disintegration into two alpha particles but only by 95 kev with
an uncertainty of about 5 kev.

(1) Rate of the 3a Reaction
Even though very small, the equilibrium concentration of Be' is sufhcient to lead to considerable production of C" through radiative alpha-particle capture by
the Be', and of 0", Ne", etc. , by succeeding alphaparticle captures. Salpeter's calculations, in which resonance eGects due to the Be' ground state were taken
into account, indicated a rate for the helium-burning
considerably greater at a given pressure and temperature than that previously calculated by Opik using
non'resonant reaction rates (Op54). Detailed consideration of the reaction rates and of the resulting relative
abundances of He', C", and
led Hoyle (Ho54) to the
prediction that the foregoing second reaction, in which
C" is produced, must exhibit resonance within the
range of energies at which the interaction between Be'
and He4 electively occurs. Hoyle's predicted value for
the resonance energy was 0.33 Mev, corr sponding to
an excited state in C" at 7.70 Mev.
It recently has been shown (Fo56, Co57) through the
studies of the alpha emission following the beta decay
of B" to the second excited state of C", that this state
does decay into three alpha particles through an. intermediate stage involving He4 and the ground state of
Be . The general reversibility of nuclear reactions thus
leads one to expect that C" will be produced in the
Salpeter reactions given above and that the second
excited state of C" does indeed play a dominant role
in the synthesis of elements from helium, as predicted
by Hoyle.
The experiments
reported
(Co57) show that
Q(Be' —2He4) = 93.7+0.9 kev, that the excitation
C") = 7.653&0.008 Mev, that
energy of C"* is Q(C"*—
Q(C"*—Be' —He') = 278&4 kev, Q(C"*—
3He') = 372
&4 kev, and that the most probable spin and parity
assignments for C"*are 0+. The state must have either
even spin with even parity or odd spin with odd
parity. Otherwise, by the conservation of angular momentum and parity, it cannot decay into three alpha
particles through the ground state of Be'. Since the Be
is in equilibrium, the reaction rate for the conversion
of helium into carbon can be calculated simply from
the 3He~C"* equilibrium with a small leakage to

0"

8URB I DGE, 8URB I DGE, FOOLER,
stable

C". The

ps, (He')

reaction rate per alpha particle is
1

1

rs (He')

x

=

'(kT)'

M

1'„+r

Q is Q (C"e

—3He') = 372&4 kev.

=

=2.37
7s (He4)

X10 '(px, )'

F,
T.

I'~

—1.39X10i4(p'x

') fs

expj

( —43.2y
T,

~

)

i

sec—',

vrhere I"~ is in ev and T8 is the temperature in units of
10' degrees. Electron screening will increase this rate
by a small factor. Using Salpeter's expression for weak
exp0. 88(ps/Ts')',
screening (Sa54), we find that fs
where ps is the density in 10' g/cm'. Kavanagh (Ka56)

6nds that I' )&I'~ for C"*, so that I' does not appreciably inQuence the reaction rate numerically. Farrell
(Fa57), Salpeter (Sa57), and Hayakawa et al. (Ha56b)
have calculated I'~ on a reasonable model for states of
C" and hand I'~~0.001 ev. If the y radiation is highly
forbidden then F~ must be replaced by the width for
pair emission by C"*. From the inelastic scattering
(Fr55) of high-energy electrons by C" this can be calculated (FrM, Op39) to be F.~ 5X10 'ev.
The present rate is in reasonable agreement with that
given by Hoyle (Ho54), although it is worth pointing
out that two changes have been made from these earlier
calculations. Formerly F~ was taken as 1 ev, thereby
exaggerating the reaction rate. On the other hand,

('

exp~

If the C" formation is

that

—43.2 )
~

ergsg 'sec

'.

followed by rapid production of
Q(SHe4 Ne") =19.18 Mev=3. 072
numerical coe%cient in the above
equation becomes 3.66X10". Salpeter (Sa57} and
Hayakawa et al. (Ha56b) have shown that this rate of
energy generation is ample to supply the energy emitted
by a star while it is on the tip of the red-giant branch
and T~10s degrees. Under
when p 10' g/cm', x,
these conditions e3 =600 ergs g ' sec ' and ~~ =1500
elgs g sec

0" and Ne", then
&10 ' erg and the

Numerically:
ps (He')

such

'

r, I".

es

where the appropriate

taken

was formerly

rate by an amount that closely compensated for the
error in F~.
The energy generation, with Q(3He' —C")=7.281
Mev=1. 165&10 erg, becomes

dt

(px.)'

level

Q(C"*—3He')=420 kev. This reduced the reaction

dScr

A5

= gs'3&

the resonance

0 HOYLE

AN

—

~1,

(&) &ate

of the

C"(cr,y) 0" Eeuctsoe

The C" produced in the helium fusion can capture an
and thus continue the element
alpha particle to form
synthesis. The binding energy for an alpha particle in
is 7.148 Mev, so that this process proceeds mainly
at 7.116 Mev. This state
through the bound state in
has spin and parity equal to 1 and thus the alpha
capture by C"-(0+) is a p-wave capture and the radiation
(0+} is electric dipole. The
to the ground state of
probability for this radiation is somewhat reduced by
+0 for electric
the isotopic spin selection rule for 7= 9—
dipole transitions. Swann and Metzger (Sw56) find the
mean lifetime of the state to be 0.5 0 2+0 SX10
or I'~=0. 13 ev. The reduced alpha particle width for
the state can be taken as 0 '= 0.1 with a probable varia'tloil of a fac'tol of 10 eltllel' way (A]55). Tile cl'oss-
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Pro. III,3; Mean lifetimes in years for various nuclei in helium
burning as a function of temperature. The curves are drat' in
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(3) Further A/phu

C-upture Reacti orts

0"

The rate of the
(a, y) Ne" process depends critically
on whether the excited states in Ne" at 4.95 and 5.62
Mev have the proper spin and parity (even-even or
and the alpha particles
odd-odd) to be formed by
in their ground states. These states probably have
even parity and even spin and since they occur at 204
kev and 874 kev, respectively, in Oi6+o. and since
E, = 246TS' kev it is clear that for T 10' degrees they
into Ne".
will act as resonances in the conversion of
Production of Ne" in comparable or greater amounts
in helium burning is thus to be expected.
than
Resonances can also be expected to occur in Ne"
(n, y) Mg" but the Mg" production will be small
because of the large barrier factor for alpha particles.
In Fig. III,3 and Table III,3 we show the mean
for the 3He +CI2 and
lifetimes ~ersls temperature
C"(ot,7)O" reactions as calculated above, as well as
the lifetimes for 0"(n,y)Ne" and Ne"(ny)Mg" as
calculated by Salpeter (Sa57). Salpeter uses a dimenwidth, 0 '=0.02, for
sionless alpha-particle
(u, y).
We have taken tt, '=0.01 for Ne" (n, y) and have
modified his calculations accordingly. We also show in
Fig. III,3 the nonresonant 3He4~CI2 lifetime to illustrate the large factor arising from the resonance
predicted by Hoyle.
In comparing the rates of the helium-burning reacNe", and
tions with the atomic abundances of C",
Mg'4 two points must be borne in mind. In the first
+CI2 is known from
place only the rate of the 3He4 —
experimental evidence to better thari a factor of ten.
The others are very uncertain and one of the most
pressing current problems in element synthesis is the
measurements
on C"(n, y),
need for experimental
Ne"
and
Measurements
at
high energies
(n, y),
(n, y).
5 Mev), where the reactions can be easily detected,
(2—
are needed to serve as guides in extrapolating to lower
stellar energies (0.2—0.5 Mev). Such measurements
are planned in the near future at the Kellogg Radiation

0"

)

0"

0"

0"

0",

0"

Laboratory.
In the second place, the relative rates of the reactions
depend critically on temperature, and thus diGerent
astrophysical circumstances will lead to marked differences in abundance ratios. Helium burning can
result, for example, in large or small C"/Ne" ratios.
TABLE

III,3. Mean

At the same time it is clear from Fig. III,3 that in
the region 1.0 to 1.3)&10' degrees the reaction rates
are all of the same order of magnitude within the
present uncertainties except for the very slow production of Mg" from Ne". Thus the atomic abundance
Ne": Mg'4= 1:6: 2: 0.2 given by
ratios of C"
Suess and Urey (Su56), or 1:5:8:1,given by Aller
(A157a) for early-type stars, are reasonable values
on the basis of the synthesis of these elements in
helium burning. Also other processes are involved.
A considerable amount of C" has been converted into
N'4 by the CN cycle (see Secs. III F and XI A); Mg'4
has been produced in the o. process (see Sec. 111 D)
which consumes 0' and Ne" and so on.

0":

D. e Process
As has just been discussed, helium-burning
synNe", and perhaps a little Mg". This
thesizes C",
occurs at temperatures between 10' and 2)(10' degrees
and results in the exhaustion of the helium produced in
An inner core of C"
hydrogen-burning.
and Ne"
develops in the star and eventually undergoes gravitational contraction and heating just as occurred previously in the case of the helium core. Calculations of
stellar evolutionary tracks have not yet been carried
to this stage, but it is a reasonable extrapolation of
current ideas concerning the cause of evolution into
the giant stage. Gravitation is a "built-in" mechanism
in stars which leads to the development of high temperature in the ashes of exhausted nuclear fuel. Gravitation
takes over whenever nuclear generation stops; it raises
the temperature to the point where the ashes of the
previous processes begin to burn. Implicit in this
argument is the assumption that mixing of core and
surrounding zones does not occur.
No important reactions occur among C"
and
Ne" until significantly higher temperatures, of the
order of 10' degrees, are attained. Two effects then
arise. The p rays present in the thermal assembly
become energetic enough to promote Ne" (y, n)
This is the first (y, a) reaction to occur since the alphaparticle binding in Ne20 is only 4.75 Mev, while it is
7.37 Mev in C' and 7.15 Mev in O' The proton and
neutron binding energies in these nuclei are 12 to 19
Mev, so that (y, n) precedes (y, p) or (y, e). The alpha

0",

0"

0"

0".

lifetimes in helium burning
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particles thus released can now penetrate the Coulomb
barrier of the remaining Nc" quite readily at 10'
degrees, thereby forming Mg". The resulting transformation is strongly exothermic, ~is. :

Ne"+y~O"+He' —4.75 Mev
Neoo+He~Mg'4+y+9. 31 Mev.
these two equations yields:

Combining

2Ne"—
+0"+Mg"+4.56 Mev.
Of course, a proportion of the released alpha particles
is consumed in scouring out the C" and forming
The result is the formation of additional
and Mg'4;
this is highly favored on a statistical basis even though
complete equilibrium is not attained.
The addition of the alpha particles released from
the Ne'0 need not be limited to the formation of Mg'4.
Thus, once some Mg'4 is produced we also expect Mg'4(n, y)Si" to take place, since it is also possible to penetrate the Coulomb barrier of Mg" at temperatures of
order 10' degrees. Again, once an appreciable concentration of Si" is built up, we expect Sioo(n, y)Soo to
take place in some degree, and so on for the production
of A" and Ca4'.
This is the e process marked in Figs. I, i and I,2,
and responsible, in our view, for building, in decreasing
proportion, the O.-particle nuclei Mg", Si", S", A", and
Ca". Their relative atomic abundances are indicated
in Table III,4. The abundance of Ne" is included for
comparison. The proportions decrease in general along
this sequence, partly because the production. of any
member of the sequence does not take place in an
appreciable amount until the preceding member has
6rst been produced in considerable concentration, and
partly because Coulomb CGccts become increasingly
inhibitory as larger and larger values of Z are reached,
somewhat above 10' degrees,
even at temperatures
The nuclei produced in the 0, process stand out in
abundance above other neighboring nuclei. This is
made clear in Fig. VI, 1 which is discussed in Sec. VI
in connection with the neutron-capture s process which
synthesizes these nuclei. Mg", Si", , etc. , are much too
abundant to have been produced in the s process.
Thc e process is of couisc, very slmilal to helium
burning. %'e diGercntiate the two processes on the
basis that the alpha-particle sources are quite different
in the two cases. Detailed calculations on the rates of
the O.-process reactions have been given by Hoyle
(Ho54), by Nakagawa et al. (Na56), and by Hayakawa
et at. (Ha56b). We estimate that a progression in

0"

TABLE

Q~ (Mev)
Abundance

0".

III,4. Relative

abundances of nuclei produced
in the 0. process (Su56).

(Qe28) a

Mg24

S128

S82

A88

Ca40

(9.31)
(8.4)

10.00

6.94
1.00

6.66
0.39

7.04
0.14

5.28
0.052

0.78

a Produced in helium burning;

included for comparison.

Ca44

9.40

T148

9.32
0.0011 0.0019

from 10' to 3)&10' degrees, either in
temperature
various regions or at various times in a star, will
suffice to bring the rates of the (o.,p) reactions from Mg'4
to Ca" into reasonable correspondence.
The o, process is, of course, an oversimplification as
temperatures
near 3&10' degrees are considered.
Interactions between the heavier nuclei themselves
must also be taken into account. It is interesting to
note that experimental information on the cross sec-.
tions of these interactions are already becoming available from research with high-energy
accelerators
equipped with ion sources capable of producing heavy
ions (Ha56a).
One interesting elaboration of the n process has not
been previously discussed in the literature. The straightforward (n, y) reactions involving stable nuclei terminate at Ca4' since Ti44 with an electron capture lifetime
of approximately 1000 years (Hu57b) is produced next.

+oo»"+v
ooTi"+e=+o~Sc"+r+

oo«4o+oHe

oxSc44~ooca~+P

o

+v+

~~1000 years

r;= 3 9hours. .

If the alpha-capture lifetimes are greater than 1000
years, then the foregoing decays occur before Ti44
captures another alpha particle. Then one has
ooCa"+oHe

+oo»"+V,

the Ti48 being stable. The important point is that Ti"
is produced in an interaction with approximately the
same barrier height as in the case of Ca4' and thus
these two should be of roughly equal abundance.
This is just the case within a factor of two (favoring
Ti4o!) in spite of the rapid decrease in abundance
evident from Si" to Ca'4. Some Ti'8 may also be produced in the e process discussed in the next section.
A corollary of our argument is that the time-scale
of the 0. process must exceed 1000 years at Ti~. If Ti4'
captured an alpha particle it would produce Cr'8
which decays through V" to Ti4'. The unconsumed
Ti44 would eventually decay to Ca", and in this case
one would expect Ca4' to be considerably more abundant than Ti".

E. Succession

of Nuclear Fuels in
an Evolving Star

Starting with primeval hydrogen condensed into
stars, pure hydrogen burning, pure helium burning,
and finally the n process successively take place at the
stellar center and then move outward in reaction zones
or shells. %hen the star first contracts the generation
of energy by hydrogen burning develops internal
pressures which oppose gravitational contraction, and
the star is stabilized on the main sequence at the point
appropriate to its mass. Similarly, the generation of
energy in helium burning should lead to a period of
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relative stability during the red-giant stage of evolution.
It is assumed that mixing does not occur. This is substantiated by the fact that, as hydrogen becomes exhausted in the interior, the star evolves o6 the main
sequence which is the location of stars with homogenous
lllterlors.
At the end of helium burning most of the nuclear
binding energy has been abstracted, and indeed the
cycle of contraction, burning, contraction. . . must
eventually end when the available energy is exhausted,
that is, when the most stable nuclei at the minimum
in the packing fraction curve are reached, near Fe".
If a star which condensed originally out of pure hydrogen remains stable, it eventually forms the iron-group
elements at its center, and this "iron core" continues
to grow with time until gravitation, unopposed by
further energy generation, leads eventually to a violent
instability. This problem of the ultimate instability
is discussed, but not solved, in Sec. XII. At this point
it sufFices only to emphasize that the instability may
result in the ejection of at least part of the "iron core"
and its thin surrounding shells of lighter elements into
the interstellar medium and that in this way a reasonable picture of the production of the abundance peak at
the iron-group elements can be formulated. Production
of the iron group of elements requires temperatures
near 4)&10' degrees, at which statistical equilibrium
is reached, as outlined in Sec. II and discussed in detail
in Sec. IV (the e process).

F.

Burning of Hydrogen and Helium ruth Mixtures
of Other Elements; Stellar Neutron Sources

In the previous discussion we considered the effect
of heating hydrogen and its reaction products to very
high temperatures.
First, the hydrogen is converted
to helium, and the resulting helium is converted to
C" 0", and Ne" Then a particles released by (y, n)
reactions on the Ne20 build the o, -particle nuclei Mg'4,
Si", S", A", Ca", and also Ca" andTi". Finally, at
very high temperatures, the latter nuclei are converted
into the iron group. Further heating of the iron group,
although of astrophysical importance, does not lead
directly to any further synthesis. Thus all the remaining
elements and isotopes must be provided for otherwise
than by a cooking of pure hydrogen.
Very much more compbcated reactions arise when
we consider the cooking of hydrogen and helium mixed
with small concentrations
of the elements already
provided for, e.g. , C", Ne", Fe". It is easy to see how
such admixtures can arise. Since stars eject the products
of nuclear synthesis into the interstellar gas it seems
highly probable that only the "erst" stars can have
consisted of pure hydrogen. The results of hydrogen
cooking in such stars would follow the lines described
above. But once the interstellar gas was contaminated
by this erst cooking, nuclear processes would operate
on hydrogen which contains impurities. The eventual
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hydrogen exhaustion will lead to helium burning with
impurities. As we shall see later, the presence of other
nuclei can lead to highly important eGects.
In addition, hydrogen and helium may in some cases
become adulterated with impurities even in the "erst"
stars. For example C", Ne" built in the inner central
regions of such stars may be circulated into the outer
The question whether such
envelopes.
hydrogen
mixing occurs, and astrophysical observations bearing
on the problem, is considered in Secs, XI and XII.

(f) CX cycle
When C" produced in helium burning is mixed with
hydrogen at high enough temperatures,
hydrogen is
converted to He' by the CN cycle in addition to the
pp chain previously considered. The implications for
energy generation in hot main-sequence
stars have
been considered by numerous authors since Bethe
(BC39) and von Weizsacker (We38). The reactions of
the CN cycle are
C18(p ~)N18(P+p )C18
C18(p ~)N14

N" (P y)015(/+I )N"
N15(p ~)C18

C,

These four I'eactlons produce
the lMavier stable
isotope of carbon, and the two stable forms of nitrogen.
For C", C", and N" the (p,n) reaction. is not exothermic
and only the (P,y) reaction occurs. At N", the (p, n)
reaction becomes exothermic and much more rapid
than the (p, y) reaction, which serves only as a small
leak of material to
The NI5(p, n) reaction reproduces the original C" and a true cycle of reactions is
established. Not only does this give rise to the catalytic
conversion of hydrogen into helium until hydrogen
is exhausted, but it also results in the carbon and nitrogen isotopes rot being consumed in hydrogen burning.
The cross sections of the CN-cycle reactions have
been under experimental investigation in the Kellogg
Radiation Laboratory for some years and a review
of the reaction rates in stars as known up to 1954 is
included in the earlier paper by Fowler (Fo54), with
numerical
computations
by Bosman-Crespin et al.
(Bo54). New measurements of the CN-cycle reactions
in the 100-kev range of interaction energies are now
underway by William A. S. Lamb and Ross E. Hester
at the Livermore Radiation Laboratory, who are
using an ion source capable of dehvering several hundred
milliamperes of protons in this energy range, a factor
of almost 1000 over the currents used in previous
experiments. Results on C"(p, y) are already published
(LR57) Rnd I'cslllts llRvc also bcc11 obta111cd 011 N (p, y)
(LR57R). These are the two slowest reactions in the CN
cycle and are the ones primarily involved in the over-all
rate of this reaction.
In Figs. III,4 and III,5 are shown the yield and

0".
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to a cross-section factor

5=
+Cl2(

IO-"

(14
X125X7.0X10
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—

~

= 2.8 kev

) Nl5

"

)

I

exp (+219.8/(125)(}

barns.
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FIG. III,4. Yields of the C'~(p, y) and N'4(p, y) reactions as a
function. of bombarding energy obtained by Lamb and Hester
(I.a57) at Livermore. The N" (p, y) results vrere obtained using a
titanium nitride target. In results not illustrated here the yield
has been measured down to 100 kev where it has the very low
value of only one reaction per 10"incident protons.

cross-section curves for C12(p, y) obtained by Lamb
and Hester. For comparison, points obtained originally
by Hall and Fowler (Ha50) and by Bailey and Stratton
(Ba50) are shown. All of the observations are seen
to fit a modification due to Thomas (Th52) of the
Breit-Wigner dispersion formula using parameters of
the resonance at 456 kev. The new results confirm
the original measurements, but more 'importantly they
extend the measurements to cross sections lower by a
factor of ten and they do this with increased precision,
so that the extrapolation to the lower temperatures
relevant to stellar interiors (E, 25 kev) can be made
with much more conidence. Their cross section 0 =5.2
& 10 barn at 90 kev is a representative one and yields

"

5=

)y
I

12
—
X90X5.2X10 "

I

exp(+188.4/(90)'*}

&13

=1.7 kev

barns.

Extrapolation to stellar energies yields

5,=1.2+0.2 kev

barns for

C"(p, y)N"

as found by Hall and Fowler (Ha50), so that no change
in the numerical calculations of Bosman-Crespin et al.
is required.
Experimental results for the reaction N" (p, y) have
also been obtained and are also shown in Figs. III,4
and III,5. Lamb and Hester find a representative value
barn at 125 kev. This corresponds
o =7.0&1.0&10

"

Their value, 0.=0.9X10 barn, at 100 kev is the
smallest charged particle cross section measured up to
the present time.
This and their other values correspond to a crosssection factor at stellar energies equal to 5, =3.2 kev
barns. In the Kellogg Radiation Laboratory Pixley
(Pi57) has made measurements on this reaction from
220 kev up to 650 kev. His results can be interpreted
as indicating that a narrow resonance at 278 kev,
with width I'=1.7 kev, is superimposed on a nonresonant background which increases with the energy
just as the calculated Coulomb barrier penetration
factor times the usual 1/(t-term. The nonresonant cross
section varies from 1.44+10 ' barn at 450 kev to
4.74X10 ' barn at 650 kev. The measured cross
sections correspond to a cross-section factor at low
energies given by 5, =2.8 kev barns. The two sets of
experiments indicate that the nonresonant background
is characterized by a relatively constant 5 from 130
to 650 kev. Averaging the two values given above we
have, with a reasonable allowance for systematic
e11ol s~

5.=3.0&0.6 kev barns

for

N" (p, y)O".

This result is 12% of the value derived from the
measurements of Woodbury, Hall, and Fowler (Wo49)
near 124-kev bombarding energy, and confirms the
finding of Duncan and Perry (Du51) that this old value
could not be attributed to the eGects of known resonances from 278 kev to 2.6 Mev. Fowler (Fo54) attributed the large value at 124 kev to the resonance
sects of a bound level at 6.84 Mev in 0'5, which is
543 kev below the N"+p threshold, and BosmanCrespin et al. (Bo54) accordingly used, near 7=10'
degrees, the value S, =33 kev barns for N'4(p, y).
There is now no basis for this value. Accordingly,
the tabulated values of Bosman-Crespin ef al. for 5'40.09. On this basis
(p, y)O" must be multiplied by
the N" (p, y) reaction is very much slower than C"(p, y).
Lamb and Hester (La57) obtain preliminary values
fol tile cl'oss sec'tloll fo1 C (P)'y) wlllcll al'e about twice
those which were obtained by Woodbury and Fowler
(Wo52). Until this discrepancy is cleared up it is
recommended that the reaction rates given by Fowler
(Fo54) be employed with some caution. No new measurements are available on N'~(p, u) and the rates given
by Fowler (Fo54) can be employed. Cross-section factors given by Fowler (Fo54) are:

5, =6.1&2 kev barns for C" (p y)N(4
5,= 1.1&0.3X 10' kev barns for N" (p, n) C"

In spite of the concordance of the new 06'-resonant
measurements for N" (p, y) there still exists the vexing
problem as to whether resonance occurs in N" (p, y)O"
in the region of stellar energies corresponding to an
excitation energy in
near 7.37&0.03 Mev. Known
levels in 0'~ near this excitation occur at 6.84, 6.90,
7.61 (-,'+), and 8.33 Mev (-', +). The spin and parity
assignments for the last two levels come from studies
of the N"(p p) scattering by Pixley (Pi57) and by
Hagedorn et ul. (Ha57). The 7.61-Mev level is the level
1nvcstlgatcd 1n dctR11 at 278-kcv bombarding cnc1gy
by Pixley. It is too narrow and too far removed to
inQuence the cross section at 7.37 kev. In the mirror
nucleus N", which has been investigated more comPletely, levels occur at 7.16 (-,'+), 7.31 (-,'+), 7.58 (ss+7),
8.32 (-,'+), and 8.57 Mev (—,'+). The spin and parity
assignments are the results of a recent comparison of
shell model calculations with experiment by Halbert
and French (Ha57a). In the light of the spins and
parities and of the expected large level shifts (Th52)
it can be convincingly argued that the last two levels
correspond to the last two indicated above for 0'5.
One of the other three has not been found in
Considerable work has been done on this problem
in the last few years, but no new level has been found
in this region in
and a possible explanation lies in
the level shift phenomenon. However, the research
has not been exhaustive and it is still possible that a
level falls in the range 7.37+0.03 Mev, where it would
serve as a resonance at stellar energies and thus would
possibly enhance by a considerable amount the N" (p, y)
reaction rate in main-sequence stars.
If resonance in N" (p, y) occurs then the reaction could
be much more rapid than C"(p,y), in which case the
over-all rate of the CN cycle is determined by this last
process. In this case the energy generation is that
given as ec by Bosman-Crespin et al. (Bo54),
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with the electron shielding factor given by Salpeter's
strong screening formula (Sa54) as fc= exp(0. 98pI/Ts).
The mean lifetime of hydrogen becomes
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Fzo. IH, S. The cross sections of the C~(p y) sod N'4(p T) reactions at low bombarding energies. The early results on C12(p, y)
of Bailey and Stratton (Ba50) at the University of Minnesota,
and of Hall and Fowler (Ha50) at the California Institute of
Technology are compared with the new and more accurate results
of Lamb and Hester (La57) obtained at the University of California Radiation Laboratory, Livermore. A modification of the
Breit-Wigner dispersion formula by Thomas (Th52) based on the
parameters of the resonance at 456 kev is found to fit the experimental result very well. Note the extremely low cross section of
10 "barn measured experimentally by Lamb and Hester.

On the other hand, if resonance does not occur in
then we must use the new value for 5, already
given. Ignoring all small correction terms and defining
nN

—
—152.3TI

p fNT9 I exp(

=2.sxlo-'

pfNI

(T
—) 19.9
I

&15)

&)

near T6 ——15,

with the electron shielding factor given by Salpeter's
strong screening expression as fN = exp(1. 11pl/Ts),
then the reaction rate of the CN cycle per gram of
material per second becomes

rN=

(1.96&0.39)(aNXHXN) X 10'

1'eactloIls g

year.

sec

where xN is the fraction by mass of N'4. In this case
almost all of the carbon and nitrogen will be in the
folm of N . Thus xw scN. Thc mean rcRctloIl rate
per proton with four protons consumed per cycle is

—AH = (1.31&0.26)
1

19

50O kev

cA

nc= pfc(T9 v+0. 017) exp( —136.9T9 ')

=)

/

I

/

Cei P, y)

/

N" (p, y)

sec ',

where xc is the fraction by mass of C". This is about
81% of the total carbon, C" plus C", and there will
be very little nitrogen. Thus xc =0.8xgN. The quantity
O. c is given by

1.4x10 "pfci
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The energy release per cycle, excluding the 6% neutrino
energy loss, is 25.04 Mev=4. 011X1.0 ' erg using
Wapstra's masses (Wa55), so that the rate of energy
generation can be written
eN

—(0.786a0. 16) (nNxHxN)

X1028 ergs g ' sec

'.

The mean lifetime of hydrogen becomes
rN(H)

=1.90(x&/cN) X10" years
= (2.42~0.48) (uNxN) 'X 10 '7 year,

while for N'4 the mean cycle time is

rn(N)

=0.55(xN/eN) X10"years
= (0.70&0.14) (aNS+) X 10

given

year.

by Suess and Vrey

N"/C" = 168.

The temperature giving this ratio is approximately 10'
the C" cycle time is
degrees. At this temperature
3X10' years for pxn —100 g/cm', so conversion of C"
to C" or N'4 will occur only in old stars.
Kith the lower limit of S,=3.0 kev barns for N"
(p, y) it is found that
N14/C13 —
[440/T ]2

The temperature corresponding

= [200/T6]'

N"))C" at all reasonable

temperatures (Tg (40)
burning. Stars in which carbon from the
helium-burning
cores has been passed slowly enough
zones and then mixed into
through hydrogen-burning
the outer atmosphere will show a much greater overabundance of nitrogen than of carbon. The C"/C"
ratio by number should be 4.6 for the carbon in such
stars. On the other hand, stars in which C", O", and
Ne" from helium-burning zones were mixed quickly
into the envelope would
without hydrogen-burning
show anomalous abundances of these isotopes and not
necessarily of N'4 or C". The ratio of C"/C" might be
quite large in such stars. These points have been emphasized by Greenstein (Gr54a); see also Sec. XI A.
Finally, with the new nonresonant value for N'4(p, y) the CN cycle is very slow in the sun. The recent
model calculations of Schwarzchild,
inhomogeneous
Howard, and Harm (Sc57) which use only the pp chain
need not be modified to include CN cycle processing
of hydrogen except for the cases involving rather low
values of the initial hydrogen content. D. K. Osterbrock (private communication) has kindly made differential corrections to the calculations of Schwarzschild et al. using the pp reaction and N" (p, y) reaction
rates given in this paper. He finds T, =15.4&(10'
degrees and p. = 147 g/cm' for an original hydrogen
content of 80% by mass. These values replace T.= 14.8
X10' degrees and p, =132 g/cm'. For the present
values xI=0.30 and xcN=0. 003 at the solar center
he finds 6pp=5. 25 ergs g ' sec ' and cgN=0. 20 erg g '
sec '. Thus the CN-cycle energy generation is only
about 4% of that of the pp chain at the center and is
less than this value on the average.
so that

N"/C" = [133/T6]'
abundance

N'4/C"
for hydrogen

At the present time the rate of energy generation by
the CN cycle can be taken as lying between the wide
limits given by eN and e~. Since resonance has not been
established in N"(p, y), the best guess is eN. Values
for e~ and eN and the various lifetimes and cycle times
are given in Figs. III, 1 and III, 2 and in Tables III, 1
and III, 2.
Because of the uncertainty in the resonance problem
in N"(p, y) it is reasonable to employ astrophysical
arguments in search of a more definite answer concerning the rate of the CN cycle. Let it be assumed that
the observed cosmic abundances of N" and C" have
been produced at equilibrium at temperature T from
C" in the CN cycle. Then if S, =33 kev barns (Fo54)
for N"(p, p) and 5, =6.1 kev barns (Fo54) for C" (py)
it can be calculated that the relative numbers of
nuclei are given by

The relative
(Su56) is

argument, the lower limit for S, would seem to be the
preferred value.
With the new value for S, for N" (p, y) it is found
that the CN cycle rate will exceed that for the pp
chain only in stars with central temperatures
over
18)&10' degrees. The existence of nitrogen-rich peculiar
stars, as discussed in Sec. XI, is to be expected on this
basis since at equilibrium in the CN cycle we now
have

to the observed relative

abundance is ~T = 3.4&(10' degrees. This value is close
to the temperature believed to hold in the hydrogenburning shells surrounding the helium cores of red giant
stars (Ho55). It is perhaps reasonable astrophysically
to argue that this constitutes the last situation in which
C" and N" are in equilibrium under hydrogen-burning.
The C" and N'4 from these shells will be ejected into
space when instability arises in the stellar interior. C"
and N" which remain in the helium region after the
exhaustion of hydrogen are consumed in helium burning
by C"(n, n) and N" (n, p). On the basis, then, of this

(Z) Other Hydrogen

BNrning -Reactions

The reactions of protons and other light nuclei have
been discussed by Fowler (Fo54) and by Salpeter
(Sa55) and most recently by Marion and Fowler
(Ma57). The rapid destruction of the lithium, beryllium,
and boron isotopes in hydrogen burning, the end result
being the production of helium, is well known and will
not be discussed here, though some of the problems
which this raises for synthesis of these elements are
discussed in Sec. X.
occurring in the hydrogenAt the temperatures
is converted to
burning shells of red giant stars

0"

SYN TH ES I S OF ELK M EN TS I N STARS

016(P p)Flr(P+r )011

0"(p n)N'4+1. 20 Mev

(exothermic).

The N" is then processed by the CN cycle. When the
small leakage due to N" (p, y)0" from the CN cycle
is taken into account with the above reactions one has
a generalized CNO cycle.
For 0"(p,y) Tanner and Pixley (Ta57a) give the
preliminary value

5.=4&2 kev
so that the lifetime for

barns for

0"(p y)

0"in hydrogen

Substantial quantities of Ne" are produced at thc elevated temperatures occurring just before the hydrogen
is exhausted in such shells. This will be true only if the
carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen isotopes are relatively
rare so that hydrogen is not processed too rapidly
before the Ne" can be burned. The Ne" thus formed
becomes important in the subsequent helium burning
when the reaction Ne" (n, n)Mg'4 may serve as a source
of neutrons for heavy element synthesis.
The mean lifetimes or cycle times of the light nuclei
are summarized in Table III, 2
in hydrogen-burning
and Fig. III, 2.

(3) HeLium Burning with Reaction Products;

burning becomes

Stellar Feuds

rn(0") =0.5{noxrr) 'X10 "year,
where

ao=pT6

&exp( —166.7T6

Here we have neglected the weak electron shielding
low-dcnsl
expected to hOld ln high-temperature,
followed
shells. Since
is
rapidly
by
(p, y)
(p,a)
and by hydrogen processing in the CN cycle, the hydroWhenever
gen lifetime will be the same as that for
0'6 burning is not complete, a small amount of 0'~
This
( 10 'XO") remains in equilibrium with
may be sufhcient to account for the small concentration of 0"=4XIO 'XO" observed in the oxygen isoand
tope ratios. Apparently, not all of the
have been destroyed in the hydrogen-burning
shells of
the giant stars during the relatively short life of
this evolutionary stage. On the other hand, 0'8=2
X10 'XO" is not produced in sufhcient abundance by
(p, y)F"{P+r+)0" since the (p, n) reaction is much
faster than the (p, y) for
The burning of Ne2' in hydrogen is followed by the
NeNa cycle which is somewhat similar to the CN cycle,

0"

0"

0".

0".

0"

0"

0"

0".

Ne' (p, y) Na" (p+r+) Ne"
Ne" (p, y) Na" (P+r+) Ne"
Ne" (p, y) Na"
Na" (p, n) Ne".
New calculations based on recent experimental information have been made for the rates of the NcNa-cycle
reactions by Marion and Fowler (Ma57). It is found
that N (ap, ) ois considerably faster than Na" (py)
so that little leakage from the cycle occurs to Mg".
A Incthod of ObtaiQ1Ilg the reduced nucleon cInission
widths for the corresponding levels of mirror nuclei
is presented and is used in particular in the calculation
of the Ne"(p, v) reaction rate. It is found that a bound
level in Na" at Ne"+ p 26 kev markedly enhances the
rate of this reaction and that S, = j.2 kev barns at the
. temperatures
of hydrogen-burning shells. Results of preliminary measurements by Pixley, Hester, and Lamb
(Pi57a) increase this to

—

5

75 kev barns for

Ne" (p, y)Na".

ON

Sources

The primary products of pure helium burning are
and Ne" When these are subjected to further
hydrogen burning, production of all of the stable isoopes from C» to Na» with the exception of N», 0», and
F", is accounted for. Production of these three exceptions is treated at the end of this section. In hydrogen
burning, cyclic processes are established which transform the hydrogen into helium without consuming
and
the cycling, catalytic nuclei. Exceptions are
these nuclei are consumed in hydrogen burning
so it is clear that a proportion of these isotopes originally
produced has not been subjected to terminal hydrogen

C"

&).
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0"

0"

0";

burning.
Exhaustion of the hydrogen by the cyclic processes
eventually means that the unconsumed isotopes of
carbon, nitrogen, neon, sodium, and perhaps oxygen,
will be mixed with helium. Upon contraction the mixture comes to a temperature at which helium begins
to interact with these nuclei. Numerous reactions
occur but by far the most significant are the exothermic
(n, n) reactions which provide a source of neutrons for
the s and r processes by which the heavy elements can
bc synthesized.
The 6rst stellar neutron source was proposed by
Greenstein (Gr54) and by Cameron (Ca54, Ca55),
namely the exothermic reaction:

C"(n, n)0"+2.20 Mev.
To this, Fowler
(u, n) reactions

et aL. (Fo55) added the exothermic
involving the A=4n+1 nuclei, vis

0"(a,n)Ne"+0. 60 Mev
Ne" (n n)Mg"+2 58 Mev
Mg" (a,n)Si28+2. 67 Mev
and the special case,

Mg" (n, n) Si"+0.04 Mev.
The next A =4'n+ 1 reaction, SP (rr, n)S, ls endotherBNc
by 1.53 Mev, and S"(n, n)A" is endothermic by 2.0 Mev.
Insofar as neutron sources for the s process in red
giants are concerned, we must confine our attention to
C" and Ne". Very little
remains for helium burning

0"
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because it ls destroyed by 0 (p, Q) 111 hydrogen burning. Mg" and Mg" are not produced in hydrogen
burning because the hydrogen is consumed in other
processes before Mg'4(p, y) becomes operative.
Marion and Fowler (Ma57) have recently discussed
the rates of the C"(a, rs) and Ne" (e, e) reactions. For
the C"(n, n) reaction they find 5, =2.1)&10"T6 ' kev
barn so that the C" lifetime is

=4.9)&10 "
~„„(C")

T62

exp(323T~

~)

years.

pX~

For the Ne2i(n, n) reaction they find
kev barns so that the Ne" lifetime is

5, =1.6X10"

s

r „(Ne")=5.6)&10-"

exp(468T6

&)

years.

pX~

A reaction rate of importance in the following discussion
is that of N" (n, y), for which it was found that 5, =
1.2)& 10'T6 & kev barn and

r

~(Ni4)

=8.2X10

"T6 exp(360Tg

&)

years.

pS~

The above lifetimes are indicated graphically in Fig.
III,3 and are tabulated in Table III,3.
Neither C"(a, n) nor Ne" (n, e) are wholly free from
objection as stellar neutron sources. Cameron (Ca55}
and Fowler et ul. (FoSS) have discussed the problems
which arise if the C" (n, e)Oi6 reaction is taken as the
principal source of neutrons for heavy element synthesis
in helium burning during the giant stage of a star's
evolution. The essential difhculty lies in the fact that
only a small amount of C" is produced at equilibrium
in the carbon-nitrogen cycle; C"/C"= 1/4. 6 by number
at equilibrium. As a result too few neutrons are produced when C" begins to interact with the helium.
The cosmic abundance ratio C"/Fe"=6.4 implies
that 6.4/4. 6=1.4 neutrons will become available per
iron nucleus and these will only be suKcient to build
nuclei slightly heavier than Fe'. Another difhculty
ls the fac't that N ls the Inost abundant of the isotopes
at equilibrium in the CN cycle; N"/C"=168 even
of 3.4&10' degrees for a
a, t the high temperature
shell. The reaction N" (e,p) C"
hydrogen-burning
consumes a large fraction of the neutrons produced in
the C"(n N)O" reaction. These difhculties can be
avoided, as emphasized by Cameron, with the C"reaction as the neutron source, if it is postulated
(n, e)
that considerable mixing between core and envelope
takes place during the giant stage. In this case hydrogen
from the envelope interacts with C" produced by
3He4~C" in the core and constantly replenishes the
C" supply but at such a rate that little N" is produced
by the C"(p, y) N" reaction. In addition if C'~, produced
in the hot center of a core, is mixed into the cooler

0"

outer regions of the core where C" is burning, then the
C" captures the protons from N" (e,p) and replenishes
the C", thus permitting the full quota, of neutrons
to be made available for heavy element synthesis
just beyond Fe~'.
Fowler et aL proposed the Ne" (a, m)Mg'4 reaction
as an alternative source of neutrons which would
avoid the foregoing difFiculties without calling upon
core-envelope
mixing with its attendant
stability
problems. In this proposal it is assumed that Ne",
previously produced during helium burning at an
earlier stage of galactic evolution, is converted into
Ne" in the hydrogen-burning
50X10'
shells at 30—
cores of reddegrees surrounding the helium-burning
giant stars. When the shell hydrogen is converted into
what then becomes core helium, the Ne" interacts
with helium to produce neutrons. The neutrons are
captured by iron-group nuclei, also previously synthesized, to produce heavy elements. The atomic
abundance ratio Ne"/Fe"=14 is taken as indicating
that ~14 neutrons will become available per iron
nucleus, a su%cient number for considerable heavy
element synthesis. This suggestion thus requires that:

(i) The reactions Ne"(p, y)Na2i(p+i+}Ne2i produce
Ne" faster than it is destroyed by the Ne2i(p, y)Na"

reaction.
(ii) The Ne" is produced before the hydrogen mixed
with the Ne" is exhausted by the pp chain or the
CN-cycle reactions.
(iii) The N" is depleted by the N" (n, y)Fi8 reaction
before the Ne" (n, e)Mg'4 reaction supplies the neutrons.
(iv) The Ne" is consumed by Ne" (n e)Mg'4 before
helium is depleted in the core.
Because of the uncertainty in the reaction-rate
calculations presented here, it is not possible to give
unequivocal answers as to whether these conditions
are satisfied; however, the following quali6ed statements can be made. With regard to (i) the results
incorporated in Table III, 2 a,nd Fig. III,2 indicate
that Ne" is indeed produced from Ne" faster than
it is destroyed. If the NeNa cycle reaches equilibrium,
then about 90% of the Ne'"0 could have been converted
into Ne" along with small amounts of Ne" and Na".
With regard to (ii), it is clear that the conversion of
Ne" into Ne" will not occur before the hydrogen is
exhausted by the CN cycle or oxygen reactions unless
there is only a small concentration of carbon, nitrogen,
and oxygen, perhaps 0.1% that of hydrogen by weight.
This is
8% the normal abundance but could occur
in some stars. With regard to (iii) it may be seen from
Table III,3 and Fig. III,3 that N'4 will be fairly well
scoured out at low temperatures before Ne" begins
to interact, although there is again considerable uncertainty in this conclusion.
With regard to (iv), Table III,3 and Fig. III,3
show that Ne2i(n n) will compete with other helium
reactions only at elevated temperatures near 2X10'
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degrees in the core. Even then it is about a hundred
times slower than the consumption of He' by 3Hc~
C" as long as helium is abundant. However, there is a
factor of x ' in the rate of 3He +C" relative to Ne"{w,e), where x is the concentration by weight of the
hcljum. Thus when x &0.1, the Ne" will be consumed.
Indeed, we can expect that as x decreases the core
temperature will rise to maintain the energy generation
and eventually the last He' nuclei will rapidly scour
out the Nc at high temperature. In any CRsc, cvcn
lf the Nc remains inlpcrvlous to helium buI'nlIlg
it will lose its loosely-bound neutron in the subsequent
interactions of the medium-weight nuclei.
With the above considerations in mind a tentative
picture of the generation of neutrons in red giant cores
is as follows. We assume that the core will spend some
10' to 10~ years at low temperature (20 —40&&10'
degrees) while the star slowly progresses into the giant
stage, some 10' years at 50 to 100&10' degrees, and
then only a brief period, say 10' years, at 200X10'
degrees as it rapidly exhausts helium and burns the
middle weight elements. The C" lifetime to the (n, e)
reaction is about 10' years at 75&10' degrees, so that
C" will be consumed at this stage. Thus a few neutrons
per Fe" become available on a time-scale of about
10' years. Wc have seen in Sec. II that a time-scale
& 10' years per neutron capture is demanded to produce
the early part of the abundance distribution built by
the s pmcess; this is discussed further, in Sec. VI.
With the consumption of the C" in its central regions,
the core now heats to greater temperatures and rapidly
processes He' by 3He +C", etc. Toward the end of the
helium burning, instability may well set in and mixing
may occur thmughout the core and with the envelope
hydrogen. New C" is produced, Ne" burns, and a great
Aux of neutrons is produced in the final period of about
10' years. In Sec.II we showed that a shorter time-scale
was necessary to account for the s-process abundance
distribution for elements with A & 100, where the atomic
abundance curve becomes relatively Oat. This is discussed further in Sec. VI, and in Sec. XI in connection
with the observed overabundances of heavy elements
in stars believed to have recently undergone s-process
syntllcsls lI1 thcH' lntcllols.
Finally, we turn to neutron sources on a very short
time-scale,
10 seconds, as in supernovae. A mechanism
by which neutrons could arise in the hot envelope of a
supernova following core collapse was proposed by
Burbidge, Hoyle, Burbidge, Christy, and Fowler
(Bu56). This mechanism is thought to occur in four

stages:

{i) A collapse of the inner regions of a highly evolved
star occurs leading to the conversion of gravitational
energy into other forms of energy, particularly in the
envelope of the star where it is converted into thermal
energy. A possible cause of such a collapse is discussed
in detail in Sec. XII. Thc imploding envelope reaches

575

2&10' degrees as a result of the conversion of gravitational energy into thermal energy. The density rises to
10' g/cm'.
(ii) The onset of reactions of the type C"(p, y)N",
(p, y)F", Ne"(p, y)Na", Mg'4(p, y)AP' take place in
the outer parts of the star. These occur very rapidly at
2X10' degrees. The mean energy production from
these reactions may be taken as approximately
2
Mev per proton. With a composition characteristic
of a highly evolved star, consisting of approximately
equal abundances (by number) of hydrogen, helium,
and light nuclei, the energy released in these reactions
is sufBcient to raise the temperature of the material
10' degrees as the hydrogen is consumed.
to a value
If all of the nuclear energy were converted into particle
of 6X10' degrees would be
energy, a temperature
attained. This maximum temperature
will not be
reached, however, because of the conversion of energy
into radiation, turbulence, growing magnetic fields
and the general expansion of the eventually exploding
envelope. However, 10' degrees will probably be reached
during the initial implosion of the envelope into the
region vacated by the collapsing core. A radiation
temperature of 10' degrees will result from the hydrogen consumption if p = 10' g/cm'.
(iii) At this high temperature, alpha-particle reactions become important,
and the crucial neutronproducing reaction is Ne"(e, e)Mg'4, which follows
very rapidly on the 23-second beta decay of Na".
The mean reaction time for Nc" is of the order of 10 '
sec if T~10' degrees and p~10' g/cm'. The, (n, n)
reactions on C" and
are not operative under these
conditions since N" requires 14 min in the mean to
decay to C" and F" requires 100 sec to decay to
A scllcs of neutron-producHlg
reactions fro1Tl con1blned
hydrogen and helium burning on Ne" and heavier
nuclei are shown in Fig. III,6. All of the beta decays
shown in this diagram are reasonably short. In general
(p r) reactions compete with positron emission until
proton addition is no longer possible and positron
emission must occur.
(iv) The neutrons produced in hydrogen and helium
burning are rapidly thermalized
(kT~100 kev) and
then they are captured primarily by the abundant
nuclei of the iron group which were initially present
in the envelope. We have supposed that their abundances at this stage total about 1% by mass. If the
envelope was very underabundant
in these elements
the neutrons would be captured by the light elements.
This rapid neutron capture process, the r process,
will be discussed in detail in Secs. VII and VIII. For
this discussion we require to know the neutron density.
This mill now be estimated.

0"

0"

0".

The neutrons become available in the mean lifetime
of Na" (33 sec), or Mg" (7 sec) and AP' (10 sec). Thus
a reasonable mean time for the neutron production
during the imploding high-density stage is about 10
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Fz0. III,6. Neutron-producing reactions as a result of
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abundant as Ne~.
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sec. There vill be one neutron produced for each Ne"
nucleus present, and on the assumption that there
are approximately equal number densities of hydrogen,
helium, and light nuclei, and that perhaps one-third
and Ne'-', each
of the light nuclei are together C"
having equal abundance, the number density of Ne"
j.022p. It has been earlier stated that a reasonable
is
value for p~10' g/cm', during the implosive stage.
However, the neutron captures mull occur durmg the
later expanding stage when p~100 g/cm', so that the
neutron density during this stage will be ~10'4 neutrons/cm'. We assume that the radiation temperature
remains at the high value of ~10' degrees during the
capture process. As we shall see in Sec. VII, this means
that captures occur until the neutron binding energy
2 Mev. Further captures must wait
is reduced to
until beta emission occurs with lifetimes for the neutronrich nuclei of about 3 sec. Each beta decay is followed
200
by about 3 captures so that the total time for
—
+Cf2~)
~200
Thus
the
sec.
capture
(Fe"
is
captures
time is long as compared with the total neutron production time and we are justi6ed in assuming that the
initial neutron density is that given by the original

0"

Ne" density.
To conclude, in our discussion of the r process in
supernova envelopes we put the neutron density e
10"/cm' and the temperature T 10' degrees. The

velocity at kT 100 kev is approxiso that the neutron flux (nv)„
4X10" neutrons/cm' sec.
In Secs. X and XII brief mention is made of a further
possible neutron source in a very highly collapsed
stellar core.
thermal
mately

—

neutron

4X10' cm/sec,

(4) Origin of

E", 0" aid Ii"

The concentration of N" given by the CN cycle
far too low, as compared vuth that of N", to explain
the ratio N'4/N'4=1/270 in the atomic abundance
100, assuming
distribution. It is too low by a factor
the very slow rate for N"(p, y)O", discussed above in
Sec. &&& F (1). Hence it appears that N" must be
produced by reactions other than those of the normal
CN cycle. Let us consider the reaction C"(a,e)O",
occurring in the presence of N", derived previously
from the CN cycle, and also in the presence of a strong
excess of Ci2 derived from helium burning. This recore.
quires mixing of material in a helium-burning
Protons liberated by N"(n, p)C'4 are, in the main,
converted back to neutrons by the reactions C"(py)N"(P+4+)C" and C"(ae)O" since the C", in
excess over its CN cycle abundance, will capture most
of the protons. Nor are neutrons lost by the reaction
C"(44')C" again because of the occurrence of the
reaction C"(a, 44)O". Thus the neutrons tend to cycle,

xs
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either through N" (e,p) C" or through C"(n, y)C"
the latter reaction being important because of the
excess of C".
Neutrons are eventually
lost, however, through
capture in reactions with smaller probability. Important
among these is N"(e, y)N". If the C" excess is great
enough for all protons, released by N" (n, p)C'4, to be
absorbed in C"(p, y)N", the ultimate result is to produce an N" concentration comparable with that of the
original C" concentration. Since C"/N'4=1/168, this
implies the possibility of N"/N"~1/168. As noted
above, the isotopic ratio is N"/N"= 1/270. It appears,
therefore, that the present process, dependent on an
excess of C" becoming mixed with the products of the
CN cycle in helium burning, is capable of providing
for the origin of N"
At somewhat higher temperatures than are required
to promote the above reactions, F" is then produced
is produced by
by N"(u, p)F". At the same time
N" (n, y) F"(P+v+)0". It would then follow that F"/0"
~N"/N'4. This is the case within a factor of 10.
To conclude, detailed mechanisms have been advanced for the production of the nuclei C" C" N'4 N"
0", 0", Fe", Ne", Ne" Ne", Na" in combination
in stars. These mechanisms
hydrogen-helium-burning
are illustrated graphically in Fig. I,2.

is the statistical weight factor given by
cv(A, Z)

IV. e PROCESS
3)(10' degrees all manner
At temperatures above
of nuclear processes occur in great profusion, i.e.,
(y, a), (y, p), (y, n), (n, y), (p, y), (n, y), (p, n) reactions
as well as others involving heavier nuclei. Such reactions allow the conversion of a nucleus A, Z to a nucleus
A', Z', even in cases in which Z and Z' are large; i.e.,
even though considerable Coulomb barriers may be
involved in the conversion. This is the physical condition for statistical balancing to occur among the
nuclei. In previous papers (Ho46, Ho54), it was shown
that the abundances of the elements in the iron peak
could be synthesized under conditions of temperature
and density such that statistical equilibrium between
the nuclei and the free protons and neutrons was
achieved. In this section this question is re-examined
using the more accurate nuclear and abundance data
now available, and taking into account the appropriate
excited nuclear states, the energies and spins for which
are available now from the work of Way, King, McGinnis, and Lieshout (Wa55a).
Under conditions of statistical equilibrium the number density n(A, Z) of the nucleus A, Z is given by

AMkT

&

n(A, Z) =co(A, Z)

E„

where
is the energy of the excited state measured
is the spin. Q(A, Z)
above the ground level, and
is the binding of the ground level of the nucleus A, Z,
and is given by

I,

Z)M +ZM„—
M(A, Z)],
Q(A, Z) =c'L(A —
where M, M„,and M(A, Z) are the masses of the free
neutron, free proton, and nucleus A, Z, respectively.
Writing 8= log (e~/n„), and measuring T in units of 10
degrees (T9), (1) can be expressed in the form
loge(A, Z) = log&ad(A, Z)+33.77

+-,' log(ATg)+

2"
2vrh'

X

MkT

'""

exp,
Q(A Z)

kT

where n„,n„are the number densities of free neutrons
and protons, M is the atomic mass unit, and &o(A, Z)

T

Q(A, Z)
(2)

This is the form given by Hoyle (Ho4') except that
was made of putting
formerly the approximation
&o(A, Z)=2, and a slight numerical change of 0.01 in
the numerical term in the right-hand side of the equation has been made. Logarithms are to the base 10.
The nuclear data required to calculate Q(A, Z), co(A, Z)
are available, so that explicit values of n(A, Z) for
various A, Z can be worked out if
e, T9 are specified.
Thus. it might seem, at first sight, as if abundances
of the nuclei under statistical equilibrium are functions
of three independent parameters. This is not the case,
however. Two parameters are su%cient to determine
the system. This can be understood best from taking
p, the density, and T9 as the independent parameters,
although we shall see later that 8, T9 give a more
convenient choice of parameters from an arithmetical
point of view. If p is given, the abundances calculated
from the above equation must satisfy the condition

e„,

QM(A, Z)n(A, Z)++M, e„++M„e„=p, (3)
the contribution of the electrons present in the system
being neglected. The contribution of the free protons
and free neutrons is also negligible for the values of p,
TQ used below, although values of p, T9 could be chosen
for which this would not be so. Equation (3) can be
interpreted in a number of ways, for instance as determining loge in terms of p, T. , 8. A second condition
determining 8 in terms p,
arises in one or other of
two alternative ways. If the time-scale is long enough,
equilibrium between protons and neutrons is established
through the operation of beta processes among the
nuclei. This equilibrium is expressed by the equations

T,

—=10 '= —(
(1)

5.04

34.07 —2 logTg)+Zlt.
+A (loge„—

e„e,

(I„)"s(n„)s

2mb'

=P (2I,+1) exp( —E„/kT),
r

0"

0",

5'77

I,

2

I

2n. h'

)

&mkT)

&

~

exp(Q. /kT),
(4)

A, Z

M„)= —0.78 Mev„
Q, = c'(M„+m.—
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m, being the electron mass, and e, the electron number
density.
If, on the other hand, the timc-scale is not long
enough to establish equilibrium between neutrons and
protons, then (4) Inust be replaced by the condition
that the ratio of the number of neutrons per unit volume
(bound and free together), to the number of protons
per unit volume must be a spcciIied constant with a
value determined by the initial state of the material.
That 18 t,o sRy
(A —
Z) n (A, Z)+n„=(speciied
P
Z,
A.

y [g

constant)

Ze(A, Z)+e„]. (5)

Before proceeding to a numerical discussion of the
above scheme of equations it is desirable to relate
considerations,
them very brieRy to astrophysical
particularly to the temperature evolution and timescales shown schematically in Fig. II,4. So long as the
time-scale is longer than a few months (4) are applicable, but in the final rise of temperature to the explosion
point shown in Fig. II,4, and during the cooling that
follows explosion, the time-scale is far too short to
admit of the use of (4). During these phases (5) must
be employed. An examination of (5) has shown that
it requires 8 to stay nearly constant at a value determined by the constant that appears on the right-hand
side of the equation. This constant is in turn deterthat are operative
mined by the values of n(A, Z),
at the last moment of applicability of (4).
Wc can now give a description of the physical and
mathematical conditions that determine the abundances
of the nuclei of the iron peak. Astrophysical reasons,
discllsscd ln Scc. XII, I'cqulI'c R temperature evolution
of the form shown in Fig. II,4 to take place in certain
types of star. As previously pointed out, when T
rises above about 3X10' degrees the statistical equations become applicable. So long as the time-scale is
long enough, beta processes establish the equilibrium
'thR't satlsflcs (4). Tllc decay of Mll
wltll R half-life
of 2.58 hours is important in this connection, as also
is Co" with a half-life of 267 days. The Co" turns
out to be a fairly abundant nucleus and its decay has
the CGcct of changing protons to neutrons. The Mn",
on the other hand, changes neutrons to protons. Thc
between
time-scale for an appreciable interchange
neutrons and protons, or vice versa, turns out to be of
tlM ordcx' of months. This tlnlc ls detclmilMd by two
the half-lives of the beta-decaying
considerations,
nuclei and their abundances. In the case of Co"
the lifetime is long but the abundance fairly high, as
has been mentioned. In the case of Mn" the lifetinle
is short but the abundance comparatively low. For
the values of p, T of interest in the present section the
flcc lMutloll dcnslty R~ ls too low fol fl'cc ncutI'on decay
to be of much importance in establishing (4).
Reference to Fig. II,4 shows that the time-scale

I„,n„
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becomes too shol't to Illallltalll (4) Rs tile cxplosloll
point is approached. Equation (5) must then be used,
the constant on the right-hand side being obtained by
the values of n(A, Z),
that are operative in (4)
at the time that we switch from (4) to (5). This statement implies a discontinuous transition between (4)
and (5). A rigorous treatment would provide for a
continuous transition so that in this sense the present
arguments are approximate. Throughout the remaining
evolution to the explosion. point, and in the subsequent
cooling, IIt remains approximately constant. The basic
reason for this is that although complete equilibrium
between prompt nuclear reactions is obtained the.
neutron-proton ratio is determined by the beta-decay
rates and the majority of these decays no longer have
time to take place. The question now arises as to what
this constant value of 8 should be. The values of
N(A, Z), e~, m„at the time (4) ceases to be operative
would be su%cient to determine 8, in addition to determining the constant on the right-hand side of (5).
The values of e(A, Z),
e in question are in turn
determined by the values of p, T9 that are operative
at the stage at which (4) ceases to hold good. Thus if
these values of p, T9 were known, 8 couM be calculated.
Unfortunately the relevant values of p and T9 are not
known a priori. Only accurate quantitative calculations
of stellar evolution can provide this information, and
such calculations have not yet been made.
Our method of solution has been to carry out a
scI'1cs of abundance cRlculatlons for R network of VRlues
of 8 and T9 and to obtain thc values of 0 Rnd T9 which
give the best 6t to the observed relative abundances.
To do this it is convenient to determine the abundances
of all of the isotopes relative to Fe", which is shown
later to be the most abundant nucleus. The equation
=56, Z=26 in
for Fe" is obtained by substituting
(2); equations for the abundances of the other isotopes
relative to Fe~~ are then obtained by eliminating
between the equation for Fe" and the general equation
(2). We then obtain

e„n„

e„,

3

e„

e(A, Z)
log

n(56, 26)

A

—56

e(56, 26)
log

56

—33.77

co(56, 26)

—4 logT9 —2 log56

+

5.04
T9

+log

—

Q(A, Z) — Q(56, 26)
56

~ (A, Z)
(a (56, 26)

—
(
t'

+el Z

26

X
56

I

+- »g — (6)
3

A

2

56

A considerable simplification can now be efkcted at
the expense of only a slight approximation. This rests
on two points, 6rst 'that 3=56, Z=26 is the most
abundant nucleus, and second that the application of
(6) is confined to values of A not very different from
56, since nuclei with appreciably difkrent A turn out
to possess only negligible abundances; the exception
to this is obtained when 2=4, Z=2, so that the
present approximation cannot be made if it is desired
to work out the He4 abundance. In this approximation
A/56 is close to unity and the last term on the righthand side of (6) may be neglected. More important,
the quantity (A —
56)/56 is small compared to unity,
a circumstance that enables us to approximate to the
factor that multiplies (A —
56)/56. For values of p
between 10' g/cm' and 10' g/cm', which covers the
range of density of present. interest, we write

n(56, 26)
~

log

—33.77 — log T9 — log56
~3

~

(o(56, 26)

~0.183(56—A).
The coeKcient 0.183 is strictly correct for T9 3,
p=2X10' g/cm', but a change to p=10' g/cm' only
alters the coeNcient to 0.153. This approximate term
is in any case of comparatively minor importance in
its effect on the value of logn(A, Z). We now have

n(A, Z)
log

n(56, 26)

= 0.183 (56 —A)

+

5.04 ~
Tg

—

Q(A, Z) — Q(56, 26)
56

+log

(a(A, Z)

a)(56, 26)

+8(Z —0.4642). (7)

Reference to Fig. II,4 shows that the temperature
increases up to the explosion point and cools thereafter.
Through the increase of temperature the equilibrium
abundances will change in accordance with (7). The
abundances will also change during the early part of
the cooling. But eventually the temperature mill fall
so low that the nuclear reactions slow up and the
isotopes become frozen. Freezing occurs when (y, a),
to
(y, n), and (y, p) reactions become insufficient
provide a ready supply of alpha particles and free
neutrons and protons. Because the thresholds for these
reactions differ from one nucleus to another, freezing
will not occur simultaneously
for all nuclei, and so it
will occur over a range of temperature.
Thus the
particular value of the temperature that we find to
give the best fit to the observed abundances should
be interpreted as the mean freessng temperature.
Calculations
of relative abundances
have been
carried out for values of T ranging from 2.52&j.09
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FIG. IV, 1. Logarithmic abundance curve for the iron group
isotopes relative to the abundance of Fe'6. The points connected
by dashed lines-are the solar abundances determined by Goldberg
et al. (Go57) using terrestrial isotope ratios to calculate isotope
abundances. The points connected by solid lines are calculated
from equilibrium theory using partition functions calculated from
the energy level data of Way et at. (WaSSa) and using a temperature of 3.8&10' degrees and a ratio of protons to neutrons equal

to ~300.

degrees to 7.56&10' degrees, and values of 8 of 1.5,
2.5, and 3.5. The binding energies Q(A, Z) have been
obtained from the tables of Wapstra and Huizenga
(Wa55, Hu55), and the weight factors co(A, Z) have
been estimated from the level diagrams of Way- et ul.
(Wa55a). In one case, that of Ni", an additional
binding of 0.84 Mev over that given by %apstra and
Huizenga has been used to bring the Q into agreement
with the mass-spectrometer value.
The best fit is obtained for T= 3.78)&10' degrees and
8=2.5. This value of 8 corresponds to a density of the
order of 10' g/cc. Results of this calculation are shown
in Table IV, I and in Fig. IV, j.. To determine the final
abundances of the stable isotopes the last reactions,
i.e., the freezing reactions, have to be taken into account, together with the beta processes which take
place after the freezing reactions have occurred. These
reactions are given in column 4 of Table IV, i. The
particular freezing reactions which we have taken into
account are V4'(y, p), Mn" (y, p), Co"(y, p), and
Cu"(y p) all of which have fairly low thresholds of
6—7 Mev and which will freeze at a lower temperature
than the (y, n) and (y, n) reactions. We have arbitrarily
supposed that in these cases half of each of these isotopes have gone to Ti", Cr" Fe" and Ni62, respectively. In columns 6 and 7 of the table and in Fig. IV, 1,
these calculated abundances relative to Fe" have been
compared with the solar element abundances given by
Goldberg et al. (Go5'/) taken together with the wellknown isotopic abundances. For 50&3&62 the fit is
very good indeed, the standard deviation between calculated and observed values being 0.3 in the logarithm in
this region. The binding energies are in general uncertain
to within 0.2 Mev, and this uncertainty is sufhcient to.
introduce deviations of the same order as those found,
,
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TABLE DIr, 1. Comparison

Freezing
reactions

Final
calculated

Observed
solar

~ ~(~,p)

—4.54
—4.96
—3.56
—4.37
—4.37

—2.88
—2.89
—1.92
—3.04
—3.06

—4.97
—2.62
—2.65
—0.78
—1.93
—2.64
—1.16
—1.27
0
—1.49
—2.27
2 433
—1.31
—1.36
—2. 12
—2.35

—5.31
—2.71
—2.09
—0.82
—1.76
—2.32
—1.44
—1.21
0
—1.63
—2.46
—2.00
—1.11
—1.52
—2.85
—2.38

—6.70
—4.67
—7.07

—2.88
—2.17
—2.51

abundance

Cr

46
47
48
49
50

—4.53
—4.95
—3.61
—5.06
—4.36

50
51
50
53
54
55
54
56
57
58
59
58
60
61
62

—4.96
—3.14
—2.64
—0.80
—2.60
—3.30
—2.06
—1.26
0
—1.94
—2.36
—2.62
—2.42
—1.35
—211
—2.34

64
63
65

—6.86
—4.36
—7.06

52

Mn

25
26

Fe

Co
Ni

27
28
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between log10 observed and calculated abundances in the iron peak (relative to
?'= 3.78X 10' degrees, log &0m~/N„2=5.
F equilibrium
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V49(p+)

Cr51(p+)

Mn" (&,p)
Mn" (p+)
Mn54(p+)
Fe55 (p+)

«"h, p)
(p+)
Co58(p+)
Co57

Nj59 (jj+l

Cu" (y p)
Cu~(p+)
minus Cu'3(y, p)

A similar uncertainty is also present because of our
assumption of a unique freezing temperature.
For A&50 and A&62 there are gross discrepancies
between observed and calculated values and because
of these we conclude that other modes of synthesis are
demanded for these isotopes. Beyond A = 62, the nuclei
Ni", Cu", and Cu" have all been assigned in the
appendix to the s process and in Sec. VI and in Fig.
VI, 3, it will be seen that the (OE) products for Cu",
Ni'4, Zn~, and Cu" are all comparable (ON~104) as is
expected in the 6rst part of the s-process chain which
runs from 63&A &209. The 0-S product would not be
expected to be constant if these nuclei had been synthesized by the equilibrium process. Below A =50, the
titanium isotopes have been assigned as follows: Ti"
to the s process, Ti" to the 0, process, and Ti", Ti", Ti"
probably to the r process. In this region of A, 46&A
&50, where the s, n, e, and r processes all intersect,
details of the exact contributions from each process are
not easy to determine. In particular, the r-process
calculations in this region are very approximate (cf.

Sec. VII).
V. s AND r PROCESSES: GENERAL
CONSIDERATIONS

The eventual aim is to compare calculated abundances with observed abundances both for the s and
the r processes. Our method of assignment to these
processes is described in Sec. II. Before we describe in
detail the ways in which the two processes can be
handled, it is necessary to digress in order (i) to review
briefly the reasons from the standpoint of nuclear

Fe");
Observed—
calculated

+1.66
+1.64
+1.33
+1.31
—0.34
—0.09
+0.56
—0.04
+2.07

+0.17
+0.32
—0.28
+0.06
STAN.
—0.14
—0.19
+0.33
+0,20
—0.16
—0.73

—0.03

+3.82
+2.50
+4.54

stability why all three processes, the s, the r, and the p,
are demanded, and (ii) to describe our neutron. capture
cross sections, 0, which are given in the appendix and
are demanded in the discussion of the s process alone.

A. "Shielded" and "Shielding" Isobars
and the s, r, P Processes

Let us consider nuclei of the same A but diRerent Z.
In Fig. V, l we show the mell-known schematic plot of
the stability of such nuclei as a function of Z. In this
-

diagram, Z~ is the charge of the most stable isobar at
a given A as given by the smooth WeizsKcker mass law
(We35). It can occur near an odd or even integral value
of Z. The coeKcient in the quadratic dependence of the
mass M(A, Z) on (Z —
Zg)' is B~/2. For odd A (top
diagram) there is only one parabola and the nucleus
with charge Z closest to Z~ is the stable isobar. Those
with smaller Z are electron-antineutrino
emitters, while
those with greater Z capture electrons and emit neutrinos or emit a positron vrith a neutrino. In a few cases
two nuclei near the bottom of the parabola will apparently be stable, one with a very long but detectable
half-life or with too long a half-life to be measured.
Rb" is an example of this type; it decays to Sr" with
a half-life of 4.3X,10"years. An odd-A nucleus produced
in neutron capture will always decay eventually to the
most stable isobar.
For even A there are two mass parabolas. Those
nuclei that have odd Z, odd X (= A —
Z) lie on a parabola separated from that for nuclei with even Z, even X
by the pairing energy, bg. As shown in the two bottom

diagrams, one, two, or three nuclei can be stable, depending on the ratio of bg to Bg. Double beta decay is
possible for all but the most stable, but this is a very
slow process with half-life &10'8 years. An example of
cases where there are three stable isobars is given by
Sn'~, Te"', and Xe"'. On the other hand, there is only
one stable nucleus for each even A for &34 and two
stable nuclei for 36& 2 &16. For A & 78 there may be
two or three stable nuclei for each value of A. In a
neutron-capture process at a rate rapid compared to
negative beta decay (the r process), the nuclei produced
lie far up the left-hand side of the parabolas shown. At
the termination of the process P decay leads to the
stable isobar with smallest Z. This is the shit, ldieg
isobar, and the other one or two stable isobars with the
same 2 are said to be shielded. In a neutron-capture
process at a rate slow compared to negative beta decay
{the s process), the isobar on the left is sometimes
produced, that in the middle is sometimes produced,
but never the isobar on the right. Those not produced
are said to be by-passed in the s process. It is to produce
the isobar on the right, that having the greatest value
of Z, that a third process, the p process involving the
addition of protons on already existing heavy nuclei,
is demanded. Details of this process are described in
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Fxo. V, 1. The stability of nuclear isobars to beta decay. Zg is
the charge of the most stable isobar at a given A as given by the
smooth Weizacker mass law (We35). It can occur near an odd or
even integral value of Z. The coeKcient in the quadratic dependence of M(Z, A) on (Z —
Zg)s is Bg/2. For odd 2 (top
diagram) there is only one parabola and the nucleus with charge
Z closest to Zg is the stable isobar. Those with smaller Z are
electron-antineutrino
emitters while those with greater Z capture
electrons and emit neutrinos or emit a positron with a neutrino.
In a few cases two nuclei near the bottom of the parabola will
apparently be stable, one with a half-life too long to be measured.
An odd A nucleus produced in neutron capture will decay
eventually to the most stable isobar.
For even A there are two mass parabolas, those nuclei with
odd Z, odd X lying on a parabola separated from that for even Z,
even
nuclei by the pairing energy bz. As can be seen from the
two bottom diagrams one, two, or three nudei can be stable depending on the ratio of bz to Bz. Double beta decay is possible
for all but the most stable, but this is a very slow process with
half-life&10" years. In a neutron-capture process at a rapid rate
(r process) compared with negative beta decay the nuclei produced
lie far up the left-hand side of the parabolas shown. At the
termination of the process the negative beta decay leads to the
stable isobar with smallest Z. This is the shkldilg isobar and the
other one or two are said to be shkhded. In a neutron-capture
process at a slow rate (s process} compared with negative beta
decay, the isobar on the left is sometimes produced, that in the
middle is sometimes produced, but the isobar on the right is never
produced. Those not produced are said to be by-passed in the
s process.

In the third column of the appendix we give either
the neutron-capture cross sections ort ln the case of
unstable nuclei, the half-lives against beta decay. The
cross sections (o) which are given in millibarns (10—"
cm') are mostly cross sections for neutron capture with
cllllssloll of galllIIla radlatlon (N, p). Fol' slnall A a fcw
cross sections for other reactions initiated by neutrons,
in which there is no increase in 2 L(1,p) reactions) or a
decrease in A L(N, a) reactions), are given. All of the
S
values are for a neutron energy of j.s kev which is
reasonable if the s process is taking place in the interiors of red-giant stars at T=I —
2)&10' degrees. To
obtain the cross sections several sources were used:
(1) Mally of 'tile o' s for 'tllc llgll'tcr nllclcl llavc bccll
obtained from the Brookhaven tables (Hu55a). Others
have been obtained from the thermal cross sections
(1/40 ev) by extrapolation, using a 1/v law, where this
law is thought to apply (designated 0.1/o of thermal in
the appendix). Where o does not drop as rapidly as 1/v
in the kilovolt region we have taken 1% of thermal
(designated this way in the appendix) to be a reasonably
accurate value. In a few cases the 0's have been marked
tion has been carried out by using the 31s(ls,a) reaction
extr. meaning extrapolated from nearby experimental
which has a cross section of 1 barn at IS kev. No
values, or exp. meaning experimentally measured.
reactivity measures have been given for isotopes with
8 &17, and so we have made a reasonable extrapolation
(ii) The majority of the remaining o's have been
obtained from the pile reactivity measurements made
of the reactivity curves of Snyder et al. using the indeby Snyder et al. (Sn55), in which reactivity changes due pendently measured cross section for Al2~ of 5.2 mb.
to diHerent materials are measured. Since the reactivity
The normalization by means of the 3's(n, a) reaction
measure is given in units of cents per mole, normalizafor isotopes with Z& 17 has been carried out by putting

8 URB I DGE, 8 URB I 0 GE, FOOLER,
1 barn equal to 24 cents per mole for nonmagic isotopes
with odd A, the original normahzation of Snyder et al. ,
and 1 barn equal to 8 cents per mole for the even A and
the nuclei with closed. neutron shells. This latter renormalization has been carried out after comparison of
the cross sections obtained from the reactivity measurements with experimental activation measurements for
a neutron energy of "25 kev" made at Oak Ridge
(La52b) aud at Livermore (Bo57). These latter cross
sections are shown in Table VI, 1, and they are discussed
further in Sec. VI when the o-E products are considered.
In the appendix the cross sections of both even and odd
isotopes with closed neutron shells were increased over
the original estimates, using the original normalization
of Snyder et al. , in order to avoid making the even A
cross sections exceed the odd A cross sections at these
magic-neutron numbers. A further eGect which must
arise and which cannot presently be estimated from the
reactivity measures is the variation in o within isotopes
of even A. This variation must be in the sense that the
lightest isotopes will tend to have larger cross sections
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than the heavier ones. Trends such as these, which may
a&ect the run of the o. products, are discussed further
in Sec. VI.
The reason for diGerentiating between o's for odd and
even A instead of differentiating between nuclei with
odd and even numbers of neutrons is the following.
The results of Hurwitz aud Bethe (Hu51) show that
neutron capture occurs through a compound nuclear
state whose effective excitation should be measured
without regard for special pairing effects in the ground
state of this nucleus. Thus only odd-even e6ects in
the ground state of the target nucleus are relevant.
The even A-even Z-even
target nuclei capture neutrons with less excitation and thus smaller o-'s than
the odd A target nuclei. In particular, the value of o.
for odd A nuclei is the same for the odd Z-even X
case as for the even Z-odd X case. Snyder et al. , have
taken this eRect into account, and in fact their plotted
curves give a large odd-even eGect. The difference
between the normalizations that we have used for odd.
and even A is in order to dAmwish the odd-even effect
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Pro. V, 2. The neutron capture paths of the s process and the r process. Ne", as a typical light nucleus, and
Pe" as the most abundant member of the iron group are indicated as "seed" nuclei at which synthesis begins.

The capture path of the s process (slow compared with P decay) wanders along the stability line in the Z, A
plane and 6nally terminates in alpha decay above bismuth. The r process (rapid compared to P decay) is
caused by an intense neutron Qux which drives the nuclear matter to the neutron-rich side of the stability line.
For a temperature of 10~ degrees the nuclei add neutrons until the neutron binding energy decreases to 2 Mev.
At these waiting points" P decay must occur before further neutrons can be added. Note the "staircase"
effects at neutron magic numbers, X, which is due to the difhculty, at this point, of adding the (X+1)th
neutron. %hen the path thus moves closer to the stability line the P decay lifetime at the waiting points increases and the material builds to an excess abundance. Thus this effect at X=50, 82, 126 leads to relatively
sharp peaks in the abundance curve. These peaks occur with a smaller Z and A (proton-poor) than is associated
with the stable nuclei with magic X and they are thus displaced 6 to 10 units in A below the magic peaks
fission at A 260 and the
produced in the s process. The r process path is terminated by neutron-induced
nuclear matter is fed Qg, ck jngo the process at A 108 and 3 146, Thus cycling and trge steady Qow ocqurp.
above A 108,

SYNTHESIS OF ELEMENTS IN STARS
given by their curves, because we are dealing with
neutrons of higher energy than they were using (15 kev
instead of &1 kev).
(iii) For the few cross sections for which estimates
are not available either from the thermal measurements
or the reactivity measurements, we have interpolated
from a smooth curve through the reactivity measurements for A&40 and the thermal measurements for
A (20. In this interpolation we have maintained a ratio
of 3 for 0 (odd A)/0 (even A) with a minimum at the
isotopes with a magic number of 14 neutrons.
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-j:

X„,X~, Xp, where

=1/r =g„v„rt,
)ip = 1/r p = const/Wp',
lI. , = 1/r, = o,crt„

and g„and or are the cross sections for the (e,y) and
(p, m) reactions, respectively; s„and rt„are the velocity
and density of neutrons responsible for the (rt, y) reactions; as~ is the density of y radiation; and 8'p is the
beta-decay energy.
The general equation for the buildup of nuclei in the
s-process is then

—1, Z)n(A 1, Z) —)i (A—
,Z)N(A, Z)
+lip(A, Z —1)n(A, Z —1) l p(A, Z—)n(A, Z)

Z)/dt=h„(A

—
1, Z) ——
l(iA, )nZ(A, Z)
Z —1) —
lip(A, Z)N(A, Z)

Z) Xr(A, Z—
)n(A, Z)
terms due to fission
for A) 260. (10)

+X, (A+1, Z)m(A+1,
+termination

For the s process, we have, in general,

li„&lip(r

)

rp)

For the r process, we have
l~

„&

)lip(r„&rp).

As long as )
Xp buildup continues with Z constant and
continuously decreases until li (A, Z) =li„(A+1,Z).
At this point no further buildup can take place until
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FIG. V, 3. Detail of Fig. V, 2 showing the s-process and r-process
paths from A = 120 to 130. Note that the. s process builds through
one stable isobar, except when branching in the beta decay occurs
as at A = 128. The nuclei not built are said to be by-passed. In the
r process the capture path involves those neutron-rich nuclei with
binding energy ~2 Mev. The path runs parallel to the stability
line except at a magic number such as
82, when it turns toward
the stability line producing waiting points with greater P lifetimes. The subsequent P decay in the freezing of the r process
produces only the shielding and not the shielded isobars. It will be
clear from the diagram that certain nuclei are not produced in
either the s or r processes. These are very rare in abundance as
might be expected, and are produced by a secondary process,
the p process, which is described in Sec. IX.

beta decay occurs, thereby increasing Z. The effective
rate of neutron addition at this point is such that

)i, (A+1, Z)j&l~p(A, Z).
Lli„(A,Z) —
The tracks of both the s and the r processes in the
(A, Z) plane are shown in Figs. V, 2 and V, 3, and were
obtained by methods described in the following sections.

(9)

The general equation for the r process is
dn(A, Z)/dt=X„(A 1, Z)n(A
+lb. p(A, Z —1)rt(A,

5min.

S=

X

terms due to alpha
decay at A) 209.

~

44

In the buildup of nuclei by the s and the r processes
the reactions which govern both the rate of Row and
the track followed in the (A, Z) plane are the (n, y)
and (y, N) reactions, beta decay, and, at the ends of the
tracks, alpha decay in the case of the s process and
neutron-induced fission in the case of the r process. We
denote the rates of the (N, y), (y, n) and beta process as

+termination
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C. General Dynamics of the s and r Processes

drt(A,

P-PROCESS
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VI. DETAILS OF THE s PROCESS

Excluding the alpha-decay terms, and remembering
p, so that the beta decay takes place in a time
short compared with neutron. capture, we have from (9)

that

X„()

de(A)
dt

=li

(A

—1)e(A —1) —X„(A)e(A).

(11)

The large Xp terms in (9) serve only to produce the
most stable Z at each A. Equations (11) determine for
the synthesis of the s-process nuclei as a function of
time. In order to use this type of equation for calculation it is convenient to use the capture cross sections
0 (A, Z) and to use, instead of t, the number of neutrons
injected per standard nucleus, since this is a number
which can be calculated from the abundances of the
nuclei in the neutron-producing
reactions. Thus Kqs.

BURB I DGE, BURB IDGE, FOWLER,
(11) can be rewritten (Fo55),
dn(A)

a

1)m(A
(A —

—1)—a (A)e(A)

(12)

P a (A)e(A)

dm,

where n, is the number of neutrons captured.
The properties of these equations can be thought of
in terms of a hydrodynamical analogy. Consider a river
bed with a number of depressions in it, each depression
corresponding to a value of A, and proportional in its
volume to 0. '. Suppose that water starts at A; and
Qows in the direction of increasing A. Water does not
reach (A;+2) until the depression at (A;+1) has been
611ed. Similarly, water does not reach (A;+3) until the
depression at (A;+2) is 611ed. Moreover, if there is a
final reservoir at A~, water only reaches Ay when all of
the depressions are 6lled. Thereafter there is steady
Qow, water going from A, to Ay without change at
intermediate points. This analogy is not complete since
in the hydrodynamic case there is no Qow at all beyond
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Fzo. VI, 1. Plot of the abundances of the isotopes times their
neutron-capture cross sections (O. products) for 22&A & 50. This
plot should be compared with an earlier one given by Fowler et al.
(Fo55). With the exception of those for A &46, the points marked
by Riled circles represent isotopes made predominantly by the
s process. Those marked by crosses lie above the other points
because of the large abundances of these isotopes, and thus we
attribute the synthesis of these isotopes to the e process. The
curves are those calculated by R. Tuttle for different numbers of
neutrons made available per Ne~ nucleus. It can be seen that the
best 6t to the observed points is given by the curve for n, /Ne~
=2.1. The departure of the calculated curve from the plotted
points beyond A~45 suggests that other processes must be responsible for synthesis in this region.
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a particular depression until this depression has been
filled, whereas in the nuclear case there is always a
finite probability that some Row occurs.
The saturation or steady-Row abundance of a particular isotope is reached when dl(A)/de, = 0, i.e., when

e(A)
N(A

—1)

a

(A —1)
a. (A)

If a sufhcient number of neutrons is available, the last
of the isotopes in the s chain will achieve the full value
of e(A) given by this equation and we shall have
I(A)a (A) = constant
over the range of isotopes built by the s process, apart
from those immediately at the beginning of the chain
in which the o E product will decrease unless these nuclei
are continuously augmented during the s process. However, if an insuS. cient number of neutrons is made
available, we Gnd that a plot of the e(A)o (A) product
is a monotonic function of A, smoothly decreasing as
A increases.
There are two separate regions in the abundance
curve where a considerable proportion of the isotopes
are made by the s process. The region 22&A &50 has
been discussed previously (Fo55) and it was found that
in this region steady Row was not attained, but that
with a supply of neutrons such that e./n(Ne") =2.8,
the abundances of the isotopes built in the s chain up
to Ti~' could be reasonably well reproduced. However,
some modification of these results can now be made
with the cross sections which are given in the appendix.
A new plot of O. against A is shown in Fig. VI, 1. The
e8ect of the improved cross sections is to show very
clearly that 0-E is truly a very smooth function of A for
all of the isotopes built predominantly by the s process
in the range of atomic weight 23 &A &46, thus bearing
out the correctness of our assignment of these nuclei.
One point of special interest is the case of scandium.
This has only a single isotope, Sc4', and is made according to the appendix by the s process. However, when
the o-X product is plotted by using the abundance given
by Suess and Urey (Su56) the point falls below the
curve delineated by the surrounding points. On the
other hand, the solar abundance determined by Goldberg et al. (Go57) is larger than that given by Suess and
Urey by a factor ~20, and this a% product (which is
the one plotted) lies above the curve. This strongly
suggests to us that in the case of scandium the true
abundance lies between the solar abundance and the
estimate from terrestrial and meteoritic data. The
points which lie above the curve, designated by crosses
instead of 61led circles, are due to the nuclei which have
A=24, 28, 32, 36, 40, 44, and 48. Their values of 0-X
are higher than those of their neighbors because their
abundances are far larger. These are the nuclei which
are built predominantly by the o. Process, The g.eutron-
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SYNTHESIS OF ELEMENTS IN STARS
capture cross sections, 0., clearly have no significance
ln their case.
Calculations similar to those carried out previously
(Fo55) using the new cross section estimates have been
carried out by Tuttle (private communication)
and
curves showing these results are also shown in Fig. VI, j..
The best fit is obtained for e,/Ne"=2. 1, as compared
with the value of n, /Ne22= 2.8 obtained in the original
calculations. This ncw calculated curve fits the observed
0Ã values only out to 3=43, whereas in the ear1ier
calculations it'appeared that a reasonable fit out to
2=50 was obtained. Thus, unless the cross section
estimates in the region 45&3 &50 are considerably in
error, we conclude from these new results that Ti'~,
Ti", Ti", and Ti" are not built predominantly by the
s process, because their abundances are larger than we
should expect on the basis of this theory. As described
in Sec. III D, Ti" is built by the 0, process, and Ti",
Ti", and Ti" have been tentatively ascribed to the r
process. This region of 2 is the region where the e, s,
e, and r processes a11 intersect, a point which was
emphasized at the end of Sec. XV. Ti" is assigned partly
to the s process and partly to the e process but its atomic
abundance is higher than expected on this basis.

The second region in the abundance curve where
many isotopes are made by the s process is the region
63&2&209. In this region, as described in Sec. II,
assignments are more complicated because in many
cases both thc s and the f ploccss contllbutc to the
synthesis of an isotope. The correctness of our assignments can be tested by plotting both the OS products
and also by plotting X and 1/0 as a function of A. These
plots are shown in Figs. VI, 2 and VI, 3. In Fig. VI, 2,
which shows the plots of and 1/0 for isotopes of odd 2
only, the major peaks in both X and 1/o at magic
neutron numbers /=50 and 82, the approach towards
the peak at the double magic numbers Z=82 and
X=126, and the minor peaks at Z=50 and 3=180
are well defined. The run of the points throughout these
curves shows that there are no major inconsistencies in
our assignments. For a mire detailed comparison we
use the plot of oE against A (Fig. VI, 3). In this plot
isotopes made solely by the s process are distinguished
from those in which the s process and the r process both
contribute roughly equal amounts or in which the s
process dominates. In the latter two cases the tTX
product has been corrected by assuming that either —',
or —, of the abundance is due to the s process. In cases
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abundances of even- and odd-A isotopes, respectively, which are probably made in the g process. The abundance scale
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capture
cross section for isotopes of odd A, this scale being given by the right-hand ordinate. It will be seen that the
peaks at the
neutron magic numbers S= 50 and 82, the proton magic number at Z= 50, and the rise to the doubly-magic
at &= &26,
Z=82, together with the broader rise due to the spheroidal deformation @Sect near A = 180, are all shown peak
by these curves,
rejecting the eGect that in local regions the &AS product is constant, though over the whole range of A which is
displayed, the
0-X product shows considerable variation (cf. Fig. VI, 3),
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SYNTHESIS OF ELEMENTS IN STARS
have been produced in more than one stellar synthesis
process. Thus, the simplest possibility is that one
process is responsible for the part of the curve in the
range 63(A 100 and that this part is similar in
shape to the 0.X plot for the isotopes in the range
33(A(46, shown in Fig. VI, 1, falling to zero very
rapidly beyond A~100. This part of the curve shows
that there have not been enough neutrons available
per Fe" nucleus to build the nuclei to their saturation
abundances. Thus, it may be that in this region the
Cts(n, e)O" reaction has been the neutron source. A
second process may be responsible for that portion of
the curve beyond A 100. In this case, since this latter
slope is small or zero, this is strongly suggestive of
steady ftow being achieved and of all of these nuclei
reaching their saturation abundances. The rates at
which the neutrons are released by C"(cr,e)Ors and
Ne" (n, n)Mg'4 are discussed in Sec. III. The time-scales
obtained from arguments based on particular isotopes
in the s-process chain are given in Sec. II, where it was
shown that these time-scales were compatible with the
result that the 0.E product falls steeply to A 100,
implying a paucity of neutrons, and then levels o6, the
abundances reaching their saturation values. Thus at
the end of the s-process chain we expect that cycling
among the lead isotopes, following the alpha decays at
Po"', Bi"', and Bi"' which are shown in the appendix
and illustrated in Figs. V, 2 and V, 3 has taken place, so
that the lead isotopes which are included in the cycle,
Pbroa Pb2ov and Pb2os have been built up to a far
greater extent than Pb"4 which is not in the cycle. Some
lead is also produced by the r process, and if this contribution is taken into account we can calculate the
amount of cycling which has taken place, and also
predict a total abundance of lead. This question is
discussed in Sec. VIII, following detailed explanation
of r-process dynamics.
If this curve in Fig. VI, 3 is a composite of two curves,
it is also clear that the degrees of dilution of the abundances in the two parts are different, since larger overabundance ratios are demanded to obtain complete
saturation than if saturation is not achieved. Such a
situation is entirely possible, since the two di8erent
processes might have occurred in two difFerent red-giant
stars, in which the dilution was a function both of the
original composition, the mixing to the surface, and the
ejection into the interstellar medium. Alternatively,
they might have occurred in a single star at different
evolutionary stages in which the structures and hence
these same parameters would be changed. To study this
question further it is important to investigate the composition of a star in which it is believed that the s
process has recently been occurring. The 5-type stars
and the so-called Ba II stars fall into this category, and
the results of such an investigation are described in

Sec. XI D.

Finally, in Table VI, 1 we show the o-Ã products for
just those isotopes for which experimental measures of

TABLE Vl, 1. "25 kev" cross section (La57b,

Xabundance
cr (mb)

Mg2'
AI27
CI37

K4'

Cu6~
G.a 71
Qe74

As"
+89
Zr94

Mo"
Ru"'
In115
Sb121

Ba138

I a139
Ce'4'

Pr141

Hf'80
Re185
Hg202

Bj209

4.38X 104
1.00X 10~
9.48 X 10'

1

&14
1.4
1.1

2180
219

19

II. Syn thesized on
Cu"
116

Ni"

(Si =|06)

Assignment

on Ne»

E. Synthesized

Na»

W

Bo57)

(Su56).

4.38X 104
&1.4 X106
1.3 X10'
2.4 X10'
4.2 X10'

H burning, s
s(m)
s(m)
s(m)
s

Fe56

8
46
68
54

590
25
243
209

146

318(0.61)
66

4.54
18.65
4.0(2/3)
8.9

386
805
950

9.48
0.581(1/2)
0.467(1/2)
0. 105 (1/2)
0.141

50
31
546

2.622
2.00
2.00
0.40

11.4

441
2650
57

1.4

0. 155
0.05(1/2)
0.0844(2/3)
0. 144(~)

1.7 X104
1.6 X10'
3.0 X10'

s
s
S

3, 1 X102

1.0
1.6
2.3
2.3

X10'
X10'

s
sr

X102

s(m)

X10'

60

90
42

130
30
100
62

218
68
66

3.2

0.2(?)

s

s=r
s=r

S=l

S

s(m)
s(m)
s(m)
s(m)
s

s= r(m')
sr
s(m) -cycle
r-decay

cross sections at "25-kev" neutron energies have been
made at Oak Ridge (La57b) and at Livermore (Bo57),
and which have been assigned to the s process or in
which the contributions of the r process have been
estimated. Five of the isotopes lie in the range 23&A
&46, while the remainder have A & 63. This table shows
the same effects as are shown in Figs. VI, 1 and VI, 3.
VII. DETAILS OF THE r PROCESS

The essential feature of the r process is that a large
becomes available in a short time interval for addition to elements of the iron group, or
perhaps, in cases where the abundances in the iron
group are abnormally small, for addition to light nuclei
such as Ne".
From the point of view of the present section, the
precise source of the neutrons is not important; any
source capable of supplying a large neutron ftux on a
short time-scale of order 10—100 sec, would meet the
requirements. In Sec. III F we discussed the possibility that a neutron density of 10"/cm' and a flux
of 4X10"/cm' sec might be produced in supernova
10' degrees. We assume
envelopes at temperatures
these conditions in the following discussion of the path
of the r process and of the abundances produced by it.
Fong (Fo57), usin. g a hydrodynamical
analogy, has
previously calculated abundances produced by an r
process. Our method is somewhat di6'erent in that we
include the (p, e) as well as (e,p) and P decay in our
calculations.
Aux of neutrons
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A. Path of the r Process
A nucleus of 6xed Z cannot add neutrons inde6nitely
even in the presence of an intense neutron Qux. The
energy of binding of each successive neutron becomes
progressively weaker as more and more neutrons are
added, until ultimately the binding falls to zero. This
sets an upper limit to neutron addition at fixed Z.
Moreover, not even this limit will be attained because
of the incidence of (y, n) reactions at the temperature
necessary to produce the neutrons by charged particle
interactions. The effect of (y, n) reactions can readily
be understood from statistical considerations. Write
for the number densities of nuclei A, Z
n(A, Z) and
and of neutrons respectively, and let Q„(A,Z) be the
neutron binding to the nucleus X(A, Z) in the reaction,

n„

X(A, Z)+n

X(A+1, Z)+y+Q„(A,Z),

such that

Q„(A,Z) = B„(A+1,Z)

= o'[M(A Z)+M„—
M (A+1, Z) j.

(13)

Note that Q for nucleus A, Z is equal to the neutron
akenpositive) in nucleus A+1, Z.
binding energy
in Mev, and neglectWith 7 in units of 10' degrees,
ing weight factors of order unity, the statistical balance
in this reaction is expressed by

8„(t

n(A+1, Z)
log

n(A, Z)

Q„

= loge„—
34.07 —, log Ts+

5,04

—'

T'9

Q~

(14)

with all logarithms to the base 10. For neutron addition
to be highly effective we require n(A+ 1, Z)/n (A, Z) ))1.
When n(A+1, Z)/n(A, Z)~1, neutron addition is less
effective. When n, (A+1, Z)/n(A, Z)((1, neutrons are
scarcely added at all. As an approximation, adequate
for the present discussion, we may consider that neutrons are added or not added according to whether
n(A+1, Z)/n(A, Z) & 1 is satisfied or not, i.e., according
to whether
T9
loge„)
(34.07+-' logTg —
(15)

Q„)5.04

,

is satished or not. With
Sec. III F, we have
Q

F9~1 and N„~1024as found

in

&2 Mev.

Larger Q values would be required at higher temperatures or at lower neutron densities. n(A+ 1, Z)/n(A, Z)
is very sensitive to small changes in Q or T9. Under
the conditions discussed above 5.04Q„/T9=10. Hence
a ten percent change in Q„,namely by 0.2 Mev, or a
ten percent change in TQ, namely by 10 degrees, will
change n(A+1, Z)/ill'(A, Z), by a factor of ten. Conversely, for given Q, Tg, and Z the distribution in abundance will exhibit a sharp peak where n(A+1, Z)
= n(A, Z). This peak will be at most two or three units
in A in width.
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We have said that Q„decreases as more and more
neutrons are added at fixed Z. This statement ignored
neutron pairing effects. Thus Q„is higher for odd
/=A —Z by 1.5 to 3 Mev (depending on A) than it is
Z. This means that instead of a simple
for even X= A —
monotonic decrease of Q„with increasing A (Z fixed)
we have two decreasing sequences, one for 1V odd, the
other for Ã even, the two sequences being separated
by about 2 Mev in the range of A of interest in this
discussion.
Consider the eGect of these two sequences on the
criterion for neutron addition. Evidently the pairing
effect makes it substantially more difficult for Q„to
is even, and hence neutron
satisfy the criterion when
addition must always be expected to cease when
is
even. Thus if a neutron can be added at N even, then
a further neutron will always be added, since an additional energy approximately equal to 2 Mev is then
available for binding the second neutron. On the other
hand, when a neutron is added' at odd S, the situation
is reversed
a second neutron would in that case be less
strongly bound by ~2 Mev so that, although the first
neutron might satisfy our criterion, the second is a good
deal less likely to do so, and eventually, when Ã becomes large enough, will not in fact do so. Thus we
expect that neutron addition will always cease with
at an even value, so that if A is odd Z must be odd, and
if A is even Z must be even.
These remarks all refer to a fixed value of Z. Now Z
must increase by unity from time to time, since the
neutron-rich nuclei at present under consideration are
all unstable against negative beta decay, the lifetimes
0.01—10 sec. When Z thus increases, the energy
being
of binding of the next neutron increases quite substantially, so that one or more neutrons can again be
added. Once again, however, neutron addition will cease
at some even X. Neutron addition cannot then proceed
until Z increases by a further unit and so on. Ke
therefore obtain a clear picture of how the nuclei evolve,
by repeated neutron addition interspersed with p
processes, the nuclei always being obliged to "wait" for
a P process when neutron addition decreases Q„to the
limit allowed by our criterion. The process is shown
schematically in Fig. V, 2. A detail of this figure for
118(A (132 is shown in Fig. V, 3.
The s and r processes dier in a very crucial way. In
the s process, neutrons are made available very slowly
so that the neutron density is always low. In such
circumstances the addition of neutrons to the nuclei is
controlled by their (n, y) cross sections. That is to say,
the various nuclei compete among themselves for the
capture of a slow trickle of neutrons, the abundances oI
the nuclei being governed by the ffow equation (11)

S

—

E

—

E

—

dn(A)/dt

= —)i„(A)n(A)+)„(A—1)n(A —1),

where n(A) is the abundance of that beta-stable isobar
at A which occurs in the s-process capture path. In the
r process, on the other hand, we are concerned with a
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situation in which there is no neutron shortage, and
neutron addition is limited not by (N, y) cross sections
but by (p, rt) competition and by "waiting" for P
processes to take place. Essentially, we assume that
equilibrium is reached between the rapid (rt, &) and
n, and that the slow beta(y, n) processes, viz. , e,
decay processes constitute a slow leakage from this
equilibrium. The corresponding Qow equation in the r
process, derived from the general equation (10), takes
the form

~y,

)p(Z) N—
(Z)+Xp (Z

de(Z)/dt=

—1), (16)
1)rt(Z —

where e(Z) is the density of that isotope of element Z
at which waiting for negative beta decay occurs, i.e.,
the isotope for which
Mev. The quantity Xtt(Z)
is related to the beta-decay mean lifetime, vp, and halflife, ts, by Xs= 1/rs=0. 693/tz. The condition for steady
Qow in the r process is

Q„2

Xz(Z)e(Z) =Xp(Z —1)n(Z —
1) =const
Ol

e(Z) ~Xp '(Z)=rp(Z)
This is the analog of the steady-Qow condition in the
s process, namely,

&„(A)n(A)=X„(A—1)e(A —1) =const
or

of the s nuclei suggest that
steady Qow has occurred in the s process, so the abundances of the r nuclei suggest that steady Qow has
occurred in the r process.
The rt(Z) given by the flow equations cannot immediately be interpreted as atomic abundances. At first sight
it might seem as if only certain values of A are concerned in the r process, namely the values of A at which
the nuclei "wait. In Figs. V, 2 or V, 3, if nuclei of charge
Z wait at A, nuclei of charge Z+1 wait at A+hA,
where 5A equals the number of neutron captures at
Z+1 after beta decay at Z. Thus it might appear that
only atomic weights A, A+hA, etc. , are likely to be
produced in any appreciable abundances by the r
process. This would be the case if there were a unique
track of the kind shown in Figs. V, 2 and V, 3. But this
is scarcely likely to be the ease, since there will certainly
be a spread in A, Z values about this path, simply due
to the statistical nature of Eq. (14). Thus a small
scatter in the values of atomic weights at which waiting
for beta decay occurs is only to be expected. This
suggests that we convert the eg abundances to eg
abundances by

Just as the abundances

"

= e(Z) (hA) '= n(Z) (dZ/dA),

(17)

where AA is the number of unit steps in A for a single
step in Z along the typical track of the form shown in
Fig. V, 2, and dZ/dA is the slope of the track in the Z, A
plane. That is to say, we "spread" the abundances

accumulated

e„,

e(A) ~

e(A) ~ X„'(A).

n(A)

of A that occur between the waiting points. This treatment is of course approximate, but it is thought adequate for the present purpose, since the present analysis
contains other simplifications that are explained at a
later stage. We arbitrarily take the spread from a given
waiting point at A to the next higher waiting point at
A+AA rather than in the reverse direction. Physically,
this corresponds to the assumption that, in freezing, the
material accumulated at a waiting point with given A, Z
is spread out, as y radiation dies out, by final neutron
captures over an interval in A up to the waiting A for
Z+1. The equation for the equilibrium between (n, p)
and (y, n) reactions is much more sensitive to T, (linear
(logarithmic dependence).
dependence), than to
Thus, as T and e„decrease, the equilibrium is displaced
toward slightly greater A values, representing the capture of the last neutrons.
The solution of the dynamical problem in the r
process falls into two parts. The first part consists in a
determination
of the track shown schematically in
Fig. V, 2, the second consists in estimating the betadecay waiting time. The relative abundances given by
steady Qow then follow immediately from

at the "waiting points" over the intervals

rp(A, Z)
hA

= rs(A, Z)

dZ
dA

where rz(A, Z) is now the mean beta-decay lifetime at
the waiting point, A, for a given Z. A determination of
the track demands a precise specilcation of the criterion for neutron addition. This criterion can be written
as Q„)Q„whereQ, is to be a specified quantity, of
order 2 Mev, which depends on
T in accordance
with the inequality (15).
The problem of the determination of the track is that
of obtaining
a function of A, Z from nuclear
data. Assuming for the moment this to be done, we
then have Q„(A,
Q, as the condition for neutron
addition. We now wish to determine the waiting values
of A for various Z by using the following criteria.
With Z specified, X=A —
Z must be even, and

n„,

Q„as

Z))

Q„(A,Z)

)Q„

Q„(A+2,Z) &Q,.
In this way the waiting points A, A+hA, . correcan be found. A further necessponding to Z, Z+1,
sary condition is that the waiting points increase monotonically with Z.
We have not found it possible to determine the waiting points solely from the current empirical nuclear
data on neutron binding energies. This is to be expected,
if it is recalled that one must know the binding energy
of the very neutron-rich nuclei along the neutron capture path with considerable precision ( 0.2 Mev) in
order to specify the path precisely. Even the binding
energies of the stable nuclei on which careful mass
measurements have been made are rarely known to this
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precision. Furthermore, the extrapolation to the neutron-rich nuclei involves considerable uncertainty. For
these reasons we have been forced to resort to a method
of calculating r-process abundances which establishes
a few parameters semiempirically on the basis of certain
salient features of the abundance curve itself. We now
outline a method of calculation which may eventually
be capable of yielding a theoretical abundance curve on
the basis of nuclear data alo~e.
First, we consider the determination of Q (A, Z) on the
basis of the smooth Weizsacker atomic mass formula
(We35), neglecting shell, pairing and quadrupole deformation e6ects:
1
—

(A

Z)M„+ZMrr — nA
M(A, Z) = (A —

—2Z)'

P——

Q2

Z(Z —1)

QA'

where M„and %II are the masses of the neutron and
of the hydrogen atom and n, p, y, and c are constants
in energy units, to be determined empirically. They
represent, respectively, volume, isotopic, surface, and
Coulomb energy parameters. In the following discussion
we use n=15.3, P=22.6, y=16.7, and &=0.69, all in
Mev, as determined by Fowler, Hornyak, and Cohen
(Fo47). Equation (18) can be alternatively written as

M(A, Z) =My+
where

Z, =-', A]

—Bg (Z —Zg)',
1

The terms in the second line in Eq. (21) can be identified
successively as due to volume, isotopic, surface, and
Coulomb effects in atomic masses. Equating Q„to a
specified Q, in Eq. (21) gives A as a smooth function
of Z. The plot of Z against A runs approximately
parallel to the stability line, but it is depressed below
this line by an amount that depends on the value of Q, .
For Q. = 2 Mev the depression amounts to about 7 units
in Z at 2~100 and about 11. units in Z at 3~200. If
the nuclear masses mere really given by the Weizsacker
formula the nuclei mould evolve along this line, not
completely in a smooth fashion because of the discrete
nature of A, but smoothly within one unit of A. There
would be no gross deQections of the line, such as are
implied in Figs. V, 2 and V, 3. In addition, the values of
rp and dZ/dA woilld also be a smooth function of A,
so that the theory would be incapable of explaining the
peaks and troughs of the abundance curve for the r
nuclei. Evidently an improved expression must be used
for M(A, Z) if the theory is to provide this degree of
detail. |A"e have not attempted a complete treatment
but have been content to approximate in a degree that
does not seem to have too serious an impact on the
calculated results. A fuller treatment of the form of
M(A, Z) is at present being investigated by Dr. Forrest
Mozer at the California Institute of Technology, and
improved results should be forthcoming from its use.
Our treatment is based on modifying the above expression for M(A, Z) so that we have

2c

( 1+—
A'

M(A, Z)=Ms (A, Z)
g2

SP

A'
1+—

A

4p

e

=.
4P

Zg

Alternatively, M&, Zz, and Bz can be taken as quantities to be determined as empirical functions of A.
Returning to Eq. (18), we can determine Q„(A,Z)
as follows

Q„(A,Z) = c'LM„+M(A,Z) —M(A+1, Z)]

—(--;~A-:+c

= -P~ 1-4
-',

~+4P

(22)

where M~(A, Z) represents the Weizsacker expressions
given in Eq. (18). That is to say, we subtract a sum of
two functions, one of the neutron number and the other
of the proton number. Insofar as they are functions of
Ã and Z separately, this procedure takes into account
the important effects on nuclear masses of (i) neutron
or proton shell structure, (ii) spheroidal quadrupole
deformation of partially filled shells, and (iii) pairing of
neutrons and pairing of protons. Products of two such
functions are not included. The quantities f(1V) and
g(Z) will be discontinuous functions at magic closed
shell numbers for X or Z respectively. The sign is taken
and g(Z), as positive quantities,
negative so that
decrease the mass and add to the stability of a nucleus.
Ke now obtain

f($)

3yA
Q„(A,Z) =n —P ——

—
1+
A'
Z2

Z(Z —1)

+4P

A')

—P —yA

g—
[f(cV)+—
(Z)],

[

is the value of Z at a given mass number, A, for which
M(A, Z) has the minimum value, M~. Z~ is not necessarily integral, and both Mg and Zg can be determined in terms of the empirical constants by setting
BM/BZ=O, keeping A constant. The coefticient B~
appears in the well-known parabolic dependence of
M(A, Z) on Z and can be evaluated from

n
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Z
—
1+
A'

A~

12P

.

f'(A

Z) =f'(&) =

df(&)

A'
12P

+f'(A —Z),

— =f(A+1

dE

Z)

f(A

(23)

Z)— —

—
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Q„.

Care must be exercised
Note that g(Z) drops out of
in evaluating f' at magic numbers where
is discontinuous. Our criterion
Q, a specified
number
2 Mev, now gives a track in the Z, A plane
that depends on f'(A Z)—
.
The capture path is changed considerably on taking
f'{A Z) into account. The plot of Z against A for the
r process follows a smooth curve approximately parallel
to the stability line if the Weizsacker mass formula,
Eq. (18), is used. The plot of Z against A, shown in
Fig. V, 2, departs from such a smooth curve, however.

Q„)Q„with

f

Then we have

—
-',
yA,
Q„(A„Z,
P—
) =n —
&

Z2

+4P

—

Deviations are introduced by the function f(A Z).
Most notably, this function causes the curve to swing
Z
upwards towards the stability line whenever A —
equals a neutron magic number. The physical reason
for this is that the energy of binding of the next neutron
decreases sharply by about 2 Mev at neutron shell
closure. Consider neutron shell closure at %=A —
Z
=82, A = 123, Z=41 (cf. Fig. V, 3). The 82nd neutron
is added with a binding of 2 Mev, or perhaps somewhat
more than this, the value of Z being some 12 units
below the stability line at this stage. An 83rd neutron
cannot then be added at such a depth below the stability line because of the sharp fall of binding after
shell closure. Indeed, an 83rd neutron at Z=41 would
scarcely be bound at all. Further evolution then depends
on a P process, which decreases A —
Z to 81. An 82nd
neutron can then be added, but an 83rd again cannot.
A further P process must therefore take place, when
once again an 82nd neutron can be added. In this way
the nucleus climbs a staircase with Z and A both increasing by unity at each step. Eventually, however,
the climb up the staircase carries the nucleus close
enough to the stability line for an 83rd neutron to be
added at a binding energy
2 Mev. This occurs for
Z=49, A = 131. Subsequently Z increases by one unit,
not for a one-unit increase of A, as on the staircase, but
for an increase of some three or more units in A. The
di6'erential in A must be an odd integer since waiting
occurs only for even X. We refer to the values of A
and Z for a magic E at which more than one capture
occurs as the "break-through" values at the abundance
peaks. Break-through pairs are (82, 32), (131, 49), and
(196, 70) at N= 50, 82, and 126, respectively, and staircases similar to the one at X=82 occur at X=50 and
126. These staircases are associated with the rising sides
of major peaks in the abundance curve for the r process.
More subtle eGects of proton shells and spheroidal
deformations are discussed later.
From the above discussion it would seem that the
capture path cannot be determined without explicit
knowledge of (A —
Z), but this is not so, as the following device shows. I et A., Z. be a nucleus with empirically known neutron-binding energy, and with

f

Q, = A, —Z, = A —Z= E.

Ap

1+

A, '
12p

+f'(A,

f'(A, Z,—
) = f'(A

,

Z—),

(23a)

Z)—

Eq. (23a) from (23), we have
)+-y(A. —A ')
Q„(A,Z) =Q„(A„Z,
Subtracting

**

—

Z
Z
'
—
—
A *—
1+—
4P
' 1+ A,
A'
'

+4P

6

A,

4p

Q

(A„Z,) —4P

~

4p

Z.2 Z'

———0.4.

(24)

A, ' A'

In the last approximate expression we have evaluated
in Mev the differences in the surface and Coulomb
terms for the cases which will be found to be of interest.
The isotopic term in p is by far the largest term in the
difference in neutron binding energy for two nuclei
with the same E. The important result of the foregoing
analysis is that g(Z) does not appear in (23) for Q„(A,Z)
and f(N) and f'(N) do not appear in (24). This follows
from our assumptions that to first order the deviations
from the Weizsacker mass law are separable in g and Z.
If the values of Q(A„Z,) were always accurately
known the present procedure would be simple of application. Unfortunately, individual empirical values of
Q(A
) contain sufficient inaccuracies to cause serious
di%culties if employed singly. The difficulties can be
overcome, in part, by a suitable form of smoothing,
except for values of A —
Z between
84 and ~110, in
which range the empirical mass data seem to be too
poorly known even to admit of smoothing.
Smoothing is e8ected by constructing the quantity

„Z,

))i„h „(A„Z,) —4p AZ.'

2

a(f'(A, Z,

Q—

.

Av

The quantity in square brackets is 6rst calculated for
each nucleus for which empirical values of Q are available, and then averaged over all cases having the
specified value of =A. —
Z, . The 6 indicates that the
values are calculated relative to those at the beginning
of the appropriate neutron shell. Thus A(f') is the excess
neutron binding energy to nuclei with a speci6ed g
over that given by the smooth Weizsacker mass formula
normalized to zero at the beginning of the shell in which
Ã lies. We have used the nuclear mass tables of Wapstra
(WaSS) and Huizenga (Hu55) for this purpose. When
this has been done for various E the resulting average
values have been plotted against E, as in Fig. VII, 1.
A second form of averaging is then effected by drawing
a smooth curve through the points obtained in this way,
values being Anally read oG the curve.
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FIG. VII, 1. The average excess neutron binding energy to nuclei
with neutron number llf over that given by the smooth Weizsacker
atomic mass formula We35). Each value has been normalized
to the value at the beginning of the shell in which ltr lies. Empirical
mass data for the N=82 to 126 shell are not accurate enough to
yield the portion of the curve in this, region.

9?e interpret the "quadratic" rise in the neutron
binding excess between X=50 and 82 as the normal
behavior as a neutron shell is 61led. The last neutrons
interact with a greater number of nucleons and are
bound by about 2.6 Mev more than the erst neutrons
in this shell. In -the Ã= 126 to 184 shell there is a rapid
rise to great stability early in the shell, a Qattening o6,
and eventually a decrease having a maximum slope
near X=152. We assume that eventually the curve
rises again to a high value at shell closure. The early
rise may be attributed to the ability of these heavy
nuclei to take up spheroidally deformed shapes which
have lower energy levels for extra neutrons than the
spherical shape at the beginning of the shell. Maximum
deformation is reached apparently near A~144 and
then the shell becomes spherical again on closure, with
the normal shell eGect coming into play. The eGect of
spheroidal deformations on quadrupole moments and
on rotational level structure in heavy nuclei has been
brilliantly developed by Bohr and Mottelson (Bo53)
and extensive calculations of energy levels in spheroidal
TABLE

Process

N

50

126

VII, 1. Parameters of the r process at magic neutron numbers.

Q'

Mev

BA
ZA

1.9
2.4
2.9'

35.0
35.4

1.0
1.4
1.7

54.5
54.9
55.3

80
81

30
31

82

32

128
129
130
131

47
48
49

2.0'

194
195
196

68
69
70

1.2
1.4
1.6

46

potentials have been made by ¹ilsson (¹i55). Nuclei in
the 1V=51 to 82 shell do not show these effects in a
pronounced manner, and thus "normal" shell behavior
can be expected. The eGects are well known in the
heavier %=82 to 126 shell, for which, unfortunately,
masses accurate enough for our purposes are not available. The sects can be expected to be highly developed
in the X=126 to 184 shell. The inQuence of the enhanced stability on the r process is discussed in detail
in what follows. Note added in proof
T.h—
e recent mass
spectroscopic data of W. H. Johnson, Jr. , and V. B.
Bhanot (Jo57) yield a curve in the range N=82 to 126
similar to the right-hand curve in Fig. VII, 1.
A difhculty which arises in determining the Q„(A,Z)
from the empirical Q„(A„Z,
) lies in the isotopic parameter P for which we have taken the value 22.6 Mev.
This is the value which gives the correct dependence of
Zg on A if the Coulomb coeScient e is taken as 0.69
Mev. Fowler et al. (Fo47) found this value for e to be
necessary to 6t the rise of the packing fraction curve
for nuclei with A&70, and Green has confirmed this
point (Gr54b). This value for e is somewhat larger than
that found in early attempts to adjust the smooth
WeizsKcker formula to nuclear masses but is in keeping
with the smaller values of nuclear radii found in electron
scattering experiments by Hofstadter and his collaborators (Ho56c). However, in determining Q (A, Z)
from Q„(A,Z, ) we really need "local" values of P at
g=A —Z=A, —Z., not the average value determined
by the best fit to Zg over all A. This implies that P is
not constant, as is indeed found to be the case if one
adjusts the Weizsacker formula or its alternative form
in Mg, Jjg, Zg to local regions. Unfortunately, the empirical values for Q (A. ,Z.) do not cover a sufficient
spread in A. and Z, to give accurate determinations of
the local values for P, and thus the extrapolation to A, Z
values far from the stability line involves considerable
uncertainty.
To elaborate, let us consider the accuracy with which
we must compute Q for the waiting point, A, at a given
Z value along the capture path not near any magic

v'P

Wp

Mev

Mev

Mev

sec

(calc)

m(obs)

1.90
1.88

1.43

3.82

12.3
8.96

42.6
10.4

33.8
6.62

Stan.

1.48
1.05

0.87
0.28

0.533
0.548

1.36
1.36
1.35

4.07
Break-through

1.18
~

~ ~

1.16

7.48
7.84
5.82
Break-through

77.9
78.3

1.16
1.16

a The values for Qst, at which (n, y) occurs at the recognizable break-through
have been used to establish a smooth dependence of Q~ on atomic weight.

0.77

8.31
8.39
Break-through

point

0.43
0.34
1.50

1.17
1.73

point

0.25
0.24

'

point

points of the magic-neutron-number

peaks in the atomic abundance

curve,

SYNTHESIS OF ELEMENTS IN STARS
shell number in

S. We evaluate

BQ„8PZ'
aA,

TABLE

of r-process abundances.

—0.25 to —0.1 Mev,

where the numerical values have been determined near
A=100 and A=200, respectively. Since the Q„can
hardly be specihed to better than 0.5 Mev-an uncertainty in A of several units is to be expected, The breakthrough points near magic shell numbers for X ca,n be

A

Z

30

56

26

~ ~ ~

42

68

26

30.3

44
50

71
78

27
28

31.4

S2

evaluated from

56
62

BQ„8PZ1V
+ A' 0.5, 0.3, 0.2 Mev,
BA

66

70

72

~

V8

80
82

values have been determined at
Again an uncertainty of
one or more units in A arises from uncertain knowledge
of the Q„.
With these diQiculties in mind, we have chosen to
establish a few key points in the track of the r process
by using the values for the atomic weights at those
peaks in the atomic abundance curve which are attributed to the r process. On the leading edges of these
peaks there is no arbitrariness, except in the value of
A (or Z) at which a given magic X is reached, and in
the value of A (or Z) at which break-through occurs.
The break-through points at which neutron capture
without a preceding beta decay becomes possible occur
just beyond the maxima of the magic-neutron-number
abundance peaks. We have chosen these break-through
points to give the best Gt to the three abundance peaks
due to magic neutron-numbers
and have then adjusted
the path determined by our criterion Q„(A,Z)) Q0 to
fit the three points and to give a smooth run of waiting
points between these break-through points. Thus the
r-process path has been determined by a smooth curve
for Qo passing through the break-through values at
%=50, 82, and 126. These key values are shown in
Table VII, 1, where we list the Q„values calculated by
the smoothing procedures, using P=22.6 Mev. These
Q„values show a systematic decrease from 2.9 Mev at
/=50, through 2.1 Mev at /=82 to 1.6 Mev at
X=126. These values correspond to temperatures of
10' .
45, 1.0, and 0.8)&'10 degrees, respectively, for
Whether or not this systematic decrease is real is a
matter which cannot be answered with present knowledge of nuclear masses and binding energies. In attempting to use estimated local values for p we have
found that the differences in Q„and thus T are only
accentuated. It is clear that the conditions, e„and T,
for the production of the three peaks were not greatly
different. A small di6erence, if real, would be very
of the astrophysical
significant in our understanding
circumstances under which the r-process elements were
synthesized. We return to this matter later in our discussion and in Sec. XII. The capture path from Fe~' to

where the numerical

e„=

79
80
81
84
85

90

97
102
107

110
117

120
123
124

125
126
127
128
129

%=50, 82, 126, respectively.

i.

VIl, 2. The path of the r process and calculations

86
94
126

126
128
138
140
142
144
146
148
150
152

154
156
158
158
160
162
164
166
168
170
174
a

130
133
136
145
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
19$
198
209
212
215
218
221
224
227
230

231
232
235
238
241
242
245
248
251
2$4
257
260
265

29

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

39
40

41
42
43
44
4$
46
47
48
49

50
51
59
60
61
62

63
64
65
66
67
68
69
VO

71
72

73
74
75
76
77
78
79

80
81
82

83
84
85
86
87
88
89

90
91

7A

34.2
34.6
35.0
35.4
37.4
37.8

39.8

42.$
44.5
46.5
47.7
50.$

51.7

52.8
53.1
53.5
53.8
S4.2
54.5
54.9
5$.3
57.6
57.6
60.6
74.9
75.3
75.6
75.9
76.3
76.6
76.9
77.3
77.6
77.9
78.3
80.4
83.9
84.9
86.0
87.0
88.1
89.1

90.2

91.3
91.6
91.9
93.0
93.4

94.5
94,8
95.9
97.0
98.0

99.0

100.1

101.2
102.9

aA
Mev
~

.

~

~

2.40
2.20
1.94

1.92

1.90
1.88
1.80
1.78
1.70
1.60
1.55
1.50
1.47
1.41
1.39
1.38
1.37
1.37
1.37
1.36
1.36
1.36
1.3$
1.33
1.31
1.28
1.18
1.18
1.18
1.17
1.17
1.17
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.1 6
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16

gaA

Mev
~ ~

~ ~

1.42
1.43
1.44
1.44
1.41
t
1.35
1.27
1.23
1.20
~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~

~

~

~ ~

~

~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~

1.18
1.16
1.08
~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~

~

~ ~

0.78
0.78
0.78
0.77
0.77
0.76
0.75
0.75
0.74
0.73
0.'?3
0.72
0.72
0.72
0.72
0.71
~

~ ~

~ ~ ~

~

~ ~

~

~ ~

~ ~ ~

~ ~

~ ~ ~

~

~

~

~ ~

~

~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~

~

sec

3.42

21.4

~

1.40
~

Mev

~ ~

Probably depleted by neutron-induced

hA
~ ~ ~

4.68
6.26
6.45

3.82

4.07
4.28
4.59
4.67
8.50
8.39

11.00
9.73

13.19
12.02
13.33
11.05
11.46
9.30

9.61

7.48
7.84

5.82
8.61
6.10
9.59
16.31
14.82
14.78
13.06
13.14

11.54
11.40
9.94
9.90
8.31
8.39
8.90
12.56

11.81

12.68
11.93
12.80
12.06
12.91
12.30
12.22
10.6V

11.$2

10.10
10.94

9.41

10.24
9,64
10.36

9.64
10.48
9.87
11.40

4.45

Starting
point

3 First

waiting
point
7
1
1
1

1.04
0.90
12.3
8.96
3
6.96
1
4.91
5
4.50
7
0.225 5
0.241 5
0.062 3
0.11$ 7
0.025 3
0.040 3
0.024 1
0.061 1
0.051 1
0.144 1
0.122 1
0.427 1
0.338 1
1.50
3
0.211 3
1.18
9
0.123 5
0.009 1
0.014 1
0.014 1
0.026 1
0.025 1
0.049 1
0.052 1
0.103 1
0.10$ 1
0.252 1
0.240 3
0.180 11
0.032 3
0.043 3
0.030 3
0.041 3
0.029 3
0.039 3
0.028 3
0.036 1
0.037 1
0.072 3
0.049 3

0.095
0.064
0.136
0.089
0.120
0.084
0.120
0.029
0.107
0.052

Atomic
abundances

3
1

3
3
3
3
3

3
5
7

2.20

3.61
3.11
42.6
104
242
3.40
2.23
0.156
0167
0.072
0.0$7
0.029
0.046
0.083
0.211
0.176
0.500
0.423
1.48
1.17
1.73
0.244
0.454
0.085
0.030
0.049
0.049
0.091
0.088
0.170

0.180
0.357
0.364
0.874
0.278
0.056
0.037
0.050
0.035
0.048
0,034

0.045
0,032
0.123
0.12?
0.084
0.057
0.110
0.221
0.157
0.103
0.139
0.097
0.139
0.091
0.074 a
0.026 a

fission.

A = 265 which we have used is given in Table VII, 2 and
is illustrated in Figs. V, 2 and V, 3. The path is complete
except for a gap from A =150 to A = f85, in which region
the empirical masses are so poorly known that there is
no guide at all even to the trend of the capture track.

B. Calculation

of r-Process Abundances

We now pass to the conclusion of our problem,
namely, calculation of the relative abundances of the
elements produced in the r process. This involves determination of AA=BZ/BA and rs at the waiting
points. The capture path calculated from the criterion
Q„(A,Z))Q, yielded nonintegral values of Z and A
and thus a fairly smooth BZ/BA along the track which
we used as a guide as discussed above. In the track we
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have 6nally chosen in Table VII, 2, and in the "actual"
track, Z and A change by integral values, and so we
have chosen to use the integral AA listed in Table VII, 2,
in calculating e(A). In Table VII, 2 the various parameters needed in the abundance calculations are also
listed.
The mean beta-decay lifetimes at the waiting points
have been calculated from the Fermi expression
1

10'

Xp

8 p'

sec,

where TVp, measured in Mev, is the effective beta-decay
energy at the waiting point. It includes the kinetic
energy of the electron and neutrino and the rest-mass
equivalent energy (0.5 Mev) of the electron. The numerical constant has been determined by using an allowed transition log~oft value of 3.85, where

factor.
The determination of TVp as a function of the waiting
point charge; Z, and mass, A, is a matter of some
complexity. The total kinetic energy, Qs, available in
the beta transition to the ground state of the daughter
nucleus is calculable from the atomic mass expression
given in Eq. (22) and becomes

Qs= c'[M(A, Z, N)

M(A,

Z+—
1, N —1)j.

Since the masses are atomic rather than nuclear, no
allowance need be made for the beta-electron mass. We
thus have,

—

Bg (Zg
Qs —

df
dg
—Z —0.5)+——
dZ

(25)

dÃ

In this expression dg/dZ and df/dN explicitly appear.
However, since they appear as a difference their influence on Qs cannot be too great. Except at shell
increase with Z and 1V, respectively.
numbers, g and
were linear in Z and N with the same coeKTf g and
cient, then dg/dZ df/dlV would be zero. Actually, g
and are approximately quadratic in the nuclear excess
over magic-number values. Since there is a neutron excess in negative beta decay, in general df/dN) dg/dZ
and Zg and B~ are usually smaller than the values calculated from the smooth formula. Z~ changes discontinumagic and
ously at magic numbers, increasing after
decreasing at Z magic. Actually, the residual eGect of
these terms can be taken into account by using just the

f

f

—

f

E

HOYLE

first term of Eq. (25) for Qs with local values for Bz
and Zg, particularly for Zg. Local values for Zg have
been given by Coryell (Co53) and we have used these
values as tabulated in Table VII, 2. Z~ is not only a
function of A but also of the shell in which Z and g fall.
Coryell chose the smooth Weizsacker relation between
local values of B~ and Zg, namely BgZz 4P, but we
have not found this to be sufficiently accurate for our
purpose. Accordingly, we made an independent analysis
in order to obtain the values of Bg listed in Table VII, 2.
To do this we used Coryell's Zz at a given A and determined B~ from the empirical Q~ differences calculable
at a given A from the masses of Wapstra (Wa55) and
Huizenga (Hu55). These values of B~ are shown as a
function of A in Fig. VII, 2.
We thus have

Qp= Bp(Zg

Z

0.5—
),

—

8~ and Z~ are now the "local" values for these
quantities taking into account all deviations from the
Weizsacker mass law except odd-even eÃects, which
must be treated separately, as discussed below, for
nuclei with odd A and even A. It is emphasized that
gg must be chosen to correspond to the shells in which
Z and E lie.
The beta-ray transition to the ground state of the
daughter nucleus will rarely be allowed. Allowed transitions occur to excited states of the daughter nucleus
having spins diGering by zero or unity from those of the
parent ground state and having the same parity. Of
these allowed transitions perhaps one is favored by a
large matrix element indicating considerable similarity
in the initial and Anal states as to spin, isobaric spin,
and orbital characteristics. The excitation of this
favored state will in general be lower at larger A,
since the level density increases with A. It can be argued
that the amount of excitation ought to be proportional
to, and of the order of magnitude of, the isobaric parameter Bg. We have arbitrarily chosen 28~ as the excitation energy of the excited state to which the beta
transition electively occurs. With this choice, the relative heights of the abundance peaks at E= 50, 82, and
126 are approximately reproduced as indicated by a
comparison of the columns giving m(obs) and e(calc) in
Table VII, 1. The choice of 28~ probably errs on the
high side, so that our estimates for 8'p may be somewhat low.
We can now write down S"p as soon as pairing energy
or odd-even terms are clarified. If bg is used to designate
the pairing energy term, and if odd A nuclei are taken
as arbitrary standards for which no pairing correction
is made, then for the mass of the ground states of even
A, even Z, even 1V nuclei we must subtract 5g/2, and
for even A, odd Z, odd N nuclei we must add 8g/2. Our
waiting nuclei all have even Ã, so that for odd A no
correction is necessary and for even A we must subtract
8z/2. On the other hand, the special symmetry properties of the ground states of nuclei insofar as pairing
where

if g p is measured in Mev, and t=0.693vp is the betadecay half-life. The method described below for evaluating 8'p leads in general to an underestimate, so that our
values of v p could be too large by a factor of as much
as 10. However, the relative values and thus the relative
abundances should not be uncertain by such a large
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effects are concerned do not apply to the excited states.
This has been shown by Hurwitz and Bethe (Hu51) in
connection with their analysis of the neutron capture
cross section of odd A and even A nuclei. Hence, we
neglect pairing energy terms in the daughter nuclei. As
a final result, then,
+0 A odd, Z odd
B~ (Zg —Z —2.5)+0.5
Wp ——
—-', b~ A even, Z even.

This prescription leads if anything to an underestimate
of 8"p, as indicated above, so that our values for
~
v p~Wp
may be high by as much as a factor of ten.
The term m~'=0. 5 Mev has been added to give the
total kinetic plus rest mass energy of the effective beta
decay. For 8&/2 we use the empirical values tabulated
by Coryell (Co53). His values of b&/2 as a function of
A are shown in Fig. VII, 2. The resulting values of 8'p
are given in column 7 of Table VII, 2 and have been
used to calculate the values of ~p given in column 8.
These in turn have been used to calculate the abundances given in column 10, arbitrarily taking the
abundance of 52Tey6"' near the E= 82 peak as standard
at 1.48 on the Suess and Urey scale. The calculated
abundances are shown as a histogram for comparison
with Suess and Urey abundances which are plotted as
points in Fig. VII, 3. The results of the calculations, extended into the range above A=209, are shown in

Fig. VII, 4.
From Fig. VII, 3 reasonable but not exact agreement
with observed abundances is obtained on the basis of
the theory of the r process that has been outlined. The
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FIG. VII, 2. The parameters Bg and bg/2 as a function of atomic
weight. Bg was calculated by the method described in the text,
while 8&i2 is taken from the work of Coryell (Co53).

break-through values for A were established from the
rounding-oG points of the three observed abundance
peaks ascribed to E=50, 82, and 126, respectively.
However, the rapid rise in abundance below the peak
point is unambiguously given by the rapid decrease in
beta-ray energy as the track is held in the Z, A plane to
the magic X numbers until break-through is finally
attained. The relative abundances of the peaks come out
quite well on our calculations, but this can be attributed
to our arbitrary choice of the excitation energy, 28&,

N=50
ABUNDANCE
PRODUCED IN
NEUTRON

Fzo. VII, 3. Abundances of nuclei produced in the r process. The empirical
are
taken
points
from Suess and Urey
(Su56). The histogram is a curve
calculated
by the
methods described in
the text. The free parameters have been
to yield
adjusted
the correct relative
heights of the three
abundance peaks for
magic neutron numbers X=50, 82, and
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FIG. VII, 4. Abundances of heavy nuclei produced in the r
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calculating the abundance histogram shorn in I'ig. VII, 3. It is
6ssion terminates the r process
assumed that neutron-induced

at A=260.

in the residual nucleus after beta decay. |A"e can conclude as follows: on the basis of the r-process track
shown in Fig. V, 2 which passes through neutmn-rich
nuclei with ncutro11-blndlng cncrglcs of thc order of
2 Mev, and on the basis of beta-decay lifetimes for these
nuclei computed from reasonable local values for the
parameters B~, Z~, and b~/2, it has been possible to
compute a satisfactory caricature of the abundances of
those nuclei which have been produced predominantly
in the r process.
Let us discuss a few special features of the calculated
histogram of Fig. VII, 3. In the 6rst place, the %=50
peak is really a double peak with maxima at A = 80 and
3=84. The empirical validity of this double peaking
rests on the ratios Se"/Se"=33 8/5. 98 and Kr~/Kr"/
Kr"= 5.89/29. 3/8. 94, determined by the mass spectroscope. Changing the Se/Kr ratio, which might be
possible in view of the divergent methods of obtaining
their individual abundanccs, does not lead to a solution
of the problem. It is also dificult to question the assignment of these isotopes to the r process. This situation
can be caricatured in the r process by (i) letting A = 80,
Z= 30 be the last nucleus at E= 50 for which beta decay
is followed by only one neutron capture; (ii) letting'
break-through occur at = 81, Z=31, with beta decay
followed by three neutmn captures to A=84, Z=32,
N= 52; (iii) making this last described nucleus a waiting
point followed by only one neutmn capture, in keeping
with the empirical fact that the binding energy of the
53rd. neutron is as smal1 as that of the 51st neutron.
Beyond this point the abundance curve trails OG
gradually as the neutmn binding energy for increasing
37 gradually increases up to X=82 and the capture
process slowly returns to the o6-peak path.
126 peak is very precipitous,
The backside of the
in keeping with the fact that the neutron-binding energy
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rapidly increases after the drop at X=126, and the
rapid return to the very neutron-rich nuclei gives a
small dZ/dA (dÃ/dA~1), a small rs, and hence a small
abundance. As noted previously, the rapid increase in
neutron-binding energy after X= 126 can be attributed
to the fact that the 6rst neutrons in the %=127 to
X=184 shell can distort the closed nucleon shells
(E= 126, Z= 82) in such a way as to lead to a spheroidal
deformation considerably more stable than the spherical
shape at the end of the preceding shell. %hen maximum
dcformatlon ls leached further neutloD RddltloD does
not. lead to greater stability, and the neutron-binding
energy curve reaches a plateau, This results in the
r-process path moving somewhat closer to the stability
line in the Z, A plane. This leads in turn to somewhat
greater values of 7 p and dZ/dA and thus to a moderate
increase in abundance. It is to this spheroidal deformation effect that we attribute the abundance hump from
2=230 to 260 in Fig. VII,4. Additional discussion of
this feature is given in Sec. VIII. Ke also attribute t,he
abundance hump near 3=160, which is evident in
Fig. VII, 3, to this same cfITect, even though we have not
been able to make detailed calculations in this region.
It is well known that the stable nuclei in this region
show large quadrupole moments consistent with the
fact that the most stable forms of the ground states are
spheroidal rather than spherical in shape.
The precipitous drop expected on the backside of the
E= 82 peak is masked by the appearance of a peak due
to the magic number of protons, Z=50. It might be
thought that in a neutmn capture proces, proton magic
numbers would be irrelevant. However, a proton magic
number does affect the beta-decay lifetime by slowing
down the transition to the nucleus containing a proton
outsldc tlM closed slMll. AnotlM1 way of cxprcsslng this
is to note that, for example, Zg does not. increase when
Z changes from 49 to 50 in Table VII, 2, and thus 8'p
decreases, 7-p increases, and the abundance hump evident at 2=140 in. Fig. VII, 3 is to be expected. Since
dZ/dA becomes quite small at Z magic, as numerous
neutmns are added before decay to the proton in the
next shell occurs, we 6nd that the abundance value
established at the waiting point (A = 136) is spread. out
over a considerable interval of atomic weights up to

2 = 145.

C. Time for the r Process: Steady
F1ow and Cyc1ing

The r-process abundances have been calculated on
the assumption that a steady state is reached in which
the abundances are proportional to the beta-decay lifetimes at the waiting points. The circumstances under
which the steady state is a good Rppmximation can be
elucidated by considering the individual beta decay
times and total time for the r process. From Table VII, 2
Fe", taken as the source nucleus, rapidly captures some
~2 neutrons to produce Fc ~ tlM 6x'st waltlllg point Dl
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the "typical" capture path. Here Q„is less than Q,
( 3 Mev in this region) for the first time and beta
decay occurs with a lifetime of 21 sec. This is longer
than all the succeeding lifetimes and is in fact ~25%
of the total time for the r process. This latter quantity
is just the sum of all the ~p in Table VII, 2, plus a rough
estimate of 3 sec for the region A=150 to 185, and is
therefore ~80 sec. After passing Fe", the material
40 sec in the N 50 (and 52) peak. Thus the
spends
long-lived "source" and first "sink" control the Qow
for a considerable period during which the heavier,
shorter-lived products come into, and remain in equilibrium with, these long-lived predecessors. It is signi6cant that the Fe" lifetime plus the /=50 peak
lifetime is long as compared with the 5 to 23 sec lifetimes of Mg", Na", etc. , which control the production
of the neutrons. It is also signi6cant that the total time
100-sec expanfor the r process is comparable to the
sion and cooling time for the supernova envelope.
From the correspondence of the calculated abundances with those in the atomic abundance distribution,
it would seem that this distribution was produced under
conditions in which steady Qow was just reached and
maintained. Other conditions can pertain in different
circumstances. The establishment of steady Qow requires about 38 neutrons per capturing Fe", since the
average atomic weight in the djstribution given in
Fig. VII, 3 is ~94. For fewer than 38 neutrons per Fe",
the upper end of the abundance curve will not reach its
full value. For a greater number of neutrons, as will
certainly be the case in some supernovae, the abundances of high atomic weight will be enhanced over
those illustrated in Fig. VII, 3. This enhancement occurs
over the entire region above A 110 because of cycling
resulting from the neutron-induced hssion process near
A 260. For asymmetric fission, one-half of the Qow is
returned near A 110 and the full flow is maintained
above A 150. Thus the abundances above A 110
grow relative to those below ~110, with a factor of two
marking the growth above A~150 relative to that for
A~110 to 150. For a neutron to iron-group abundance
ratio & 100, practically all of the original "seed" nuclei
will be cycling in the region A 110 to 260 and increasing in abundance mith average atomic weight A~174.
Under these circumstances the peaks at X=82 and
X=126 have about the same abundances, since only
one half of the material is returned to the iV=82 peak
in the cycling. In Sec. XII we consider the case of enhanced production above A 110 to be typical for
certain supernovae.

D. Freezing of the r-Process Abundances
Implicit in our comparison of calculated abundances
with those observed is the assumption that the unstable
nuclei produced at mass number A in the r process
subsequently decay only by beta decay to their stable
isobars with the same mass number. This is indeed the

predominant final step in the synthesis of a stable
nucleus by the r process as the temperature and neutron
Qux decrease and the r process abundances are "frozen
in. In some cases beta decay can occur to a state of the
residual nucleus in the 6nal chain of beta decays which
is so highly excited that it is unstable to neutron emission. This is similar to the delayed emission of neutrons
following 6ssion. Since this mode of decay is not the
main one, we have neglected it in our calculations. Ke
note here, however, that delayed neutron emission
occurs for even-even nuclei, since the depression of their
ground states results in the availability of higher excited
states when they are produced. Thus, this process favors
odd A production over even A, since some even A mass
chains switch to odd by delayed neutron emission. This
point tends to compensate for the fact that even A
abundances are somewhat greater than odd A abundances before the freezing occurs.
Smart (Sm48, Sm49) suggested, in connection with
primordial synthesis of the elements, that (y, e) reactions compete with negative beta decay in the freezing
after a rapid neutron capture process. In this way the
shielded isobars could be produced. In stellar synthesis
the shielded isobars are produced separately in a second
process which we have labeled the s process and which
we suggest has occurred during the giant stage of stellar
evolution. It is our belief that (y, e) reactions subsequent to the r process, primordially or in supernovae,
cannot have produced the shielded isobar abundances
found in the atomic abundance curve.
It has been noted in Sec. VI that the barium isotope
ratios and absolute abundances are consistent with pand s-process production. Let us now consider the diKculties arising in an attempt to explain the observed
barium abundances, for example, on the basis of (y, e)
reactions in the freezing of the r process. In the erst
place the possibility can be considered that the neutron
Qux suddenly ceases while the temperature is still high
and that (y, n) reactions rather than negative beta
decays return the material to the stability line. This
would require the ejection of some 10 to 30 neutrons
per product nucleus and would obviously be selfdefeating in that it would almost restore the original
neutron Qux. Furthermore it would invalidate the explanation for the r-process peak abundances given in
this section and would require double abundance humps
to have been produced in the r-process path near
A~100, 140, and 200, for which there are no known
reasons.
A more reasonable possibility is that suggested by
Smart; after the original very fast beta decays bring
the nuclei close to the stability line, the beta lifetimes
become long and the (y, n) process competes in the Gnal
adjustments. Thus in the case of barium, material produced at A just greater than 138 might stop, after fast
beta decay, in the long-lived unstable barium isotopes
ssBassiss (85 min), ssBas4'4' (12.8 days), and MBass's'
(18 min). Then (y, n) processes would scour out the
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loosely bound 85th, 84th, and 83rd neutrons and pile
up the material in q6Ba82" with its tightly bound 82nd
neutron. Some leakage to the lighter isotopes could
occur and a general tailing o6 in abundance from
56Ba82"' to 56Ba~4"' would be expected. This is indeed
found with the important exception that ~6Bay4"' is
even slightly more abundant than 56Baq6"', which is not
to be expected at all. Furthermore, if the (y, m) process
does occur at barium, why does it not occur for xenon)
On the basis of this process one would expect magic
54Xe82"' to be the most abundant of the xenon isotopes,
with a tailing off to 54Xevo"4. This is not found to be the
case. ~4Xe~8"' is the most abundant isotope of xenon and
is 2 to 3 times as abundant as 54Xe80 and 54Xe82"'. On
the other hand, this is just what is to be expected if it
is supposed that the s and ~ processes are operating
separately. g4Xe&8"' is the heaviest stable isotope of
xenon which can be produced in the s process, and presumably it has the smallest (e,y) cross section. ~4Xesoia'
and 54Xe82"' are made only in the r process, and they
are low in abundance in keeping with the general ratio
of the r-process abundances to the s-process abundances
in this region.
Returning to the case of barium, we must finally
emphasize that in the Suess and Urey distribution Ba"'
is very abundant compared to its neighbors. If it were
made by (y, m) reactions following the r process, this
would require an abundance peak in the primary path
at 2 just greater than 138, for which no explanation
can be given in terms of known "magic" properties. On
the other hand its great production in the s process is
understood in terms of its own magic properties.

VIII. EXTENSION AND TERMINATION OF THE
r PROCESS AND s PROCESS

A. Synthesis of the Naturally
Radioactive Elements
Because of its long time-scale and because it builds
through the beta-stable nuclei, the s process is incapable
of producing the naturally radioactive elements beyond
bismuth. Bismuth (Z=83) is the heaviest of the elements with an isotope which does not decay by electron
emi. ssion, alpha-particle emission, or fission. As is discussed in detail later, the short-lived alpha-emitting
isotopes of polonium, which are produced after bismuth,
terminate the s process by cycling its products back

to lead.
On the other hand, just because of its short time-scale
and because it builds through charge-poor, neutron-rich
nuclei, the t process can produce transbismuth elements.
These proton-poor nuclei are relatively more stable to
alpha emission and fission than their stable isobars at a
given A.
A convincing experimental demonstration of this was
given by the production of Cf2" and other nuclei in the
November, 1952, thermonuclear hydrogen bomb test
at Bikini, as reported by Fields et al (Fi56). These.
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nuclei were synthesized by the instantaneous irradiation
of U"' by an intense neutron Aux. The successive addition of neutrons to U"' built U'5' and other neutronrich uranium isotopes. After the explosion, the U"4
decayed rapidly to beta-stable Cf254. The Cf2" was detected in the test debris through its spontaneous decay
by the fission process. The energy release in the spontaneous fission is 220 Mev per decay, which is very large
compared to the energy emitted in alpha decay ( 5
Mev) or beta decay {~1Mev). Fields et aL reported
the half-life of Cf'" as 55 days. More recent measurements by Thompson and Ghiorso (Th57) yield a preliminary value of 61 days while Huizenga and Diamond
(Hu57) have recently obtained a value of 56.2+0.7
days. ) The CP'4 is unique in that it is the only betastable nucleus which decays predominantly by spontaneous fission with a half-life between a few days and
104 years.

The authors and their collaborators (Bu56, Ba56)
have associated the r process astrophysically with the
explosion of supernovae of Type I. A characteristic
feature of supernovae of Type I is that after an initial
period of 50—100 days the light curve exhibits an exponential decline corresponding to about 0.0137 magnitudes daily or a half-life of 55 days. The uncertainties
in this half-life are discussed in Sec. XII. The close
correspondence between this value and that for CP~
suggested that Cf2'4 was produced in the supernova
explosion along with the other products of the r process.
Because of i.ts large energy release per decay it was
supposed in this earlier work that the Cf254 would
dominate the radioactive energy input into the supernova debris for the order of a year after the original
outburst. In the following part of this section we discuss
the radioactive decay of the r-process products which
give the radioactive energy input for Type I supernovae.
The connection between the energy input and the light
curve for Type I supernovae is discussed in Sec. XII.
The source of the great Qux of neutrons required in
supernovae has been discussed in Sec. III.

B. Extension
(I)

and Termination

Radioactive Energy

Inplt

of the r Process

il Type I SNpsreowe

Certain of the calculations necessary for computing
the radioactive energy release by r-process products
have been made by Schuman (Sc57a). He has analyzed
the mode of decay and calculated the total decay energy
for the longest-lived neutron-rich nuclei produced in
each mass chain where the ~ process extends beyond the
stable nuclei (A&209). His results, modified by new
data, are incorporated in Table VIII. 1. The total decay
$ The calculations which are described in this section have all
been made using a half-life of Cf '4 of 6j. days, since the authors
were not aware of the work of Huizenga and Diamond when they
were made. Clearly, the value obtained by them is in better agreement with the original result of Baade for the half-life of the light
curve of the supernova in IC 4182.
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energy includes all subsequent shorter-lived activities
which quickly come into equilibrium with the decay
listed. Neutrino kinetic energy is not included; 45'%%uo of
the energy released in each beta decay is assigned to
the electrons. In addition we list in Table VIII, 1 all
mass chains produced in the r process below 3=209
which beta decay with maximum half-lives in excess of
3 days. In the table all chains with maximum half-lives
less than 3 days are neglected, except for the fast spontaneous 6ssion decays at the end of the table, which are
designated (SF) in column 4; (rt, f) indicates neutroninduced fission.
Table VIII, 1 illustrates the fact that after the rapid
beta decays in a given mass chain which immediately
follow the termination of an r-process event, the betastable nuclei above bismuth decay either by fission to
the middle of the periodic table, or by alpha emission
and further beta decay to the long-lived nuclei listed.
Those above uranium then decay to Th"' (4n naturally
radioactive series), Np"' (4n+I series), U"' (4rt+Z
series), and U"' (4rt+3 series), and eventually to Pb"',
Bi'", Pb"', and Pb'". The tabulated results confirm the
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uniqueness of Cf'". Itis the only beta stable, rteu-trort
rtucleus which decays predominantly
by sporttameous fission with o half life betw-een N days arid N' years. The

table clearly indicates that the energy released by any
fission decay exceeds the energy release of any alphaplus-beta chain by a factor of five, and thus qualitatively the dominance of the radioactive energy release
by Cf2'4 is assured.
It is important to consider the empirical evidence
which underlies this matter of the uniqueness of CP54.
Ghiorso (Gh55) has presented a graphic display of this
evidence by plotting spontaneous 6ssion and alphaemission half-lives ~ursus neutron numbers for the transuranium nuclei. Ghiorso s diagram is shown in Fig.
VIII, 1. The spontaneous fission half-lives decrease precipitously in value for all elements beyond the "magic"
neutron number E = 152. In what way 152 is magic, we
discuss below. For X&152, the fission half-lives for a
given Z show the characteristic rise with increasing E,
to be expected from the well-understood increase in
lifetime with decreasing value of the fission parameter,
Z'/A=Z'/(Z+Ã)
(Bo39). This parameter is proportional to the ratio of the nuclear Coulomb energy to the
nuclear surface energy. The alpha-emission half-lives
also decrease at X=152, but then recover and resume
their normal increase with E, since the essential nuclear
bindings increase with E, while the Coulomb energy,
upon 'which the alpha-particle decay energy is linearly
dependent, remains essentially constant. The result
is the sudden occurrence, within one isotope or two
for each element, of spontaneous fission as the predominant mode of decay rather than alpha emission.
Ghiorso s diagraln, with its ordinate of some 28 factors
of ten in half-life, shows that the sudden dominance
of this mode of decay occurs over a wide spectrum
of half-lives for the various transuranium
elements.

l40

l44

f48
NEUTRON

t52

l56

NUMBER

Fn. VIII, i. The analysis by Ghiorso (Gh55) of the spontaneous
fission half-life (solid lines) against neutron number. Dotted lines
indicate the experimentally
observed alpha half-life variation
except in the cases of elements 102 and 104.
Only for 98Cf'~ does it occur when the hssion lifetime is anywhere near 55 days. For fermium it occurs
at Fm"' with a f)ssion lifetime of 3 hours (measured),
while for curium it occurs at 96Cm
with a fission lifetime of 10' years (estimated). For the other relevant
californium isotopes, Cf'" has t =3X10' years and
——
104 years, so that it decays by spontaneous 6ssion
tsar
a considerable proportion of the time, while Cf'" has
t = 2.2 yca1's Rnd tsp= 66 ycaIs, so 'tllat I't decays 3%
of the time by spontaneous fission. For Cf2", on the
other hand, tsp —56 days while t &100 years (estimated). The fission activity predominates to the extent
that alpha decay has not yet been observed for CP'4.
As an empirical rule the spontaneous fission lifetime
for Ã&152 is a function primarily of A. Thus it is
2X10' sec for A =252 5&10' sec for A = 254 10' sec
for 3=256,
10 sec for 3=258, and ~10 ' sec for

"

2 =260.

To obtain a, quantitative measure of the energy released by radioactivity by the products of the r-process
event, we must multiply Schuman's calculations and
those which we have made of the energy release for each
mass chain, by an estimate of the relative production
of the fast-decaying progenitor of that chain in the
event itself. This is done in Table VIII, 1, where the last
columns give the total energy released, and the initial
cIlcrgy 1'clcascd measured 111 Mcv/day. In 111S 01'IglIlal
calculations Schuman assumed that equal amounts of
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Thmz VIII, 1. Radioactive energy release of mass chains produced in the r process arith half-hfe &3 days.

Element

H

Be

12.26y
2.7X10'y

C

5600y

Si

~300y

P
S
A

Ca
Ca

Fe
Fe
Ni

79
85

Longest haM-life,
seconds, days or years

25d
87d
260y
160d
4.7d
45d

80y

Se

7X104y

10.4y

89
90
91
93
95

Zr
Zr

9X10'y

99

Tc

2. 1X 10'y

103
106
107

Ru
Ru
Pd

40d

111

Ag

125
126
127
131
132
133
135
137
140
141
143
144
147
151
155
156
161
166
169
171
175
177
181
182
183
185
188
189
191
194
196
199
203

Sn
Sb
Sb

Sr

I

54d
28y
58d

65d

Decay energy

Initial abund.

Total energy

Ã0

Mev

(Si =106)

ego
Mev

0

0.01
0.25
0.08
p

p
p

p

3X10~y

Kr
Sr

Y

Decay type

0.82
0.12
0.08
0.22

~0.11
1.83
1.36

~0.
~.
03
05

p

~0.08

0.31
0.66
1.26
0.70

~0.03
1./3
~0.13
0.6
1.61

iy
7X10'y
7.5d

~.0.

10d
28d

~0.9

3.88d

8.05d
3.2 id
5.27d

02
5

~1.2

~.0.8

50
2, 5
~0.2

for reference only
for reference only
for reference only

50
50
50
50
1
100

30
30
10

2.2
2.2
2.23 .
2.2
0.156

0.167
0.17
0.072
0.57
0.176
0.50
0.42

i.'l3

Hg

48d

~0.23

210

Pb

222
223
224
225

Em

20y
3.8d
11.6d
3.6d
14.8d
1620y
22y
6.7y
7300y

5.8
23.1
28.6
28.7
27.9
31.6
34.8
35,2
33.8
36.4
39 9
39.3

0.17
0.034
0.034
0.045
0.045
0.045
0.032
0.032
0.032
0.123
0.127
0.641

226
227
228
229
230
231
232

Xe
Cs
Cs

2X106y
30y
12.8d

Ce

32d
13.8d
285d
11.6d
80y

Sa
Pr
Ce
Nd
Sm

Eu
Eu
Tb
Dg
Er
Tm

Yb
Lu
Hf

Ta
Ta
W

Re
Os
Os

Ir
Au

Ra
Ra
Ra
Ra
Ac

Ra
Th
Th
Pa
Th

1.7y
15d
7d
3.42d
9.4d
1.9y
4.2d
6.8d
46d
112d
5.2d
74d
65d
200d
16d

9.7d
3.15d

8X10'y

3.4 X 10'y
1.39X 10»y

~0.1

0.55

~0.
~.
0.
~.
~0.
~1,
~.
3

27
42
5
45
045
12
2

0.15

r Q05

~0.23
~0.2
r Q. 5

0.8
0.6
0.19
1.0
0.1
0.15

'1.01
~.
6
~0.
23

40.8
5.95

~1.1X10 4
0.165
0,0299

3.75

12.8

9.3X10 ~

~0.11

~4.8X10 4

183
40.8
15
m. 3

26.9
0.628

~.

3.1
3.4
3.4

1.'l3
0.24
0.244
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.09
0.09
0.1
0.14
0.15
0.11
0.1
0.05
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.057
0.03
0.031
0.09
0.09
0.18
0.88
0.278
0.056
0.056

Te

Initial en. rate
O.V noQ/8
Mev/day

0.248
1.05
2.24
2.77
1.54

~0.067
3.81
~0.02
G. 10

9.4X 10~

~7X 1Q—6
6. /X10~

1.9X10 4
0.0287
1.9X10 4
0.

-1.40183
X 10-&0
0.0408

~1.8X10 "
0.0017
5.2X10-4
4X10
0.026

0.274

~0.0014
~0.28
~0.21
~0.45
r

Q34

0.865
4.32

~.

048

~0.024
0.25

~1.08

~0.12
~0.189

~.0.

68
040
~0.004
0.012
m. 17
045
0.11
015
002
007
~0.006
~0.015
0.046
~0.018
0.006
0.09
0.009
~0.027
0.889
~0.17
~0.013
~0.013

~.
-0.
~.
~.

0.986
0.785
0.972
1.29
1.26
1.42
1.11
1.13
1.08
4.48
5.07
25.2

"

~0.015
~0.011
~0.06

0.0745
0.933

~0.0063
~2.3X10 '~
1.6X10 5
~0.058
~0.0026
~0.0095
~0.0016
0.0024
~iX10 ~
~1,3XIO ~
0.0078
0.0045

~0.0223
~0.0011

~2X10 '
0.0011

~6.1X10 '
~2.3X10~
2.85X10
~.
6.0X10 '
4

0024

9.6X10-4

-3.1X10-~
-0.0012 '
~8.4X10
~0.012
~0.0028

~1.9X10 4
936X 10-&
0.143
0.058
0.248

0.059
66X10
9.57X10 ~
3.2 X10 4
2.8 X10 ~
1.06X10 ~
2.83X10 ~
3.43X10 ~
1
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TABLE

Element

233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250

U
U
U
U
Np
U
Pu
Pu

Longest half-life,
seconds, days or years

Pu
Am

Pu
Cm
Cm
Cm
Cm

Cf

61 or 56.2d

K

24d

All

104s

Fm

10d

All
All
All

10s

~10s

~10 2s

0.7 npQ/t)

3.27
3.46

23.6
1.46
1.25
1.26

90X 10-12
1.08X10 7
1.68X10 '
5.01X10 6
6.49X10 9
2.0 X10 7
1.41X 10-1o
8.43X10 7
2.69X10 '
&7.76X 10-'o
2.62X10 8
3.45X10 '
5.97X10 '
3.96X10 6
0.0011
0.0436

0.139

30.6

0.349

n+p
n+p

n+p
n+p
n+p
n,

n+p
SF(10%)

a. ,

SF(f5%)

470y

Cf

Initial en. rate

0.084
0.084
0.663
0.167
0.617
0.405
0.267
0.110
0.221
0.260
0.157
0.393
0.430
0.103
0.103
0.236
0.139
0.139
0.236
0.097
0.188

~

254

mpQ

38.9
41.2
44.6
4.6
43.9
46.3
5.2
5.3
5.6
5.0
5.4
15.2
11.4
5.5
16.3
23.4
6.3

1 1X 104y
4000y

700y
2.2y
20d

Total energy

n+p
n+p
n+p

7600y

Cf
Cf
K

tso

Mev

7.5X10'y

251
252
253

Initial abund.

(si =~og)

470y

7.5X 10'y

Q

Mev

3.8X 10'

Cm

255
256
257
258
259
260

Decay energy

7. 1 X108y
2.39X 107y
2.2 X10'y
4.51X10'y
2.43 X 104y
6.6 X10'y

&4X107y
4.3X10'y

—

VIII, 1. Coet~nled.

Decay type

1.62 X 10'
2.50X 105y

Am
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o, SF(5%)

n+p
SF

n+p
SF
o, SF(6%)
SF, (e,f)
SF, (e,f)
SF, (w, y)

odd A nuclei were produced, and that equal amounts of
even A nuclei were produced, and that the ratio of
production of odd to even A was 1:3. We feel that this
assumption can be improved upon by using the results
of Table VII, 2. Table VII, 2 includes the abundances
which we have calculated for the r process in the range
A = 71 to 209. Estimates to be discussed later have been
made for A & 70. Above A = 209 we include our calculations for the production of transbismuth mass numbers
using exactly the same methods as those which were
employed to calculate the abundance histogram shown
in Fig. VII, 3. The extended results are shown graphically in Fig. VII, 4.
Some comments on the calculations above A=209
are appropriate. No guiding landmarks such as the
observed magic number peaks are available above
A =209. On the other hand, the relative masses of the
nuclei near the beta-stable region are quite well established through extensive measurements of the alphaand beta-decay energies of the naturally occurring and
artiicially produced radioactive nuclei from A = 210 to
260. This is amply demonstrated by the smoothness
of the neutron binding energy excess curve shown in
Fig. VII, 1 for neutron numbers above N=126. The
general increase in the neutron binding energy following
the closure of the N=126 shell is apparent, as well as
the rapid and considerable enhancement of stability
which is to be attributed to the ability of the nucleons
in nuclei with N&126 to take up spheroidal as con-

170

6.2
12.9
6.7
220

29.6.

0.768

27. 1
18.8

1.39
0.583
1.24
1.30
0.848
5.97
4.90
0.566
1.68
5.52
0.876

7.3

0.139

1.01

18.5

0.091

1.68

Mev/day

3.83X10

8

2.63X 10-s
7.93X10
6.10X 10-»
2.34X10 s

"

7

0.0292

trasted to spherical distributions. The loss in neutron
stability, after the maximum spheroidal deformation is
reached at iit' 140 to 150, leads to a pseudo-shell effect~~
near N=152 for which there is considerable experimental evidence (Fig. VIII, 1) in the sudden onset of
spontaneous fission itself at this neutron number. The
decrease in neutron binding energy leads to increased
nuclear masses, and the energy available for 6ssion
suddenly increases. This increase, coupled with the
already deformed shape which is the first step toward
Gssion, leads to the catastrophic decline in spontaneous
fission lifetimes.
Referring to Fig. VIII, 3, the calculated and observed
abundance curves just above the N= 126 shell peak at
A=194 show the precipitous drop expected from the
rapid return to stability arising from the fact that the
first neutrons in the N=126 —
184 shell deform these
nuclei spheroidally. The greater neutron binding energy
in the beta-stable region means that neutrons are readily
captured, and that the capture path at
Mev
passes through nuclei far removed from the stability
line, the beta-decay energy at waiting points is enhanced, and the lifetimes and the resulting abundances
are decreased (A = 200 to A = 230). Eventually, however, the maximum deformation is passed, and at
N= 152 the neutron binding energy is decreasing rapidly

Q„2

The next magic number expected after 126 on the shell model
with strong spin-orbit splitting is S=-,'L(e+1)'+5(e+1)
184
for the n= 7 shell.
~~

j=
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FIG. VIII, 2. The radioactive energy release of the products of the r process. Radioactivity with half-lives
less than 3 days has been neglected. Individual curves are shown for the beta decays of products with A (70,
for alpha and beta decay for the products with
70, for the products which decay by spontaneous 6ssion,
for the sum of all of these cases, and for Fe@ alone. The label for each curve includes the total mass in atomic
mass units which produces the energy release measured in Mev/day on the right-hand ordinate. The scale of
energy release in ergs/day, given in the left-hand ordinate, is for an amount of material measured in grams and
equal numerically to the number of mass units indicated.

A)

(Fig. VII, 1), the r-process path moves toward the stability line, the beta decay waiting energy decreases, and

the broad hump in the abundance curve from A = 230
to ~260 corresponding to X=152 to 170 occurs. Included in this abundance hump is the progenitor of
Cf2'4 at A=254. Superimposed on this broad hump is
the minor peak expected at the closure of the Z=82
shell. Our calculations do not take into account the
inhuence of the closing of the proton shell at Z= 82 upon
the neutron spatial distribution, which may tend to
become more spherical at this point. This e6ect may
well enhance, for the neutron-rich nuclei, the pseudoshell effects at %=152, since some nuclei which lie in
the r-process path fall close to having %=152 and
Z= 82 simultaneously.
Above %=170, A =260 the closing of the shell as X
advances toward 184 would be expected to yield a deep
minimum in the abundance curve just before a rise to
another major peak at 1V=184, A~280. However, the
r process terminates before this minimum and subsequent rise can occur. This is because of the onset of
neutron-induced fission (n, f) near A 260, which will
become more probable than neutron capture (e, y) and
will shunt the r-process products back to the middle of
150, if we assume
the periodic table at A 110 and
that asymmetric hssion is the rule. These fission fragments are swept up in the general Qow of the r process
and in this way a cycling, steady Row will be established.
The sudden onset of neutron-induced fission is to be
expected for exactly the same reasons as those previously enunciated to explain the onset of spontaneous
Gssion were ignored,
6ssion. Even if neutron-induced
the 10 ' sec spontaneous fission lifetime will destroy the
A = 260 progenitors in an explosion for which the tiirie-

scale is 10—100 seconds. Even the mass chains at
A = 257, 258, 259 may not be produced in full measure.
The onset of neutron-induced fission is delayed until
A~260 only because the r process builds through neutron-rich nuclei for which the fission-inducing parameter
Z'/A is abnormally low, and also because the average
neutron energy is moderately low (kT 100 kev at
T~10' degrees) These .last points constitute the central
explanations underlying the difference between the fission decay curve of the californium fraction of the
Bikini thermonuclear debris and the energy input curve
expected for a Type I supernova. In the Bikini debris
the 2.2-year Cf'" activity dominated the fission decay
curve after about 200 days (Fi56) and indicated that
50 times as much Cf252 was produced as Cf2'4. This
factor of 50 is required because Cfs" decays only 3% of
the time by spontaneous fission. In the thermonuclear
test the capture path started with U"' and was limited
to the neutron-rich isotopes of uranium (Z=92) even
as it built through the progenitors of the beta-stable
californium isotopes at 252 and 254. For the r process
we see from Table VII, 2 and Fig. V, 2 that Z=87 and
88 at A=252 and A=254, respectively. Thus, the
progenitors in the Bikini explosion had relatively higher
Z and were more susceptible to neutron-induced 6ssion
as compared to neutron capture than are the progenitors in an r-process event. In addition, they were
almost certainly subject to a neutron Aux containing a
high-energy component in the many Mev range and
for this reason interacted relatively more often through
fission than through capture. The result was certainly
that the Bikini synthesis of the neutron-rich uranium
isotopes (which ultimately decay to Cf'", Cf"4, etc. )
occurred only through an infrequent (1—10%) capture
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event relative to fission at each mass number in the
build-up from A=238 to 254. This competition with
fission explains in a very plausible manner why, even
cross section
though the high-energy neutron-capture
remained constant at the geometrical size of the neutron-rich isotopes of uranium, yet the relative synthesis
must have decreased markedly with increasing A so as
to have produced Cf'~ only in the observed 2% of the
amount of Cf'". Thus, in the fission decay curve of the
Bikini califorriium fraction, the CP" decay with its 2.2year half-life should dominate, as it does, after about
200 days. This will not at all be the case in the r process
where, as shown in Table VII, 2, Cf2" and Cf254 are
produced in the ratio of 0.097 to 0.139, essentially one
to one.
We now return to the quantitative calculation of
the radioactive energy decay curve which follows an
r-process event. In Fig. VIII, 2 is shown the energy
release in ergs/day as a function of time for (i) the beta
decays of nuclei with 2&70, (ii) the alpha and beta
decays with
70, (iii) the spontaneous fission decay,
and (iv) the total sum for these three cases. This figure
is based on the calculations given in Table VIII, 1, and
these in turn are based on the abundance distribution
for steady-state Row but without cycling from A =110
to 260. Figure VIII, 2 thus represents the radioactive
energy decay curve for an r-process event, such as
might take place in a supernova outburst, which would
have produced the atomic abundance distribution of
Figs. VII, 3 and VII, 4 plus RIl cxtcnslon to atomic
weights below A=70. The main contributions to the
energy release after the first few days through the first
two years come from Ca', Fe ', Ra", CPS', and Cf'".
These contributions are summarized in Table VIII, 2.
Figure VIII, 2 shows that the total energy release
parallels the spontaneous fission release from 50 to 450
days. The spontaneous 6ssion release during this period
is almost entirely due to Cf254. In the labels for each
curve in Fig. VIII, 2 we also include the total mass, in

2)

atomic mass units, involved in the production of each
of the three types of decay given as (i), (ii), and (iii)
above. Thus, the alpha- and beta-decay energy for
A) 70 in Mev/day (right-hand ordinate) is that for
2+104 atomic mass units of material which has been
computed by multiplying
the abundances of Table
VII, 2 by the appropriate atomic weights, A, and
summing over A & 70. In the left-hand ordinate we have
obtained the energy release in ergs/day for the same
numerical amount of material in grams by multiplying
by 1.6X10 ' erg/Mev and dividing by 1.66)&10 '4
mass unit. The number of mass units
gram/atomic
producing the beta decay for A 70 is estimated to be
8&10' by extending the calculations of Table VII, 3 in
an approximate manner to A &70. Two estimates are
given for the amount of mass associated with the spontaneous fission curve. If only the Cm'", Cf254, and Fm"7
which actually undergo 6ssion are counted, the total
mass is some 120 atomic mass units. However, it is not
possible to suppose that these fissionable'products
are
produced alone and thus for another estimate we associate with them the production of all of the mass chains
above A=110. This is the appropriate model for the
situation discussed previously in which the neutron Qux
is great enough to move all of the material into the
region A = 110 to 260 and cycle it there. The yield from
A = 110 to 150 must be multiplied by one-half because
only half of the fission fragments return to this region.
These considerations show that the energy release per
gram of r product is much greater for Gssion than for
alpha and beta decay. This is illustrated graphically in
Fig. VIII, 3 where the energy release is plotted for three
diferent cases in which the same amount of material,
namely, 1% of a solar mass (2&10" g), is converted to
r products. In Fig. VIII, 3 the ordinate has been expl csscd in Rbsohltc Qiagnltudc with zero magnitude
corresponding to 2.3X10" ergs/day; this is done to
facilitate comparison with actual supernova light curves
which are shown and discussed in Sec. XII. A total

Thmx VIII, 2. Principal radioactive decays of Table VIII, 1.

Element

33
47
59
85
89
91
95
131
140
144

194
225
228
250
252
254
257

P
Ca

Fe
Kr
Sr
V
Zr

I

Ba
Ce
Os

Ra
Ra
Cm

Cf
Cf
Fm

Longest half-life,
days or years

Decay energy
Decay type

25d
4.7d
45d
10.4y
54d
58d
65d
8.05d
12.8d
285d

14.8d

6.7y
7.5X10'y
2.2p
61 or 56.2d

~10d

p
p

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

0',

+p

n+p
0., SFI,'75%)
~, SF(3%)
SF
0;, sF(6%)

0

Mev

0.12
1.83
1.36
0.31
0.66
0.70

1.73
0.50

~2.4

1.01
27.9
35.2
170
12.9
220
18.5

Initial abnnd.
Sp

I',

si = j.Op)

50
100

30
3;4
3.4
2.2
2.2
1.73
0.45
0.45
0.88

0.045
0.032
0.139
0.097
0.139
0.091

Total energy

Initial en. rate

epQ

O. V npo/gy

Mev

5.95
183
40.8
1.05
2.24
1.54
3.81
0.865
~1.08
~0.68
0.889
1.26
1.13
23.6
1.25
30.6
1.68

Mev/day

0.165
26.9

0.628
1.9X10 4
0.0287
0.0183
0.0408
0.0745

~0.058

0.0016
8.4X10 '

0.059
3.2 X10 4
5.97X10 '
0,0011
0.349

-0.116
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Fzo. VIII, 3. The radioactive energy release of the products of the r process calculated by assuming that
one percent of a solar mass (2 X 10"g) of these products is produced. Three cases are illustrated
(i) the energy
release for all alpha, beta, and Gssion decays in relative abundances similar to those found for r-process products
in the atomic abundance curve, (ii) the energy release for an extreme r-process event in which all of the converted material is moved into the region above A = 110 and cycled there, and (iii) the energy release from Fe"
when this isotope is produced in maximum quantity in a process in which only a few neutrons are made available
per iron group nucleus. Compare with Fig. XII, 1.

mass of one percent of a solar mass is taken simply as a
reference point in this diagram. The total mass necessary to be converted to produce the observed light
curves of supernovae is discussed for two specific cases,
the Crab Nebula and the supernova in IC4182, in

Sec. XII.
The three cases which have been treated in Fig.
VIII, 3 are as follows. One case is the energy release for
all activities in equilibrium with half-lives greater than
3 days, produced in an r process which would give an
abundance distribution similar to that necessary to
account for the r-process isotopes in the atomic abundance curve. This would occur, as indicated previously,
if steady Qow was achieved but no cycling occurred in
the region above A = 110.Another case illustrated is the
energy release just for the activities produced above
A = 110. This is then the type of energy curve expected
for a supernova in which the neutron Aux was so great
that all of the converted material was pushed into the
region above A = 110 and cycled there (one half cycling
A=110 to 150). In this curve the Cf'-" fission decay
dominates the curve from 56 to 450 days but other
activities take over after 450 days. The relation between
this energy decay curve and the light curve of the supernova in IC 4182, which was observed for about 600 days
after maximum, is also considered in Sec. XII.
The third case shown in Fig. VIII, 3 is one calculated
for the special case in which only a few neutrons are
made available per iron group nucleus. In this case the
most important activity produced is that of Fe", which
has a half-life of 45 days. It is produced in maximum
abundance when rs./Fe"=3, in which case 20% of the
Fe" is converted into Fes' (Fo55a, Appendix II) and
the remainder into nearby nuclei. The conditions under

which the decay curve produced by Fe" could explain
an observed supernova light curve are discussed in
Sec. XII, although from the astrophysical standpoint
we do not consider this to be a very likely occurrence.

Yield irt the r Process below A = 70;
the Prodstctioe of Titartilrrt; Disclssiort of
Short-Period Each oactiv@y Following
the r Process

(Z) Aburtdamce

We have postponed to this point discussion of our
estimate for the r-process yields below A = 70. Two important activities, 4.8-day Ca" and 45-day Fe", occur
in this region. We have mentioned Fe" above in discussion of a rather special possibility. Here we discuss its
production in a steady-state r process similar to that
discussed in Sec. VII when the abundances above A = 70
were calculated. There is one important difference, however. When Fe" is taken as the starting point (infinite
source) in the r process, the first waiting point is at
A =68, and no production below this atomic weight is
achieved. Thus, the source material for building isotopes
70 must be the light elements rather than the
below
iron group elements. This leads to considerable uncertainty in estimating the r-process yields below A = 70.
Another reason why detailed calculations have not
been made on the r process below A = 70 is the fact that
the s, e, and n processes are the major contributors in
this region. Only for S ', Ca", and Ca' in this region is
there no other method of production than the r process.
It is also possible that Ti", Ti", and Ti" should be assigned to this process. All of these isotopes except Ca"
100 (Su56). Thus empirical data in
have abundances
this region are lacking. Although good mass data are
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SYNTHESIS OF ELEMENTS IN STARS
available, we have hesitated to use our expression for
the eR'ective Wp for light nuclei in calculating v p and
hence abundances, since it assumes a high density of
levels in the daughter product. Since the abundance is
proportional to TVp ~, one can expect considerable
Quctuations for the r-process products. This may explain the behavior illustrated by the abundance ratios
Ca":Ti":Ca' =1.6:189:88. An abundance peak for
%= 28 in the r process might be expected at somewhat
lower A, and thus the abundance of Ca4' seems definitely low and must be attributed to a Quctuation in
the value of 5'p at the progenitor for A =46. Ti4~ may
also be produced in the s process or possibly in the e
process. The abundance produced in the s process
should be considerably less than the abundances of Sc4'
and Ti4', which are 63 and 194, respectively, since the
s process is dropping rapidly in this region. It should
also be produced less abundantly
than Ti4'(194),
Ti"(134), and Ti"(130) in the e process. Thus it would
seem reasonable to attribute to the r process a part of
the mass-chain at A =47 comparable in abundance to
Ca" rather than to the abnormally low Ca". Ca" is in
this chain and we round off its abundance to about 100
as given in Table VIII, 1. As indicated in Fig. VIII, 2,
this gives rather a large contribution in the early part
of the energy decay curve. However, as discussed in
Sec. XII, the early part of the supernova light curve
may not be simply a radioactive energy decay curve,
since it may represent cooling of the expanding envelope
for a short period after the explosion.
The amount of production of the mass-chain at
A=59, and of Fe" in particular, is very dificult to
estimate. We can expect that the nucleus produced
directly in the r process might have Z=20. An atomic
abundance estimate of 30 is a reasonable value. The
energy release in the decay of the Fe" is slightly larger
than that in the decay of the Cf2'4 when the atomic
abundance yield of the Fe" is assumed to be 30. The
abundances are in the ratio 30/0. 139~220 while the
energy release ratio is 1.35/220= 1/160. The Ca" energy
release is ~5 times that of Cf2'4. This, of course, will not
be the case in a supernova in which a large ratio of
neutrons to iron is available and only activities with
A) 110 are produced. However, this illustrates the fact
that in any case the energy release in the Cf2'4 is only
a small part of the total energy release from the radioactivity following a supernova explosion. In each masschain there will be very rapid beta decays releasing some
10 Mev in beta-ray energy. We estimate that the Cf'~
is only about 0.05 to 0.5% by number of all the nuclei
produced in the r process. Thus the total energy released
radioactively is 10 to 100 times that from Cf"4 but is
emitted within a matter of a few minutes or hours of
the initial explosion. The main point is this: If the
Cf'" release is 104' ergs, which is a reasonable estimate, then the total radioactive energy release will be
10"to 10"ergs. This is indeed a large value, but it does
not exceed the total energy available, some 10" eries,
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from the hydrogen and helium reactions which take
place in the envelope of the supernova.

(3) Abundance of Fission Fragments Produced

ie

t'

he

r I'rocess

At this point a remark concerning the contribution
of fission fragments to the atomic abundance distribution is in order. Termination of the r process by very
rapid spontaneous fission and neutron-induced
fission
during the supernova explosion will occur at A 260,
Z 90. Fission of such neutron-rich nuclei will probably
result in the production of more neutrons than are
observed for beta-stable nuclei; we estimate ~6. On
the assumption that the fission is asymmetrical in
charge and mass we then expect fragments which are
spread about A~108, Z~38, and A~146, Z~52, as
shown diagrammatically
in Fig. V, 2, although we have
rounded oG these numbers to A =110 and 150 in preceding discussions. The neutron-rich fragments are very
similar to the nuclei involved in the capture path and
are swept up into the r process and do not produce any
particular eBects near A 108 or 146. They tend to
cycle material above A~108 and to establish steadystate abundances in this region, even though they are
far from the iron group elements and light elements
with which the synthesis starts. The neutrons released
in the fission are recaptured as the r process proceeds.
On the other hand, the ultimate decay by spontaneous
fission of Cm'~, CP", Cf2'4, and Fm"~ produces a total
yield of both light and heavy fragments equal to 0.75
X0.139+0.03X0.097+0.139+0.06X0.091=0.252 on
the Si=10' scale (see Tables VII, 2 and VIII, 1). This
abundance is spread out over the usual distribution in
fragments and the peak yield can be expected to be
about 8% of the total or about 0.020. This is illustrated
graphically in Fig. VII, 3, where it will be noted that
the fission fragment abundance is small compared to
that produced directly in the r process.

C. Age of the Elements and of the Galaxy
Transuranium elements are produced by the r process.
Those with atomic weights of the form 235+4m,
m=0, 1, 2, 3 . are progenitors of U23~ provided alpha
decay is more probable than fission. From Table VIII, 1
this appears to be the case for m&5 but for m&5 it
seems that fission must dominate. Thus there are six
progenitors of U"' at atomic weights 235, 239, 243, 247,
251, and 255. The number of progenitors of U"', of
atomic weights 238+4m, is even more restricted. As
can be seen in Table VIII, 1 the beta-stable nuclei at
A=238, 242, and 246 decay by alpha emission while
that at A = 250 decays 25% of the time by alpha emission and t5% by fission. Starting with Cf'", nuclei of
atomic weights 254, 258, etc. , decay predominantly by
fission. This information is summarized in Table VIII, 3,
where we also list the progenitors of the other parents
of the rg. dioactivc series, Th"' and Np"',
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TABLE

VIII, 3. Production of parents of radioactive series; progenitors decaying by alpha
gp

Th»g

g»p»'(4&+1)

ggU»'(4n+2)
4, 51 )(10gy

2.2 &(10gy

A

Yield

232
236
240
244
248

0.084
0.057
0.110
0. 157
0.139
0.094

252(97%)
Total yield

(4')

1.39 X 10'Py

Half-life

0.641

237
241
245
249
253

emission rather than spontaneous
ggU»g

Yield

A

Yield

A

238

0.110
0.157
0. 103
0.035

235
239
243
247
251
255

250(25%)

0.617

+3)

7.13 )&10gy

0.057
0.221
0.103
0. 139
0.097

242
246

(4

fission.

0.405

Yield
0.057

0.110
0.157
0.103
0.097
0.139
0.663

Ratio U"'/U"'= 0.663/0. 405 = 1.64
Th"'/U"'= 0.641/0. 405 = 1.58

If the abundances produced by the r process were the
same for all progenitors, the ultimate abundance of
U"', after alpha and beta decays at 239, 243, etc. , would
exceed that of U"' by a factor of 6/3. 25= 1.85. Calculations discussed in the previous sections make it possible
to improve upon this factor by totaling the yield of the
progenitors for the individual radioactive parents, U"',
U"', and Th"', Np"' as well. Yields for the progenitors
and the totals after alpha and beta decay are given in
Table VIII, 3. The ratio of U"'/U"' produced by the r
process and subsequent decay is 1.64, slightly less than
the ratio of the number of progenitors. This is to be expected since the even-A progenitors of U"' will individually be produced in greater abundance than the
odd-A progenitors of U"' because of the even-odd pairing term which decreases the beta-decay energy of
even-A waiting points and thus increases even-A waiting point abundances. This e8ect is most clearly demonstrated by the calculations in Sec. VII which show peaks
at A=130 and 194, where each A is a waiting point.
We digress, in order to discuss this eGect more fully.
For the A = 130 peak, results of the calculations given
in Table VII, 2 are that Kg=11.46, 9.30, and 9.61 Mev
at A = 125, 126, and 127, respectively. For A = 126 the
value would have been 8'p=10. 50, i.e., it would have
been intermediate between the values for 125 and 127,
if we had not subtracted g~/2=1. 20 Mev from this
value. The calculated abundances were then found to
be 0.18, 0.50, and 0.42, and these values must be
compared with the observed values for Te"', Te"',
and I"', i.e., 0.328, 0.874, and 0.80. The computed
values are low but are relatively correct. Empirically,
we can estimate the even-odd pairing eGect from
2Te"'/(Te"'+ I"') = 1.55. The main uncertainty in this
calculation arises from the uncertainty in the abundance
ratio of tellurium to iodine.
Three osmium isotopes are produced in the rising
portion of the A = 194 peak. Using gg/2 = 0.78 Mev, we
find that 8'p= 13.06, 13.14, and 11.54 Mev at A = 188,
189, and 190, respectively. The predicted abundances
are then 0.09, 0.09, and 0.17, and these are in good
agreement with the observed abundances of Os"', Os'",
@nQ Os", which a, re 0, 133, 0.161, @nd 0, 264, respec-

tively. In this case, on the basis of relative isotopic
abundances alone, the even-odd pairing term is given
the
by (Os +Os' )/(2&(Os ) = 1.23. Incidentally,
observed abundance ratio of the two osmium isotopes
Os"'/Os"'= 1.98 represents a substantial check on our
calculated abundances (proportional to Ws '), which
give a ratio of 1.85. This agreement indicates that
our choice of parameters Bg and Zg and our use of
Z—
2.5)+pairing term has some emWs —B~(Z~ —
pirical validity. OG the abundance peaks, the even-odd
effects are not so clear cut in our method of calculation,
since odd-A nuclei can result from even-A waiting
points and vice versa. However, there is some correlation along even and odd lines as is clear from a perusal

of Table VII, 2.
An even-odd effect of 1.13 yields the change from
1.85 to 1.64 discussed above for the uranium isotopes,

and this seems to be a reasonable value. It neglects the
efkct of delayed neutron emission from excited states
of the nuclei in the decay of the various mass chains to
their stable isobars. This is a small eAect, but does give
some transfer of even-A material to odd-A material
since the most highly excited states result in beta
A nuclei to even
transitions from odd Z-odd
Z-even X-even A nuclei. If the even-odd eGect were as
high as 1.55, as it is at the A = 130 peak, the production
ratio would be 1.20. By a selective choice of parameters
entering into our calculation the ratio could be reduced
in extremum to a value as low as unity. It is our considered opinion that it is highly unlikely for the ratio
to be less than this value. A reasonable value for an
upper limit would be 2.
With these estimates of the production ratio of
U"~/U"' in the r process, we are now able to calculate
the age of these uranium isotopes (and by inference of
the other r-process isotopes) using their presently observed terrestrial abundance ratio.
(i) Let us suppose that all of the uranium were produced in a single r-process event (e.g. , one supernova)
at one moment of time, to&(10' years ago. Then, using
a present-day ratio of U"'/U"'=0. 0072, and using
half-lives of 7.13&(10' years and 4.51)&10' years for
U" @nd U"' respectively, we h@ve the following equg, -

¹ven
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This relationship is plotted in Fig. VIII, 4. At the formation of the solar system 4.55X103 years ago U"'/U"'
=0.29, which is definitely below the lour limit of
unity for the production ratio discussed above. We find
U"'/U"'=1, 1.64, and 2 at to=6.0, 6.6, and 6.9)&103
years, respectively. Our best value for the time of a
single-event synthesis of U"' and U"' is thus 6.6X10'
years ago. If these isotopes were produced in a single
supernova, this is its date. For each change of a factor
of two in the production ratio of the uranium isotopes,
this figure changes by 0.85X10' years.
There is some con6rmatory evidence for the above
calculations in the Th"'/U"' abundance ratio, which
is, however, much more uncertain than the U"'/U"'
ratio. Suess and Urey estimate that the present-day
ratio Th"'/U"'=3 to 3.5. Our production ratio is
0.641/0. 405=1.58. From these data we find to —6.2 to
7.7X10 years. This time estimate is obviously quite
sensitive to the value taken for the present thorium to
uranium ratio but is not inconsistent with the value of
to obtained from the U"'/U"' ratio.
(ii) Alternatively, let us consider the problem on the
basis that production of uranium started a time tpX 10
years ago and that, instead of production being conhned
to just one moment, production took place at a constant
rate until a time t~X IO' years ago, after which no more
production occurred. This model corresponds to production in a series of supernovae with uniform mixing of
their products over the interval to to ti. Let U233(t) and
U"'(t) be the abundances at any time, I, and let 433
and X238 be the production rates taken as independent of
time. If t is taken as the time measured backward from
the present epoch, we then have

dU"'(t)

0.693

dt

0.713

dU238(t)

0.693

= ~238—

4.51

dt

These equations
conditions

U"'(I)
tp+

t+ t].

U238(t)

taken together

with

the boundary

U'»(to) =U238(to) =()
integrate to give

U"'(t) 0.713)(233fi —2 ((" ')"

U"'(t)

4.51)(238f1—2

('"

""j

"""'j

tp& t& tg.

This result, together with the condition that the free
decay of U"' and U"' from t» to the present day must
yield a ratio equal to 0,0072, determines the following

l
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FIG. VIII, 4. The ratio U "/U ' as a function of time. This curve
has been employed to determine the age of terrestrial uranium
by the method described in Sec. VIII C.

relation between
'U»3(p)
U'288(P)

and t p

t~

p 713),283f1

—2—I(to—4)/o»8))2 —/4/o»8

4 51)( f1 2—Hto —4)/4. 3()$2—oi/4. 3)

=0.0072.

433/)(238 = 1.64,

this reduces to

f1 —2—I(to-4)/o

»8)

2-I(to-&i)/4

3&)

f1

j
j

0.0072 X4 51

1.64X0.713

=0.0278.

The values of tp corresponding to a set of values of t»
are given in the following tabulation, along with values
()f

U283

(ti)/'U288 (]2)

10' years)
(in 10 years)

t1 (in
$0

Uooo(h)/Uooo(t&)

4.5
18

0.29

5.0

11.5
0.43

5.5
8.5

0.65

6.0
7.4
0.98

6.6
6.6
1.64

The computed value for tp is very sensitive to ty lf ty
is chosen near the time of formation of the solar system
at about 4.5X'10' years ago. On the other hand, tp does
not change rapidly once ti exceeds 5.5X10' years ago,
since tp must equal t& at 6.6X10' years, the computed
time for a single-event synthesis. Evidence on the time
interval between nucleogenesis and the formation of the
meteorites of the solar system has been given by
Wasserburg and Hayden (Wa55b) . Following Suess and
Inghram they argue that Xe"' would be abnormally
abundant in meteorites if the meteorites crystallized
before I"', with an observed half-life of 1.7X10' years,
had all decayed. They did not find abnormal amounts
of Xe"' in the Beardsley chondrite and concluded that
it crystallized at least 23.7 half-lives or 4.1X10' years
after the production of the I"'. In their argument they
assume that I'" and
were produced in equal
amounts. This is consistent with our point of view that
I"' is a progenitor of Xe"' and Suess and Urey's abundance ratio Xe"'/I"'= 1.05/0. 80= 1.30. Our calculations in Table +II,2 yield P /I' 2= 1.17/0, 42=2, 8 in

I"'
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the r process. Actually, the calculations of Wasserburg
and Hayden are quite insensitive to the I"'/I'" ratio,
our calculated value raising their lower limit only to

4.3 X 10' years.

On this basis it would seem justified to choose
t~&5.0X10' years, and therefore to lies between 11.5
and 6.6X10' years. For nucleogenesis in a continuous
and uniform series of supernovae occurring between the
formation of the galaxy and the time of formation of the
cloud of gas or protostar from which the sun condensed,
we can take 10"years as a round figure for the beginning
epoch. On this point of view the age of our galaxy is
10M years.
thus
There is one point of view in which the above ideas
must be somewhat modified. In the steady-state cosmologies of Hoyle (Ho49) and of Bondi and Gold
(Bo48) it may be expected that the U"'/U"' ratio in a
sufliciently large volume will remain constant due to
supernova activity, in spite of the apparent universal
expansion and the constant dilution by the addition of
matter in the form of hydrogen which is necessitated
in order to keep the mass energy content of the specified
volume at a fixed value. The characteristic time involved for the removal by expansion of one-half of a
particular type of matter from a fixed volume is
0.693T/3, where T is the reciprocal of Hubble's constant. Taking T as 5.4X10' years we have for our
characteristic half-life 1.25X10' years. The decay lifetime for any radioactive material must be properly corrected for this value. The effective lifetimes of U"' and
U"' become 0.45 X 10' and 0.98X10' years, respectively.
and after a
On the steady-state point of view to=
long period of production one would expect that at
time t~, after which no further contribution to solar

,

system material occurred, we should have

U"'(ty)

0.45X2gs

U"'(tg)

0.98X2g8

=0.75.

This is just the value expected from the present-day
ratio of U"'/U"'=0. 0072 now if the solar system material has been isolated for some 5.7X10' years. We
may conclude that the present abundance ratio of the
uranium isotopes is consistent with the steady-state
cosmology if the method of production of their isotopes
is the r process as described. We do not wish to overemphasize this conclusion, but rather to emphasize that
studies concerning the origin of the radioactive elements
may lead to objective tests of the various cosmological
theories.
It can also be noted that there exists an approximate
indication of the epoch of synthesis by the s process.
The radioactive isotope K is in the main line of the s
process. Figure VI, 1 shows that for this isotope 0-1V 104
for 0 in mb and E on the scale Si= 10'. We estimate in
the appendix that 0- 100 mb so at the time of K"
production E 100. It is now, %=0.38. Using the
knowD K ' half-lifq of 1.3X10' years wc find &hat the

~

K'

10' years ago. This calculation
was produced
could be made with great assurance if the capture cross
sections for 15-kev neutrons were measured accurately
for K", K", and K". Our calculation assumes the K'
cross section to be 12.5 times that of K" which has a
closed shell of neutrons.
Even if this factor has the
very high value of 100 the epoch for K' formation will
be reduced only to 6.5X10' years ago.
In any case we consider the minimum age of the
isotopes of uranium, namely 6.6X10' years with an
uncertainty on the low side of at most 0.6X10' years,
to be significantly greater than the age of the solar
system, 4.5X10' years. This age is indeed comparable
to the ages, 6.5X,10' years, of the oldest known clusters
in the galaxy (Jo56, Ho55, Ha56c). Since our age is a
minimum for that of the elements and thus, on the
hypothesis of stellar nucleogenesis, for the galaxy, it
would not be unexpected if still older objects were
eventually found in the galaxy.

"

D. Termination of the s Process; the Abundances
of Lead, Bismuth, Thorium, and Uranium
The s process is terminated at Bi"' by the onset
of natural alpha-particle radioactivity. Detailed discussion of the termination has been postponed to this
point so that it can be applied, along with the discussion
of the r-process termination, to calculation of the
abundances of lead, bismuth, thorium, and uranium,
which can be expected to be produced in the s and r
processes.
As illustrated in Fig. VIII, 5, the s process proceeds
through the mercury isotopes to stable Tl'" and thence
by neutron capture to TP'4 which decays 98% by, beta
emission to Pb"4 and 2% by electron capture to Hg'".
We can neglect this last branching. The half-life of
Tp'4 is 4.1 years, which we shall take to be short comtime. At Pb"4
pared to its mean neutron-capture
neutron capture leads to Pb"~ which decays by electron
capture with a lifetime of approximately 5X10' years

to

Tl205

Pb"'

is essentially stable on the time-scale of incaptures in the s process, and the neutron
capture continues through the stable lead isotopes
Pb"' Pb'" and Pb"' to beta-active Pb"'. After the
s process finally ends, the Pb"' produced in the capture
chain eventually does decay to Tl"'. Pb'" decays in
3.3 hours to stable Bi"' which, upon neutron capture,
forms the 2.6 X 10'-year alpha-particle-emitting
ground
state of Bi" or the 5.0-day electron-emitting isomeric
state, RaE. For slow neutrons the capture results
44% of the time in the ground state and 56% of the
time in the isomeric state. It is reasonable to assume
that this branching ratio will hold for the 15-kev
neutrons involved in the s process. The RaE decays
quickly before neutron capture to Po"' which is an
alpha-particle emitter with 138.4-day half-life, fast
compared to neutron capture times. Thus Pb" is
dividual
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way, i.e., by steady Qow in the s process without cycling.
We find, for example, that the abundance ratios Te"'/
Te"'=0.52, Xe"'/Xe"'=0.47, Ba"'/Ba"'=0. 31, and
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FIG. VIII, S. This diagram shows the details of the termination
of the s process. The half-life for electron capture in Pb~~ should
be changed to ~SX10' years.

formed and this branch of the termination of the s
process can result in a cycling process between Pb"' and
BP . The lpng half-life pf the ground state pf BP
means that it captures a neutron before decaying,
so that in this case the termination is delayed until
Bi'" is formed; this then decays rapidly through Tl'"
to Pb", which can then cycle back through lead and
bismuth. The result is a steady production of Pb'",
Pb"' Pb'" and Bi'" by the s process, The steady-Qow
relative abundances of these nuclei are then given by
ae204&204

++2050205

where the

tT's

1 8+2060206
+2070 207

609

+2080 208

+209&209

represent neutron capture cross sections~

a is the factor for the number of terminal cycles, and
the factor 1.8=1+44/56 arises because Pb'" is replenished in only 56'Po of the cycling processes.
The capture cross section for 15-kev neutrons have
been discussed in Sec. V and are given in the appendix.
These cross sections are 100 and 50 mb for the odd
isotopes Pb'" and Pb'", 25 mb for the even isotope
Pb"' 10 mb for the even doubly-magic isotope Pb"'
and 15 mb for the odd magic Bi"'. These values are
consistent with the energies gained on neutron addition,
i.e., 8.10, 7.38, 6.73, 3,87, and 4.67 Mev, respectively.
There is a problem concerning the neutron addition
energy and the capture cross section for Pb'". The
reactivity measurements do not distinguish between
even isotopes. From Huizenga's masses (Hu55) the
energy is 6.80 Mev but has a considerably larger error
than that for the other lead isotopes. It can be argued
that Pb'", with fewer neutrons than Pb'" should
more readily capture neutrons than Pb'", and so the
Pb"4 cross section has been estimated as 50 mb. On
this basis one-half as much Pb'" should be produced
on the s process as Pb"', as long as cycling is neglected.
To see whether such a ratio is reasonable, we may
compare it with the abundance ratios of other pairs
of even isotopes which have been made in a similar

An alternative way of estimating the relative lead
capture cross sections is by comparison with the
barium capture cross sections deduced from the relative
abundances of the barium isotopes 134, 135, 136, 137,
and 138. These lead to the completion of the /=82
neutron shell just as Pb' tp Pb lead tp the completion
of the X=126 shell. Ba"' and Ba"' are shielded, that
is, they are made only in the s process, Ba"' is magic
in the s process and all of its yield can be attributed to
this process, while for Ba"' and Ba"' we have attributed
two thirds of their abundances to the s process.
Thus, on the basis of our two independent estimates,
the relative abundances of the lead isotopes produced
in the s process are as follows:
Pb
From reactivity 0.
From barium

1
1

04

Pb

Pb0

Pbg

Si 09

0.5

1.1u

u

3.3u

18

1 Sub

3 1u

5u
29.6u

05

(Till~)

Pb

0

abun dances
a
b

In case a=i, use 2 in place of i.ia.
In case e =1, use 3.2 in place of 1.8a.

Having discussed the relative abundances of the lead
isotopes and bismuth expected to be produced by the
s process, we must now calculate the relative abundance
production expected in the r process. This can be done
for Pb"', for example, by 6rst adding the abundances
given in Table VII, 2 for the mass chains 206, 210,
214, . . . 234, which decay fairly rapidly to Pb"'.
For Pb' ' this sum is 0.48 on our customary scale.
If we wish to compare our results with the "nonradiogenic" lead isotope abundances at the time of
formation of the solar system, we must add to this sum
the amount of Pb'" resulting from the decay pf U"
in the period between element production and solar
system formation. This value depends somewhat on
whether the element formation was continuous, or
occurred in a single event, but for simplicity we have
chosen the latter alternative. The decay period is then
(6.6—4.5) X10'=2.1X10' years, so that 27% of the
U"' will have decayed. From Table VIII, 3 we see that
this adds 0.11 to the Pb'" abundance, bringing the
total to 0.59. These abundances are summarized in
Table VIII, 4 which also includes the results of similar
calculations for Pb"' Pb"', and Bi"'.Since Np"' decays
rapidly as compared with the time scales involved here,
the Bi'" abundance is just the sum over all mass chains
209, 213 . . . 253.
For the nonradiogeriic lead isotope abundances it is
customary to take the isotopic abundances observed
in iron meteorites, which have the lowest observed
proportions of radiogenic leads, and which are assumed
to have crystallized without including parents of the
radioactive series )see discussion on p. 68 of (Su56)
For the present-day average for lead, Suess and Urey
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the chondritic meteorite ratios. According
et al. (Pa53, Pa55, Pa55a) the ratios are

Iron meteorites,
4.5X109 yr ago
Chondrites
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"now"

Pb206

Pb207

Pb208

Total Pb

Pb204

Pb204

Pb204

Pb204

9.5

10.3
15.9

29.2
38.6

50.0
74.9

19.4

Now Pb"4 is not produced directly in the r process~
since it is shielded by Hg'" and it does not result
from any radioactive decay of r products. From the
capture cross sections in the s process it may be expected that it will be produced to a lesser extent than
the other isotopes, and this will be especially true if the
s process does not just terminate at Bi"', but cycles
to some extent, thus building up Pb'" Pb" and
Pb'". Thus the observed ratios given above are entirely
reasonable on the basis of s process and r process synthesis of the elements.
On the other hand, these processes will have produced
much more lead than commonly accepted in abundance
estimates. This can be seen as follows. Pb"4 is produced
in the regular Row of the s process, and should have
the corresponding abundance, which may be calculated
as follows. The average value of a.E, read off the curve
in Fig. VI, 3, is about 10 in the vicinity of A=204.
The estimate given above for the cross section is
50 mb, and hence %=0.20. The cross-section estimate
is probably high rather than low, so this abundance is,
if anything, a lower limit. This leads to a total lead
abundance of 10 for the iron meteorites and 15 for
the chondrites. These values are much larger, for
example, than those given by Suess and Urey, namely
0.31 and 0.47, respectively. On the other hand, out.
values are in good agreement with the solar abundance
obtained by Goldberg et al. (Go57), i.e., a value of
ratio and 10 from
about 20 from the lead/hydrogen
the lead/silicon ratio on the silicon=10' scale. Our
view is that the meteoritic abundance of lead may be
exceptionally low due to a fractionating process that
took place when the meteorites were formed.

,

-
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VIII, 4. Production of Pb20

Pb2o7 Pb2o8

and Bi209 in the r process.
Pb206

Pb2o7

pb2os

U'238

U235

Th232

(Np23 7)

0.405
0.295
0.146.

0, 663
0.083
0.001

0.641
0.577
0.462

0.617
0.0
0.0

From long-lived parent:
4.5&(109 years ago
Now (no fractionation)

0.110
0.259
0,477

0.064
0.179
0.266

0.617

Short-lived progenitors

0.580
0.662
0.369

0.587
0.736
0.149

0.949
1.031
0.082

0.330
0.445
0.115

0.934
0.934
0.0

Long-lived parent

Parent:
Originally

4.5X10' years ago
Now

Total:
4.5X10' years ago
Now (no fractionation)

Radiogenic

j200

0, 617
0.317

AN D

HOYLE

On the basis of our analysis of the lead produced in
the s and r processes we can calculate lead isotope
ratios, the only uncertainty being in the cycling factor
a. Using the two estimates of the cross sections discussed above, i.e., those derived from the reactivity
measurements
and those derived from the barium
abundances
Lwith 0. (Pb"4) = 50 mb], and choosing
a=6 in the first case and a=1 in the second, we have
the following values for the three isotopic ratios:

From reactivity 0. (a= 6)
From barium abundances
Iron meteorites (obs)

(e= 1)

Pb206

Pb2ov

Pb208

81209

Pb204

Pb'o4

pb204

pb2o4

9.5

10.7
7.8
10.3

31.6

24. 7

6.2
9.5

312
29.2

In this calculation

we have taken into account the
amount of lead produced by the decay of r-process
isotopes before the freezing of the material of the
meteorites 4.5X10' years ago. Thus for the first case
(a=6) Pb"'/Pb"'= 1.1&(6+0.587/0. 2=9.5. There is
little to choose between the two sets of calculations,
but we are inclined to favor the erst since it would
be rather accidental if the s process terminated at
bismuth without some cycling at its termination.
In addition to obtaining a high abundance of lead
through these calculations, we also find that the abundance of bismuth is high. Using the reactivity cross
sections and the cycling factor a=6, we find that Bi'"
should be produced with an abundance 20 times that
of Pb"4 in the s process. An additional contribution of
0.934/0. 2=4.7 comes from the r process (Table VIII, 4).
Thus, Bi"' should have an abundance of 24. 7 &(0.2 = 4.94
on the silicon=10' scale whereas Suess and Urey,
using a value due to the Noddacks, give 0.144.
On the other hand, our calculation of the abundances
of the isotopes of thallium is in fair agreement with
the abundances given by Suess and Urey. Thus Tl'",
with a cross section of 276 mb, has a calculated sprocess abundance of 10/276=0. 036, to which must
be added 0.057 from the t' process, yielding a total of
0.093 which is only a factor of 3 higher than the Suess
and Urey value of 0.0319. Tl'" results from the decay
of Pb'" produced in the s process and thus the Pb'"
cross section of 100 mb must be used in calculating
its s-process abundance, i.e., 10/100=0. 10. Adding
0.057 for the r-process abundance, we obtain 0.157
which is about twice the value of 0.0761 given by Suess
and Urey.
Our values for the mercury isotopes, as compared
with the values of Suess and Urey, are shown in the
following:
Total
Suess and Urey
r process
s process
Hg196
0.0
0.0
(p process) 0.00045
Hgl98
0.0285
0.099
0.057
0.042
Hg199
0.0481
0.072
0.057
0.015
Hg200
0.0656
0.099
0.057
0.042
Hg201
0.0375
0.072
0.057
0.015
Hg202
0.0844
0.099
0.057
0.042
Hg204
0.0194
0.057
0.057
0.000

0.498

0.284
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showing the results of hydrogen burning and possibly the e process.
Upper: (a) Normal A-type star, g Leonis, showing strong Balmer lines of hydrogen and a strong Balmer discontinuity at the series limit. (b} Peculiar star, u Sagittarii, in which hydrogen has a much smaller abundance than
normal. Lower: (a) White dwarf, L 1573-31, in which hydrogen is apparently absent. The comparison spectrum
above the star is of a helium discharge tube; note the lines of helium in the star s spectrum. (b) White dwarf;
L 770—3, which shows broad lines due to hydrogen only, for comparison with (a} and (c). (c} White dwarf,
Ross 6Q), which shows only the two lines due to Ca II and a feature due to Mg L All the spectrograms in this
plate were obtained by J. L. Greenstein; the upper two are McDonald Observatory plates and the lower three
are Palomar Observatory plates.
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STARS SHOWING RESULTS OF s-PROCESS
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3. Portions of the spectra of stars showing the results of the s process. Upper: (a) Normal G-type star,
Geminorum. (b) Ba II star, HD 46407, showing the strengthening of the lines due to the s-process elements
PxATE

a

barium and some rare earths. Middle: (c) M-type star, 56 Leonis, showing TiO bands at XX 4584 and 4626. (d)
5-type star, R Andromedae, showing Zro bands which replace the TiO bands. Lines due to Sr I, Zr I, and Ba II are
all strengthened. Lower.' (c) Another spectral region of the M-type star, 56 Leonis; note that Tc I lines are weak or
absent. (d) R Andromedae; note the strong lines of Tc I. The spectrum of R Andromedae was obtained by P. W
Merrill, and the upper two spectra by K. M. and G. R. Burbidge.
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Supernova in EC 4182

Crab Nebula

(a)
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(c)

PI,ATz 4. Left: The Crab Nebula, photographed in the wavelength range X6300—
X6750. The filamentary structure stands out clearly
at this wavelength, which comprises light mainly due to the He line. Right: The supernova in IC 4182, photographed (a) September 10,
1937 at maximum brightness
exposure 20 m; (b) November 24, 1938, about 400 days after maximum
exposure 45 m; (c) January
19, 1942, about 1600 days after maximum, when the supernova was too faint to be detected exposure 85 m. Note that the lengths of
the three exposures are diferent. These plates were taken by W. Baade, to whom we are indebted for permission to reproduce them.
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Thus the calculated abundance is in fair agreement
by S'Qcss Rnd Urcy. Thc cxpcctcd
decrease in cross sections with increasing E, neglected
here, mould give the observed gradual rise in abundance
with X up to Hg'O'. The drop in abundance at Hg'"
is to be expected since it is not produced in the s process.
Thc 1Rx'gc Rb'QndRncc of lead which %'c hRvc derived
from both the s and the r process results in considerable
difhculties from the geological standpoint. Thus it is
worthwhile
to consider ways in which this conAict
might be avoided. The most convincing evidence that
the s process has been fully operative is the fact that
the observed relative abundance of Pb"', for which
the r-process contribution is only 5%, and Pb"4,
produced only by the s process, agree. with the predictions of the s-process theory. Thus, the large Pb"'/Pb"4
abundance ratio is attributable partly to the small
ncutron-capture
cross section expected for magic
Pb'" Rnd partly to some cycling at the end of the
s process. On the other hand, Pb'04- might have an
anomalously large cross section or might not be produced at all if T1204 had such a large cross section that
it captured a neutron Rnd formed TP instead of
decaying to Pb' '. Neither of these possibilities seem
likely, but they must be borne in mind as possible
ways out of the conQict with geological evidence. It
may be remarked that the total predicted lead production by the r process alone is 1.j.5 as compared
with Suess and Urey's value of 0.47.
Finally, we consider the abundances of thorium and
uranium. The recent results of Turkevich, Hamaguchi,
and Reed (Tu56), using the neutron activation method,
indicate that there is only a small amount of uranium
in the Beddgelert chondrite. Urey (Ur56) has analyzed
these results, which give an abundance of 0.007 on
the scale of Suess and Urey. His results also give an
atomic abundance of 0.02 for thorium. Our predicted
r-proccss abundances are 0.147 for uranium and 0.462
for thorium. Thus, our calculations w'ould seem to
indicate that thorium and uranium as well as lead and
bismuth have been reduced in abundance by some
fractionation process in the formation of the planets
and meteorites, As previously stated, of these four
clcments only lead hRs hRd its RbundaQcc 1Q thc sun
determined (Go57), and in this case the solar abundance
is in agreement with our calculated abundance and
is very much higher than the abundance given by
Suess and Urey.
In conclusion, the expected yield of radiogenic lead
from the decay of thorium and uranium during the
period slQcc thc fol DlRtlon of thc metcorltcs would
result in ratios of (Rd Pb"')/Pb"4, (Rd Pb"')/Pb",
and (RdPb"')/Pb"4 equal to 0.75, 0.41, and 0.57,
respectively (see last line of Table VIII, 4; Pb"4 is
taken as 0.2). These values are obtained by assuming
no uranium-lead-thorium
fractionation at formation.
The Rd Pb'" alld Rd Pb'" ratios are clearly consistent
with Patterson's
determinations
of the radiogenic
%'lth thRt given

leads in chondrites and the Nuevo Laredo meteorite
since we have used 4.5&109 years as the age of the
meteorites. On the other hand, the ratios to Pb'"
are considerably smaller than those found fox' radiogenic leads, indicating that lead was removed preferentially relative to uranium and thorium in chondrites and especially in the Nuevo Laredo meteorite.
However, the iron meteorites could well contain the
small amount of radiogenic leads which would be expected if no fractionation of lead relative to uranium
and thorium occurred when they were:formed.

IX. P PROCESS

In Sec. V it was pointed out that the proton-rich
isotopes of a large number of heavy elements cannot
be built by either the s or the r process, and particular
examples of -this dBBculty are discussed in Sec. II,
ln conncctloQ %'lth oux' RsslgnIQcQts to onc ol thc othcl
of the synthesizing processes. With the exceptions of
In"' and Sn"~, all of these isotopes have even A.
From the Appendix we see that in the cases of Mo9',
Cd"' and Gd'" in addition to synthesis by the p
process, these isotopes can also be made in weak loops
of the s-process chain. In addition, In'", Sn"4, and
SQ".' may also be built in R weak loop of the s-process
chain which is begun by decay from an isomeric sta".e
of Cd'". In Fig. IX,1 a plot of the abundances of the
p-process isotopes is given. The black dots represent
isotopes which are made only by the p process, while
the open circles represent isotopes which might have a
contribution from the s process as well. A smooth
curve has been drawn through the .points merely to
sho% thc tI'ends RQd posltlons of the pcRks. This curve
shows the same general trend as that of the main
abundance curve, and the fact that the open circles
llc pxcdonllnatcly QCRl thc curve dc6Iled by thc other
points suggests that in no case is the s process an impoxtant contributor to the abundance. -All of the isotopes
are rare in comparison with the other isotopes of the
same element, and it appears that only about 1%
of the matexial has been processed by reactions which
give rise to these isotopes (see Table II, 1). The reactions which must be involved in synthesizing these
isotopes are (p, y) and possibly (y, e) reactions on material which has already been synthesized by the s and
the r processes.
The astrophysical circumstances in which these
reactions can take place must be such that material
of density &10' g/cmi and containing a normal or
excessive abundance of hydrogen is heated to temperatures of 2—
3X 10' degrees. It has been suggested (Bu56)
that these conditions are reached in the envelope of a
supernova of Type II. Alternatively they might be
reached in the outermost parts of the envelope of a
supernova of Type I in which the r process has taken
place in. the inner envelope. These possible situations
a,re explored further in Sec. XII.
Wc suppose that for a short period quasi-statistical
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F10. IX, Here we show a plot of the abundances of the isotopes made in the p process. The isotopes with
magic N or magic Z are marked e and p, respectively. A curve has been drawn through the points to show the
general trends. Note the peaks at X= 50 and 82 and the lesser peak at Z= 50.
equilibrium

is reached

(y, e) reactions,

i.e. (p, y)

between
'

(p, y),

.

(7,p), and

Since the initiating

7

reaction is (p, y), the Qux oi free neutrons built up
by any (y, e) reactions will not become comparabie
with the proton Aux, so that complete equilibrium
cannot be set up between protons, neutrons, and
gamma radiation. In Fig. IX 2 we give a schematic
diagram which shows what the e6ect of (p, y) and
(y, e) reactions on nuclei which originally lie on the
stability curve in the Z, A plane will be. These reactions
tend to drive nuclei o6' the curve of greatest stability
in the direction of increasing A and Z in the case of
(p, y) reactions and decreasing A in the case of (y, e)
reactions. Qualitative arguments suggest that the
values of hA and hZ, -the displacements oG the main
stability curve, will be small. The reasons for this are
cadmium,
as follows. In the cases of ruthenium,
the two
xenon, barium, cerium, and dysprosium,
lightest isotopes built by the p process have roughly
equal abundances or at least ratios which never exceed
~3. In the case of tin, three isotopes, Sn'", Sn'",
and Sn"', have abundances in the ratio ~3:2:i. Now
if it were supposed that (y, e) reactions on the heavier
isotopes were mainly responsible for the production
of those proton-rich isotopes we might expect, because
of the cross-section e6'ect, that in the case of tin, for
example, the ratio would be more nearly like j. :x:x~
where x&)1. If, on the other hand, we supposed that
(p, y) reactions were responsible for driving the nuclei

a very long way from the main stability line so that
contributions from many nuclei vrere responsible for
the tin isotopes, vre would also expect that the ratios
would not be small. Thus our qualitative conclusion
is that (p, y) reactions are responsible but the nuclei
are only displaced in general two or three units of
A and Z from the stability line. The existence of the
nuclei Mo" and Sm'~ which have closed shells of 50
and 82 neutrons respectively and which show up as
peaks in Fig. IX,i suggests that these have been
made directly from progenitors with closed neutron
shells which form peaks in the normal abundance
curve; i.e. in the case of Mo", these would be Zr",
Y'9, Sr", etc. , while the progenitors of Sm'~ mould
Nd142 Pr141 Ce140 ctc The case of Erl64 remains an
15 is very large
anomaly, since the ratio Kr'~/Kr'82
and is out of line with the results for the other pairs of
isotopes. There appear to be no peculiarities in the
possible progenitors of Er"4 which might explain this
large abundance.
A simple calculation can be made to see whether
these quahtative results deduced from the observed
abundances are correct. The equation of statistical
equilibrium is
log

e(a+ t, Z+t} =
e(A, Z)

34.07
loge~ —

5.04
5&oP'~+— Q., (26)
To
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~4 MEV

J) ~7MEV
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We call this bZ and calculate it as follows. In Fig. IX,2
the slope of the line joining nuclei (A, Z) and (A+1,
Z+1) in the Z, A plane is 1. On the other hand, the
change in Z corresponding to 5A is just the change in
the Z ordinate. Now the slope of the curve of maximum
stability is ~3. Thus 8Z is given by

SZ=-,'ad=3.

THE P-PROCESS

Fzo. IX,2. The path of the p process in the Z, A plane. Material
on the stability line (produced previously by the r or s process)
is subjected to a hydrogen density of HP' protons/cm' and a
temperature of ~2.5X109 degrees. The (p, y) reactions give an
increase AA =hZ=4 or 5 until stopped by the (y, p) reaction at
nuclei with a proton binding energy, Q~~4 Mev. The (y, n) reactions also produce a displacement onto the p-process line. Along
this line positron emission must occur before further synthesis can
10' sec
take place. In general the lifetime of this emission is
which is longer than the p-process conditions hold (200 sec).
Thus a displacement hZ~3 oG the stability line (slope ~-,') at a
given A occurs. This displacement by proton capture will occur
even at large A~200 in a time &1 sec which is short compared
to the time for the p process. Thus the displacement is terminated
by the positron emission and not by decreasing Coulomb barrier
penetrability so that it will be substantially independent of A.
The p-process abundances as shown in Fig. I, 1 and Fig. IX, i
should parallel the main abundance curve. The abundances will
be j.0~ to 10 ' of those produced in the s and r processes.

%hether the nuclei are driven ofF the main line to
this maximum extent will depend on (i) whether
sufhcient protons are available, and (ii) whether the
equilibrium conditions endure for sufBcient time to
allow the unstable nuclei to positron-decay so that the
maximum number of protons can be added. The lifetime against positron emission is given by

10'
vs+

8'p+'

(forbidden transition),

where

Wp+= Bg (oz

0.5) +0.—
5.

Now 8~~1.5 Mev near A = 100. The coeScient of B~
in this equation is (8Z 0.5) instead of (bZ 2.5) (which .
is used in Sec. VII) because we assume that the positron
emission takes place by a forbidden transition to the
ground state instead of by an allowed transition to an
excited state as is the case for beta decay discussed in
Sec. VII. In that case a mean value Wp was calculated.
Thus
2, and rp+ 1000 sec. Now the duration
where
is the number density of protons, Q~ is the of a supernova outburst has been estimated to be 10proton binding energy, and T9 is the temperature in 100 sec, and the time during which the p process takes
units of 10' degrees. This equation is analogous to (14) place may be of the same order as or shorter than this
in Sec. VII. Putting m~=10"/cmo and To=2.5, the
it appears that the
explosion time. Consequently,
binding energy of the last proton such that N(A+1,
number of protons which can be added to the heavy
Z+1) =e(A, Z) is obtained by putting the left-hand nuclei is limited by the positron decay times and the
side of (26) equal to zero. We 6nd Q~= 4.3 Mev. Now
synthesis to the limit of proton stability at this temthe proton binding energy is given by
perature will not be reached. Thus we conclude that
the qualitative
based on the observed
argument
4E'i
AH~2
that
or
3
and hZ~1 or 2, is borne
abundances,
Q„(A,Z) =~-P~
out by this calculation.
Z2 )
The number of protons available to be captured by
Z 6Z
+g'—
the
2o
heavy elements is determined by the number
(27)—
(Z)
A& 3A&
which are captured by the light and abundant elements.
A typical example is C". Addition of two protons
This equation is analogous to (23) of Sec. VII for the produces 0' whose half-life for positron emission is
neutron binding energy; the symbols have the same
72 sec. Thus it is probable that the maximum number
meaning.
of protons which can be added to C" through the
Thus
duration of the p process is only two. If we suppose
that in the envelope in which the process occurs the
/f2
H/C" ratio is normal and equal to 10', it is clear
= 8P =0.6 for 100&A &200.
A'
that even when we take -into account all of the light
elements which capture protons they can take only a
The binding energy of a proton in a nucleus on the small fraction of the total available, so that proton
main stability curve in this range of A is about 7 Mev.
capture among the heavy nuclei is not limited by the
Thus DQ~~2. 7 Mev and DA~4 to 5. Thus DZ is also number of protons available.
4 to 5. However, we wish to know the deviation in Z
The mean reaction time for a (p, y) reaction on a
of the new point from the stability line at A+hA.
heavy nucleus Ao, Zo is given approximately by (see
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—=3.1X 10'p

Z
Ap

)&exp
where
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ratio lies in the range 1.6X10
7X10 ~
or about 100 times smaller than the meteoritic value.
The beryllium to hydrogen ratio= 10 ", a value which
is reasonably well in agreement with that of Suess and
Urey. An upper limit to the beryllium to hydrogen
ratio of 10 has been obtained for a magnetic star
by Fowler, Burbidge, and Burbidge (Fo55a). Estimates of the upper limits to the interstellar abundances
of lithium and beryllium have been made by Spitzer
(Sp49, Sp55). He has estimated that the upper limit
to the lithium to sodium ratio is about 0.1, so that if
sodium has normal abundance the lithium to hydrogen
ratio is less than 10 '. The beryllium to hydrogen
ratio is found to be &10 This is an order ofmagnitude
lower than that found in meteorites, and Spitzer has
concluded that pome beryllium may be locked up in
drogen

5/6

Ts~

1.26(AZO(AO-*+1))'* —4.25I

A=AD/(AD+1).

t

Zp'A)

&

(7;)
~

sec ',

For example, for soHg', we

have
1

p

7

T9

—=3.0)(10"

exp( —78.8T9=') sec '

—
Thus for T~ 2.5 an—
d p=10' g/cm'& 1/v=10 sec '
so that the capture rate is rapid and is not a limiting
factor in the proton addition.
X. x PROCESS

Ke have given the name x process collectively to
mechanisms which may synthesize deuterium, lithium,
beryllium, and boron. Some discussion of the problems
involved in the x process are discussed in this section.
A. Observational Evidence for the Presence of
Deuterium, Lithium, Beryllium, and
Boron in our Galaxy
From the appendix the number ratios of deuterium,

Li' Li', Be', B" and B" relative to hydrogen are
1.4X10, 1.8X10, 2.3X10, 5X10-zo 1.1X10
and 4.9X10 ", respectively. Thus deuterium is rare as
compared with its neighbors hydrogen and helium in
the atomic abundance table, but as far as the remainder
of the elements are concerned is very abundant and
comparable with iron. Lithium, beryllium, and boron
are all extremely rare as compared with their neighbors
helium, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen, and are only
about 100 times as abundant as the majority of the
heavy elements (see Fig. I, 1). It should be emphasized
for these elements particularly that all of these values
have been obtained from terrestrial and meteoritic
data and thus they may not be at all representative
of the cosmic abundances of these elements.
A number of attempts have been made to detect
deuterium in the sun. The latest, by Kinman (Ki56),
shows that the abundance ratio of deuterium to hydrogen in the atmosphere is less than 4X10 '. Attempts
have also been made to detect the radio spectral line at
327 Mc/sec due to neutral deuterium in interstellar gas,
and the most recent results by Stanley and Price (St56)
and Adgie and Hey (Ad57) lead to the conclusion that
the deuterium to hydrogen ratio does not exceed 5 X 10 4.
The abundances of lithium and beryllium in the
solar atmosphere have been investigated by Greenstein
and Richardson (Gr51) and Greenstein and TandbergHanssen (Gr54c). They found that while the isotope
ratio Li'/Li~ could well be normal, the lithium to hy-

"

".

interstellar grains.
Lithium, probably in variable amounts, has been
detected through the presence of the Li I resonance
doublet at ) 6707.8 in a wide variety of late-type stars;
Certain carbon stars show this feature very strongly in
their spectra (Mc40, Mc41, Mc44, Sa44, Fu56), while it
is also present in S-stars (Ke56, Te56), and in M-type
dwarfs and giants (Gr57). No relative abundances are
yet available.
Boron is spectroscopically unobservable.
In the primary cosmic radiation the abundances of
lithium, beryllium, and boron are comparable with those
of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen (Go54a, Ka54, No55,

No57).

B. Nuclear Reactions

Which Destroy Deuterium,
Lithium, Beryllium, and Boron

First we outline the reactions which destroy these
zone. At temperalight elements in a hydrogen-burning
tures commonly found in the interiors of main-sequence
are
stars the reactions which destroy deuterium
D'(d P)H'(P )He', D'(P y)He', and D'(d, n)He'. In
the same way the reactions which destroy lithium are
Li'(p, n)He' and Li'(p, n)He'. Beryllium is destroyed
by Be'(p, d)Be'-+2He' and D'(p, y)He', or Be'(p, n)
Li'(p, n)He'. Boron is destroyed by B"(p, n)Be'(EC)Li'(p, n) He and B"(p, n) Be' &2He'. Thus the net
result is always to convert these elements into helium
and the rates of the
through proton bombardment,
reactions are such that in all conditions before a star
evolves off the main sequence all of the deuterium,
lithium, beryllium, and boron in the volume which
contains the vast majority of the mass will be destroyed

—

(Sa55).

C. Synthesis of Deuterium, Lithium,
Beryllium, and Boron
The foregoing considerations make it appear probable
that these elements have been synthesized in a lowtemperature, low-density environment in the universe,
or conceivably in. a region in which hydrogen was

SYNTHESIS OF ELEM ENTS
is a situation in which the
synthesis was followed extremely rapidly by an expansion of thc material rcsultlng ln cooling Rnd dccreascd
density so that the reactions leading to destruction
were avoided, or else by a rapid transfer of the synthesized material to a low-temperature,
low-density
environment.
Recent work of Heller (He57) shows
very clearly the conditions of density and temperature
under which a deuterium to hydI'ogcn 1R'tlo ~10
can be preserved. Now the regions in our Galaxy in
which such conditions are present are (i) in stellar
atmospheres and (ii) in gaseous nebulae.
(i) This possibility was explored (Fo55a, Ru57) in
connection with nuclear reactions which may take place
in the atmospheres of magnetic stars (see Sec. XI).
Besides having large magnetic Gelds and thus large
sources of magnetic energy which may be available for
particle acceleration and hence nuclear activity, the
magnetic stars have one other feature which makes
the results of elements synthesis in their atmospheres
observable. It seems probable that their atmospheres
do not mix appreciably with the lower layers. Thus
the light elements synthesized there will not be mixed
into the interiors and destroyed. However, the abunda, nce of deuterium produced following the release of
neutrons by (p, e) reactions on the light elements in
such an atmosphere can never exceed a deuterium to
hydrogen ratio ~10 '. The use of diGerent nuclear cross
sections than those employed in Fo55a might conceiv10 '. Because of the
ably raise this upper limit to
rarity of the magnetic stars and because of the small
mass of their atmospheres, ejection of such atmospheres
into the interstellar gas will lead to an interstellar deuterium to hydrogen ratio &10 '0. If a more widespread
class of stars such as the red dwarfs are proposed as stars
in which deuterium can be made in the same way, a
maximum lntclstcllal I'a'tlo of 10 might bc achieved.
Thus since the lower limit to the interstellar abundance
ratio so far determined is 5&10 ', this explanation
might be satisfactory, However', it leaves the terrestrial
abundance to be explained by circumstances peculiar to
the solar system, e.g., through electromagnetic activity
in an early stage of formation of the solar nebula, a
situation which is rather unsatisfactory.
Production of lithium, beryllium, and boron in a
stellar atmosphere can take place through spallation
reactions on abundant elements such as carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and iron. Thus, if we believe that stellar
atmospheres are the places of origin of these elements,
it is also probable that they are a major source of the
primary cosmic Iadiatlon a coIlclusion which ls consistent with observed abundances of primary nuclei
mentioned earlier. Since energies & 100 Mev/nucleon are
demanded for spallation reactions it has been suggested
that these reactions take place in regions fairly high
in the stellar atmospheres. If it is supposed that these
reactions go on only in magnetic stars, and that all
the material synthesized is ejected, then the interstellar

absent. The alternative
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ratios of lithium, beryllium, and boron to hydrogen
which can be obtained are a11 about 10
However,
if the red dwarfs are proposed as stars in whose atmospheres spallation reactions can go on at the same
rates, ratios ~10 can reasonably be predicted for the
interstellar gas. Lithium has been found to be quite
strong in the spectrum of T Tauri (He57a).
Thus wc conclude that if the x process takes place
in stellar atmospheres, a further process is demanded
to synthesize the deuterium in the solar system,
though the interstellar abundances of lithium, bery1lium, and boron might be produced.
(ii) We shall now consider in a qualitative fashion
the possibility that the x process takes place at some
point in the evolution of gaseous nebulae. Thc current
sources of energy in the bright gaseous nebulae are
in general the highly luminous stars which are embedded
in them. However, the discovery in recent years that
some gaseous nebulae (not necessarily optically bright)
are strong sources of nonthermal radio emission has
shown that another source of energy must be present.
There is strong support for the theory that this radiation is synchrotron emission by high-energy electrons
and positrons moving in magnetic Gelds in these
sources. The reservoirs of energy which must be present
in such sources in the form of high-energy particles
and magnetic Pm are as large as the total amounts
of energy which are released in supernova outbursts.
Thus the energetic conditions that are demanded to
produce a flux of free neutrons, which can then be
captured to form deuterium and can also spallate
nuclei to form lithium, beryllium, and boron, are also
present. Unfortunately,
the mean densities in such
radio sources are so low. ( 10
g/cc) that at the
present time the amount of activity leading to synthesis
must be negligible. On the other hand, the situation
in the early life-history of such nebulae may have

'.
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been more conducive to such synthesis.
Recently the light from another star of the T Tauri
class, NX Monocerotis, has been found to be largely
polarized, thus indicating the presence of a considerab1e
amount of synchrotron radiation (Hu57c). High-energy
particles and a magnetic Geld must therefore be present.
Stars in the T Tauri class are thought to be young stars,
recently formed and not yet stabilized on the main
sequence, and are embedded in dense interstellar matter.
The observation of lithium in T Tauri itself and synchrotron radiation in NX Monocerotis support the idea
that the x process (by spallation) is occurring here.
Of the strong radio emitters in our own galaxy, the
Crab is known to be a supernova remnant, and it may
be that some of the other sources are supernova remnants as well. In the context of the theory described
in this paper, supernovae are the sources both of the
r process and the p process, while a supernova outburst
may mell follow the e-process production of elements.
Now if, in the early stages of a supernova outburst,
after these other processes have taken place and the
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envelope is beginning to expand so that the densities
fall below those in which deuterium, for example.
will be destroyed, the envelope can be subjected to a
large Aux of neutrons, it is possible that the x process
could take place. However, as pointed out by Heller,
if the source of neutrons which is demanded to synthesize deuterium
is C"(a, e)O" or Ne" (n, e)Mg'4 (in
Sec. III it was pointed out that there are strong reasons
for rejecting C" (a, n)O" and using Ne" (n, m)Mg" as
the source of neutrons here), then a high temperature
~10' degrees is demanded to produce sufhcient neutrons, but a low density ~10 —10-' g/cm' is demanded to preserve the deuterium; this appears to
be an improbable situation. Thus a more plausible
mode of synthesis would obtain if a large Aux of neutrons from a high-energy,
high-temperature
region
could be injected into an envelope of cool hydrogen
at an early stage of the expansion. The following
situation may be envisaged. As discussed in Sec.
XII, at temperatures in excess of 5&10' degrees and
densities &10' g/cm' the stellar core will reach a
con6guration in which there can easily be a transition
from a core made of iron to a core consisting primarily
of helium with a fraction of free neutrons. If some
portion of this core can be ejected into a surrounding,
relatively cool, shell, the neutrons will be moderated
and captured to form deuterium. The condition that
they are captured before decaying is that p&10

'

"

g/cm'.
The very advanced stage of evolution in which a
star might possess a neutron core might also provide
a suitable source of neutrons for deuterium production,
though this question will not be explored further here.
In Sec. XII it is shown that one percent of a supernova shell may be converted to the heavy elements
in the r process. If the total mass of material is taken
to be ~1Me, then dilution by a factor of the order of
104 is demanded to produce the correct abundances,
relative to hydrogen, in the solar system, which is
~10 ' from Table II, 1. Thus, the supernova shell must
have mixed with a mass of about 10' times its mass
in the interstellar gas. The deuterium to hydrogen
ratio in the solar system is ~10 so it appears that if
su%cient neutrons were available to convert the whole
of the hydrogen in a supernova shell to deuterium,
then this amount of dilution could explain the observed
solar system abundance of this isotope. To produce
the lithium, beryllium, and boron, it must be assumed
that about 1% of the carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen
in the shell was spallated either by high-energy neutrons or alpha particles ejected by the core or by protons
into which the neutrons decayed. It is also possible
that these latter elements may have been produced by a
high-energy tail of the protons which are demanded
in the p process. It does not appear probable, however,
that a single supernova could account both for the
deuterium and the r process elements in the solar
system.

A supernova origin for the x-process elements would
also suggest that supernovae are the original sources
of cosmic radiation. Thus the primary cosmic radiation
might be expected to have greater than normal abundances of iron and other abundant elements synthesized
in supernovae. There is some evidence in support of this

(No57).

D. Preservation of Lithium in Stars
Finally, we discuss an observational result which may
suggest yet another region where lithium may be synthesized, and where it is certainly preserved. We summarized in Sec. X A the evidence that lithium is present
in many kinds of late-type stars. Though no relative
abundances of this element in different classes of latetype stars have yet been determined, it seems highly
probable that the lithium abundance is variable, and
also in some stars it is probably far more abundant than
it is in the interstellar gas. This suggests strongly that
there is some mechanism by which it can be preserved
and even synthesized in stellar interiors. For example,
in one S-type star, R Andromedae
(Me56), both
technetium and lithium are observed. Hence in this
case there must be mixing between the helium-burning
core where the technetium is synthesized and the
surface. We have emphasized in Sec. X that lithium
cannot survive in a hydrogen-burning
zone. Cameron
(Ca55) attempted to show that Li' can be built in a
zone through He'(n, y)Be'(E)Li', the
hydrogen-burning
Li' reaching the surface of the star because it is preserved
in the form of Be', whose half-life against E capture
is lengthened because of the comparative rarity of
s-state electrons at the densities of production. Unfortunately his calculation of the rate of the reaction
He'(n, y) Be' is based on an estimate given by Salpeter
(Sa52a) which was incorrectly printed, and it seems
also that the increase of the half-life against E capture
has been considerably overestimated.
Lithium does not react as rapidly with helium as
it does with hydrogen, and it appears possible that
it can exist in a helium-burning zone long enough for
it to be able to reach the surface from the deep interior.
Thus we conclude that the presence of lithium in the
atmospheres of late-type stars suggests that these stars
zones. This implies
can have no hydrogen-burning
that the helium cores must be large enough, and the
stars' evolution suSciently advanced, so that the
hydrogen envelopes extend only to depths where the
temperatures are less than ~10' degrees. Reactions
which may synthesize lithium in a helium-burning
core will be discussed elsewhere.
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XI. VARIATIONS IN CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
AMONG STARS, AND THEIR BEARING ON
THE VARIOUS SYNTHESIZING
PROCESSES
Di8erent processes of element synthesis take place
at diGerent epochs in the life-history of a star. Thus
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the problem of element synthesis is closely allied to
the problem of stellar evolution. In the last few years
and theoretical
work from both the observational
sides has led to a considerable advance in our knowledge
of stellar evolution. Theoretical work by Hoyle and
Schwarzschild (Ho55) has been repeatedly mentioned
since it affords estimates of temperatures in the helium
shell of a star in the
core and in the hydrogen-burning
red-giant stage. However, the calculated model is for
a star of mass 1.2 solar masses and a low metal content
(~1/20 of the abundances given by Suess and Urey),
and is thus intended to apply to Population II stars.
From the observational side, the attack has been
through photometric observations of clusters of stars,
from which their luminosities and surface temperatures have been plotted in color-magnitude or Hertzsprung-Russell
(HR) diagrams, by many workers.
We refer here only to two studies, by Johnson (Jo54)
and by Sandage (Sa57a). A cluster may be assumed to
consist of stars of approximately the same age and
initial composition, and hence its HR diagram represents a "snapshot" of the stage to which evolution
has carried its more massive members, once they have
started to evolve fairly rapidly off the main sequence
after their helium cores have grown to contain 10 to
30% of the stellar mass. Clusters of different ages will
have main sequences extending upwards to stars of
different luminosity, and the point at which its main
sequence ends can be used to date a cluster; the rate
of use of nuclear fuel, given by the luminosity, depends
on the mass raised to a fairly high power (3 or 4).
Figure XI, 1 is due to Sandage (Sa5'la), and is a
composite HR diagram of a number of galactic (Population I) clusters together with one globular cluster,
M3 (Population II). The right-hand ordinate gives
the ages corresponding to main sequences extending
upwards to given luminosities. This diagram gives an
idea of the way in which stars of different masses (which
determine their position on the main sequence) evolve
into the red-giant region. The most massive stars
evolve into red supergiants (e.g. , the cluster l's and x
Persei); the difference between the red giants belonging
to the Population I cluster M67 and the Population II
cluster M3 should also be noted. Since stars evolve
quite rapidly, compared with the time they spend on
the main sequence, the observed HR diagram may be
taken as nearly representing the actual evolutionary
tracks in the luminosity-surface-temperature
plane.
A feature of Population II stellar systems is that
their HR diagrams contain a "horizontal branch"
Lsee, for example, the work by Arp, Baum, and Sandage
(Ar53)7 which probably represents their evolutionary
path subsequent to the red-giant stage. This feature is
not included in the diagram of M3 in Fig. XI,1, although
it is well represented by that cluster, since this diagram
is intended to show just the red-giant branches of
clusters. The old Population I cluster M67 has a sparse
distribution of stars which may lie on the Population I
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FIG. XI,1. Composite Hertzsprung-Russell
diagram of a number
of galactic (Population I) star clusters, together with one globular
cluster, M3 (Population II), by Sandage (Sa5'7a). The abscissa
measures the color on the B-V system, and de6nes surface temperature (increasing from right to left). The left-hand ordinate
gives the absolute visual magnitude, M'„ofthe stars (thus luminosity increases upwards}. The heavy black bands (Population I}
and un6lled band (Population II) represent the regions in the
temperature-luminosity
plane which are occupied by stars. The
names of each cluster are shown alongside the appropriate band.
The right-hand ordinate gives the ages of the clusters, corresponding to main sequences extending upwards to given luminosities.
Note that the clusters all have a common main sequence below
about 3f, =+3.5. Note also that the red giants have different
luminosities, according to the luminosities they had while on the
main sequence (which are de6ned by their masses}. Diagram
reproduced by courtesy of the Astrophysical

Journal.

analogy of the horizontal branch; the other Population
I clusters in Fig. XI, 1 do not show such a feature.
Presumably the evolutionary history of a more massive
Population I star subsequent to its existence as a
a red giant is more rapid.
Whenever reference is made in different parts of
this paper to particular epochs in a star's evolutionary
life, we are referring to a schematic evolutionary
diagram for the star which has the same general
characteristics as the HR diagrams in Fig. XI,
With this background in mind, we turn now to astrophysical observations which provide many indications
of element synthesis in stars. This is either taking
place at the present time or else it has occurred over
a time-scale spanned by the ages of nearby Population
II stars. These indications may be divided into the
following groups.

i.

A. Hydrogen Burning and Helium Burning

It appears theoretically probable that some stars,
perhaps delineated by their initial mass and amount
of mass loss during their existence on the red-giantbranch of their evolutionary path, may still exist as
stable conigurations for a time after they have ex-
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hausted almost all of their hydrogen. Such stars would
be expected to be very rich in helium and perhaps
the products of helium burning. Alternatively, stars
may develop inner cores in which helium burning takes
shells
place, while still possessing hydrogen-burning
and envelopes with a normal hydrogen content. If
mixing (large-scale convection) then sets in, in such
a star, core material which has been modified by
hydrogen burning may appear on the stellar surface.
While a star is in the red-giant stage, the temperature
zone may be as high as
of the hydrogen-burning
30 or 40)&10' degrees, at least in Population II stars
with masses of 1.2 Mo. At 30&(10' degrees there
may be considerable destruction of oxygen through
the reactions
(pn)N" (cf. Table
(p, y)F" (p+i
III, 2 and Fig. III, 2), if the evolutionary time-scale
is as long as 10' years at this stage. If the onset of
energy generation by helium burning in a partially
degenerate core leads to some instability and consequent mixing (HoSS), then the star may settle down
into a new structure in which hydrogen burning occurs
at a lower temperature, in material which may or may
not have been appreciably enriched in C".
As was pointed out in Sec. III F (1), any stars in which
the products of helium burning mix through a hydrogenburning zone to the surface should appear rich in nitrogen and neon, as well as in helium, and considerably depleted in hydrogen. The equilibrium abundances of
C 3, N', and N'5 relative tp C" will be apprpached if
sufhcient time is spent in the hydrogen zone for the
CN reactions to have gone through several cycles.
On the basis of the most recent cross-section values N"
will be by far the most abundant of the carbon and
nitrogen isotopes if equilibrium is attained even though
C" is the nucleus produced in the helium burning.
will also be converted to N" (without cycling)
if the temperature is great enough. Ne" will mainly
be converted tp Ne" and Ne and a very small ampunt
of Na so that the element neon survives hydrogenburning.
Greenstein (Gr54a), using the older rates of the
CN cycle, discussed the connection between the operation of the CN cycle at various temperatures, the
amount of mixing, and the abundance of nitrogen
observed on the surface. We wish to elaborate on this
is attained
argument at this point. If equilibrium
the ratio N/C will be given by 0.82 N"/C" since N'5
is very rare and C"/C" =4.6 by number independently
of temperature. The rough temperature dependence
given for N'4/C" in Sec. III F(1) is not sufficiently

0"

)0"

0"

TABLE

T(106 degrees)
N'4/Cn by number
N/C by number
N/C by mass
Log&0t (years)

XI, i. Equilibrium
10
470
380
440

10.6

12
250

210
240

90

nitrogen-carbon

15
200
160
180

72
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accurate for our present purposes and in Table XI, 1
we give various equilibrium ratios as a function of
temperature. In the last row of the table we list the
logarithm of the time t in years for the N/C ratio to
approach the equilibrium value at a given temperature
from a not too greatly di6erent value at another
temperature. This time is of the order of magnitude of
the sum of the mean lifetimes of C" and C" which is
than that of C" alone and is thus easily
22%%uo greater
calculable from the entries in Table III, 2. In Table
XI, 1 we have taken pxH=10 g/cc since this value is
representative of the density and hydrogen concentrazones in giant stars. These
tions in hydrogen-burning
characteristic times required to reach the equilibrium
ratio for N/C are relevant to our problem. Only if the
CN isotopes remain at the temperatures listed in the
first row of Table XI,i for times comparable to those
listed in the last row will the N/C ratios given in the
intervening rows be reached. The last and thus lowest
temperature at which the CN isotopes spend suflicient
time in mixing to the surface will determine the observed
surface ratios. This assumes that the mixed-in CN
outweighs that in the original envelope material. An
inspection of the table indicates that this last, lowest
temperature is probably about 15X10' degrees since
the time required for N/C to reach its equilibrium
10~ years at this temperature. We estimate
value is
that 10' years is the maximum time available for
transport of the original C" from the core through a
significant portion of the envelope.
Figure XI,2 gives a schematic representation of the
way in which the N/C ratio varies in the hydrogenburning regions of a star of approximately four solar
masses. During the initial condensation of the star,
this ratio might be about 1 or 2, as in the solar system
material and in young stars like 10 Lacertae and v.
Scorpii (see Table XI,2). As hydrogen burning becomes
established at central temperatures 20—30)& 10' degrees,
the ratio rapidly reaches an equilibrium value in the
range 100—50. When the star leaves the main sequence,
gravitational contraction of the core occurs, the temshell rises and N/C
perature of the hydrogen-burning
C" is
decreases. At the onset of helium-burning,
produced in the core and eventually some of this new
carbon will be mixed into the hydrogen-burning regions.
There will be a relatively short period during which
the N/C ratio decreases to a minimum, followed by
a rapid rise as N/C reaches its equilibrium value at
the temperature at which the hydrogen burns in the
star, which by now is in a highly evolved stage, perratios as a function of temperature
20

110
90
100
5.1.

30
58
47
54

2.4

40
38

31
36

0.8

(pxH

50
28
23
26

—0.4

10).
70
17
14
16
—2. 1

100
14
12.
13

—3.6
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Fxc. XI,2. Schematic representation of the variation of the N/C ratio in regions where the hydrogen burning
occurs in a star of approximately four solar masses. An initial ratio of ~2, as in the solar system, is assumed. The
time scales for different phases of the star's evolution are schematically marked as abscissas. With the onset of the
50—100 is rapidly reached; when the star leaves the main sequence
CN cycle, an equilibrium ratio in the range
the temperature increases and the ratio drops. The onset of helium burning in the core reduces the ratio to an unknown lower limit defined by the onset of mixing. Passage of the core C" through an outer hydrogen-burning
region increases the ratio again to a new equilibrium value.

haps that of a hot subdwarf. The hydrogen-burning
zone may be far out from the star's center and thus
at a fairly low temperature, say 15X10' degrees. In
160 with an
this case we would estimate N/C to be
upper limit from uncertainties in cross sections of

250.
Several groups of stars exist whose spectra give
evidence that hydrogen burning and helium burning
have been occurring under the various possible conditions that we have just considered. These are as follows:
(i) Some stars, classified by other criteria as being
of spectral types 0 or 8, have no hydrogen lines; the
stars HD 124448 (Po47), HD 160641 (Bi52), and HD
168476 (Th54) are examples. Helium and carbon lines
are strong in all three; the oxygen lines usually prominent at this temperature are completely lacking in
HD 168476. A preliminary determination of abundances
in HD 160641 (A154) has shown that carbon, nitrogen,
and neon are all more abundant, relative to oxygen,
than in normal stars, while helium has completely
replaced hydrogen. These three stars have high velocities and may have originated in another part of the
Galaxy than the solar neighborhood; they are probably
Population II objects. The comparative rarity of such
stars among surveys of 8-type stars seems to indicate
that they do not spend long in this evolutionary stage,
or else the conditions under which stars evolve in this
way are actually rare.
(ii) Miinch and Greenstein have studied seven hot
subdwarf stars with peculiar abundances of the light
elements, and especially with an apparent excess of
nitrogen. An analysis by Miinch (Mu57a) of one such
star, HZ 44, which is a high-temperature
subdwarf,
has shown that helium is more abundant than hydrogen.

300 times as abundant as carbon.
Nitrogen is about 200—
Two determinations of the relative abundances of the
elements, by mass, are given in Table XI,2, corresponding to the range of temperature and pressure given by
the analysis. Aller's results for HD 160641 Lsee (i)
above), are also given, together with the "normal"
abundances by Suess and Urey, the abundances in the
main-sequence (unevolved) young stars r Scorpii and
10 Lacertae obtained by Traving (Tr55, Tr57), and
the abundances in r Scorpii obtained by Aller, Elste,
and Jugaku (A157c) (we have arbritrarily assumed
here that the H/He ratio is the same as that determined
by Traving). Since numbers of atoms are not conserved
during element synthesis (4H &He4, 3He +C" etc.),
only percentage abundances by mass are meaningful
in considering the amount of increase or decrease in
a given element, as compared with its normal abundance. In HZ 44 there appears to have been a slight
increase in the sum of the elements heavier than helium,
most of which is due to an increase in nitrogen by a
factor between 10 and 25. The earlier discussion indiTAN&.

Element

H
He
C
N

0

Ne
Si

z XI,2. A

comparison between the chemical compositions
of evolved stars and young stars.

Suess and
Urey

(SuS6)

755

23.3
0.080

017

0.65
0.32
0.053

Percentage mass
Main sequence
young stars
HZ 44
Aller
Traving
(Range)

58.6
39.8

0.17
0.19
0.55

0;62
0.10

L58.77
L39.8]

0.03
0.15
0.40
0.84
0.07

9.0

—9.1

88.7 -83.8
0.0047- 0.014
1.66 —4.85
0.12 —0.34
0.47 — 1.38
0.17 —0.48

HD 160641

0
95.4
0.31
0.47
0.75
3.00
0.065
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cates that this increase is probably due to modification
of C", part of which was present in the star when it
condensed, and part of which was produced by helium
burning. The following schematic picture may explain
the observations. The star has had a helium-burning
core in which at least some C" was built, and probably
and Ne" (depending on the time-scale and
some
temperature, according to Fig. III,3). Mixing then
occurred, and the core material passed out through
a hot hydrogen-burning
region (30-40X10» degrees)
in which a good proportion of the oxygen could have
been destroyed (depending on the time the material
spent at this temperature). The neon isotopes cycled
and were not destroyed even if the temperature was high
enough for neon to interact. Further modification of
the star's structure occurred, and the most recent
hydrogen-burning
region through which the internal
material passed, on being mixed to the surface, was
a cool one (~15X10» degrees), in which the ratio
160 by number
N/C in the enriched material became
on the basis of our previous equilibrium estimates
and ~300 by observation. Since each of these values
has errors of the order of &50% it would seem that
they are in satisfactory agreement.
Munch has suggested that HZ 44 {and some other
similar stars which he is studying at present) may be
of Population I; they have low velocities and diRer
in other respects from "horizontal branch" stars of
Population II, and may be analogous objects in Population I. The absolute magnitude of HZ 44 is in the
range +3 to +5; the surface gravity seems high, and
its mass may be considerably larger than 1 Mo.
(iii) The "classical" Wolf-Rayet stars, of both the
carbon and the nitrogen groups, belong to Population I.

0"

A discussion, which includes references to earlier work,
is given by Aller (A143), There is stiQ disagreement on
the extent to which the characteristic broad emission
features in the spectra are due to ejection of material,
but there seems no doubt that these stars have reached
a late evolutionary stage (Sa53). One example is a
member of the binary system V 444 Cygni, in which
the other component is an carly-type massive star.
The mass of the %R component is apparently less than
the main-sequence component, but is still large (~10
Mo); if the star has reached a later evolutionary stage
then its mass may originally have been larger. The
lifetime on the main sequence may have been only
a few million years. The %R stars are apparently
de6cient in hydrogen, but upper limits to its abundance
have not been set. Helium is apparently the main
constituent. In the WC stars the ratios by number
of helium: carbon: oxygen are 17:3:1: (A157a), and
nitrogen is not seen at all. In the %N stars the ratios
by number of helium: carbon: nitrogen: are about
20: 1/20: 1 (A143, A157a). All these estimates are
rough, because of di%culties in abundance determinations, arising through large departures from thermodynamic equilibrium, strati6cation, etc. However, it
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seems probable that in %N stars the surface material
has been through the CN cycle (Ga43); according to
the dependence of N"/C" as a function of T, the temperature would be quite high,
50)&10' degrees. In
%C stars, on the other hand, the products of helium
burning have probably reached the surface without
being modified by hydrogen burning (Sa53, Gr54a).
(iv) Planetary nebulae are Population II objects
(Mi50). The composition of the nebulae is quite
similar to that of young stars {Al57d), but the central
stars, which can be of WR, Of, or absorption-line
0 type, are often apparently dehcient in hydrogen.
Many authors (e.g. , Sw52) have pointed out that,
among the central stars of %R type, there is not a
clear-cut distinction between a carbon and a nitrogen
sequence, as there is in Population I WR stars. Apparently the abundance ratio of carbon/nitrogen can take
a whole range of values: the balance between the onset
of mixing and the extent and temperature of a hydrogenburning zone would seem not to be so critical as in the
case of the Population I WR stars. The masses of the
central stars of planetary nebulae are about 1 Mo
are about
(A156), and their absolute magnitudes
0 or
Bidelman (Bi57) and Herbig (St57) have
suggested that the hydrogen-poor carbon stars of the
R Coronae Borealis class [see (viii) below] may be
the ancestors of some planetary nebulae.
(v) The A-type stars v Sagittarii (Gr40, Gr47)
and HD 30353 (Bi50) have anomalously weak hydrogen
lines and appear to be rather similar to, although
slightly cooler than, HZ 44 [see (ii) While helium, nitrogen, and neon are all strong in u Sagittarii, carbon is
weak. In Plate 1 (see pages 611—614 for plates) spectra
are shown of the region near the Balmer limit in this star
and in the A-type supergiant g Leonis (which it resembles in temperature and pressure), obtained by
Greenstein at the McDonald Observatory. The comparison between the two stars is striking, the remarkable
absence of the Balmer discontinuity in v Sagittarii, and
the strength of helium lines while at the same time ionized metals are strong, are impossible to explain other
than by an abnormal composition. The great strength
of lines other than hydrogen has been explained by the
reduced opacity (mainly due to hydrogen in a stellar
atmosphere of this temperature),
but possibly the
temperature is somewhat lower than has been estimated.
Both v Sagittarii and HD 30353 are spectroscopic
binaries; this might be signi6cant in view of work by
Struve and Huang on mass-loss from close binaries
(St57a), since one possibility for their evolutionary
history is that the stars might have lost most of their
hydrogen-containing
atmospheres in this way.
(vi) Some white dwarfs, i.e. , stars near the end
of their life, show strong lines of helium and no hydrogen. These stars must have degenerate cores and the
only nuclear fuel remaining must be in the surface
layers. In Plate 1 we show Greenstein's spectra of three
white dwarfs. One has nothing but strong helium
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other two so that Hp would be expected to be stronger
lines; one with very broad hydrogen lines is shown
for comparison, together with one which is discussed
in it. Greenstein's spectra of the peculiar carbon star
in subdivision B of this section.
HD 182040, 6rst discussed by Curtiss (Cu16), and the
(vii) The carbon stars, in which bands due to normal carbon star HD 156074, which have similar
carbon molecules dominate the spectrum instead of temperatures, are shown together; the weakness of
bands due to oxides, as in M and S stars, have an
the CH band and H~ in the former, while C2 can be
abnormally high abundance of carbon relative to oxygen,
seen, is notable. HD 182040 has no detectable C".
which will all be used in forming the spectroscopically
Such stars are too cool to show helium even if it is in
inaccessible CO molecule. It has therefore not been
high abundance, although Herbig (He49a) suggested
possible so far to determine the ratio of carbon relative
tentative identiication of an emission feature at )
to hydrogen. Bouigue (Bo54a) has found that nearly
3888.4 in the spectrum of R CrB near minimum light
equal abundances of carbon and oxygen, i.e., a carbon/
with HeI. Possibly the 3He~C" reaction has been
oxygen ratio between 3 and 6 times normal, could
going on in the core and the products were not mixed
account for the spectroscopic appearance (see Bi54). to the surface until almost all of the hydrogen in the
The carbon/oxygen ratio may vary among the carbon
star had been used up, and no hydrogen-burning shell
stars (Ke41).
existed, and hence no C" was produced. The R CrB
The majority of carbon stars have an apparently
stars probably belong to Population II. Stars of this
normal atmospheric abundance of hydrogen. They
sort at a later evolutionary stage might look, for exmay have a higher than normal abundance of the
ample, like HD 12&.~8, or like those central stars ofheavy elements (Bi54, Gr54a) (cf. paragraph D (iii) planetary nebulae which are of WC type, as discussed
of this section), but no abundance determinations
in (iv) above.
are yet available; technetium has been observed
Two stars with a' large C"/C" ratio, HD 76396 and
the
these
of
stars show
HD 112869 (Mc48), have excessively strong CH; they
(Me56a). Again,
majority
bands of C"C" and C"C" indicating that the C"/C" belong to the high-velocity group of CH stars studied
ratio is about 3 or 4 (Mc48), which is near the equilibby Keenan (Ke42). Another star of the same sort is
rium ratio produced in the CN cycle. Thus these stars
HD 201626 (No53). If C" has actually mixed out to
may be ones in which helium burning (3He~C") the surface, then it cannot have gone through a hydrohas been taking place in the core (together, probably,
gen-burning
region. Nitrogen should then be less
with some neutron production leading to the s process).
abundant than in normal carbon stars. One possibility
Large-scale mixing may then have set in before all the
is that these stars do not possess a hydrogen-burning
hydrogen in the envelope had been exhausted; the C" shell, but have a relatively thin surface region in which
shell on its way
passed through a hydrogen-burning
hydrogen still exists. Another possibility is that the
out to the surface, and the equilibrium ratio of C" temperature of an outer hydrogen-burning
zone was
was thus produced. As many authors have noted,
not high enough. The high-velocity (Population II)
nitrogen should be abundant in these stars. Two
character of the CH stars means that they may„at
examples of this kind of star, X Cancri (an irregular
the beginning of their lives, have had a ratio of carbon,
variable) and HD 54243, will be seen in Plate 2. Such
nitrogen, and oxygen to hydrogen which was much
stars at a later stage in their evolutionary history might
lower than in Population I stars.
look like WN stars or the star studied by Munch,
(ix) Miss Roman (Ro52) has found that certain
HZ 44. However, the increased carbon/oxygen ratio
G- and E-type giants having high velocities have a
might possibly be due to destruction of oxygen in a peculiar appearance in the cyanogen band; she has
region.
designated these the "4150" stars. Bidelman (Bi57)
sufficiently hot hydrogen-burning
(viii) Some rare specimens among the carbon stars
suggested that these stars may have a higher than
have weak or absent CH bands and hydrogen lines,
normal carbon abundance. However, he has commented
and have been suggested to be deicient in hydrogen
recently that, although these stars have strong cyanogen
(Wu41, Bi53, Bu53). There is no evidence to suggest
(CN), they do not show C2 bands (private communicathat in these stars the C"/C+ ratio is smaller than
tion). Perhaps they are also examples of stars whose
that in the solar system (~90). Most of the group are surface layers contain material that has recently passed
variables of the R CrB type; RCrB itself was analyzed
through the CN cycle; the nitrogen/carbon ratio may
by Berman (Be35) and found to be very rich in carbon
be larger than normal.
and de6cient in hydrogen. There are a few nonvariable
A peculiar G-type giant, HD 18474 (Bi53, Hu 57a)
examples, two of which are shown in Plate 2. A spectrum
and two similar stars studied by Greenstein and Keenan,
of HD 137613 (Sa40, Bi53) has been borrowed from the
have weak CH and somewhat weakened CN absorption;
Mount Wilson 6les and is shown alongside the two these seem to have a low carbon/hydrogen
ratio,
normal carbon stars; absence of C" bands and weakness
while the abundance of the metals seems to be normal
of Hp are striking. The stars are not a good match in in two of the stars and low in one which has a high
temperature, and hence differences in their line spectra
velocity (Gr57a).
will be seen; however, HD 137613 is hotter than the
To summarize, we conclude that the spectroscopic
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indications of the occurrence of hydrogen burning and
helium burning in stars show great diversity. Hydrogen
burning is demonstrated
by complete hydrogen exhaustion (e.g. , HD 160641, some white dwarfs); partial
hydrogen exhaustion and high nitrogen abundance
(e.g., HZ 44, WN stars, u Sagittarii); occurrence of
C" in the equilibrium ratio with C" (e.g. , normal
carbon stars). Knowledge of the masses of the various
stars mentioned here is scanty, but a wide range may
be involved, leading to a range in evolutionary tracks
and time-scales (see Fig. XI, 1).The general evolutionary
sequence, however, is probably as follows: (a) the
carbon stars (red giants); (b) stars like HD 160641,
the WN stars, and HZ 44 ("horizontal branch" stars
and their analogy in Population I); (c) the white dwarfs
(exhaustion of fuel, end of life).
Evidence for helium burning is less direct. The main
problem is that in cool stars the depletion of oxygen
during hydrogen burning will always lead to an apparent increase of carbon, because less CO will be
formed. Further study of dissociation equilibria of the
various molecules, together with a knowledge of the
opacity of carbon stars, may throw more light on the
problem. However, the WC stars and possibly HD
12~~~8 may have a large increase in carbon; in HZ 44
a smaller increase may have occurred (see Table XI,

2).
The way in which conditions for hydrogen and helium
depend on the initial mass of the star is at
present quite uncertain, and more computed evolutionary tracks, carried through the onset of helium
burning, are needed.
burning

.

B. e Process
A peculiar white dwarf, Ross 640 (Gr56), has strong
features attributed to magnesium and calcium. Greenstein's spectrum of this star is reproduced in Plate 1.
Although analyses of white dwarf atmospheres, with
their extremely large surface gravities, have not been
carried out, it seems hard to explain such a spectrum
except by the actual presence of large amounts of the
and calcium.
O.-process elements magnesium
One peculiar and perhaps unique white dwarf has no
recognizable spectral features except very broad absorptions at X) 3910, 4135, and 4470. Greenstein (Gr56a) has
suggested that these may be the helium lines ) X 3889
+3965, 4121+4144, and 4438+4472, arising under
conditions of extreme pressure, with the obliteration
of atomic orbits which would give rise to other lines
normally expected. Burbidge and Burbidge (Bu54)
have suggested that the features at ) X 3910 and 4135
4131,
may be due to Si II XX 3854-3863 and 4128—
be
due
4470
to
the
feature
at
A
and that
may
Mg II
and
have
under
pressure,
proposed
high
very
4481, again
that the star has a high abundance of the n-process
elements magnesium and silicon.
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C. Synthesis of Elements in the Iron Peak of the
Abundance Curve, and the Aging E6'ect as
It Is Related to this and Other Tyyes
of Element Synthesis
Stars which have evolved so far as to have the central
temperatures and densities necessary for the equilibrium production of elements in the iron peak become
unstable (see Sec. XII). Thus if they spend only a
short time in this stage, specimens in which it is occurring or has recently taken place would be expected
to be rare (unless stellar remnants
white dwarfsare left after the explosion). However, if element
synthesis has been going on throughout the life-history
of our galaxy we might expect to observe an agirig
eGect in that the oldest stars might have the lowest
metal abundances. The following observations support
this.
(i) Some stars in whose spectra metallic lines are
strikingly weak have been observed. Analysis by
Chamberlain and Aller (Ch51) of the so-called subdwarfs, HD 19445 and HD 140283, led to an iron
abundance 1/10 of normal and a calcium abundance
1/30 of normal for these stars. A recent more detailed
analysis of HD 19445 by Aller and Greenstein (A157b)
has confirmed the low iron abundance, which they 6nd
to be 1/20 of normal. Plate 2 shows the photographic
region of the spectrum of HD 19445 together with the
normal Ii7 V star $ Peg; HD 19445 actually has a
slightly lower temperature than $ Peg (Gr57), and if it
were compared with a GO or G2 star (where its temperature places it) the difference in the strength of the metallic lines would be even more striking than illustrated
in Plate 2. The absolute magnitude of HD 19445, about
+5, is very near to the main sequence at the true
temperature of the star; certainly the departure from
the main sequence is within the error in the trigonometric parallax. The name "subdwarf" is thus seen
to be misleading. Most of the "subdwarfs" in this
temperature range have been so designated from spectroscopic parallaxes, which are uncertain since the
spectral peculiarities of these stars have caused them
to be classi6ed too early on low-dispersion spectrograms.
HD 19445 and HD 140283 have high space velocities
and belong to Population II. The implication is that
they are members of a spherical distribution of stars
which condensed before the Galaxy assumed its present
Qattened form and hence are old stars. Similar extreme
weak-line stars, presumably belonging to Population
II, e.g. , HD 122563 (Gr57), may have low velocities.
The fact that calcium is weakened as well as the ironpeak elements means that this aging effect shows, as
processes
would be expected, in other element-building
besides the e process. Plate 2 shows that a line of Sr II
is also weak (strontium is produced by the s process).
Five more stars which have some of the characteris-
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ties of Population II were analyzed by Burbidge and
method
Burbidge (Bu56a), by the curve-of-growth
without allowing for the effect of a lowered metal
abundance on the opacity. In each star the abundances
of a selection among the elements magnesium, aluminum, calcium, scandium, titanium, chromium, manganese, iron, strontium, yttrium, zirconium, and barium
were determined. The stars showed a spread in the
ratio of the abundances of these elements relative to
hydrogen which indicated a range in ages; the most
extreme case had a similar ratio to those in HD 19445
and HD 140283. The abundance ratios for strontium,
yttrium, and zirconium showed no signihcant di8erences from those for iron, but tentative results for
barium gave smaller ratios than those for iron (this
result was however, uncertain).
(ii) Stars with high space velocities do not belong
to the solar neighborhood, and in particular those with
high s velocities may be presumed to belong to an
older more spherical population. The so-called subdwarfs have very high space motions, but Miss Roman
(Ro50, Ro52) and Keenan and Keller (Ke53) found
a general correlation between space motion and spectral
peculiarities in that high-velocity stars tend to have
strong CH and weak CN and metallic lines. A recent
analysis of a group of high-velocity stars by Schwarzschild, Schwarzschild,
Searle, and Meltzer (Sc57b)
has shown that the most extreme example measured
by them, p' Orionis, has ratios of the metals to hydrogen
and of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen to hydrogen, that
are both one quarter of the solar values. The heavy
elements also are under-abundant
by the same factor
as iron. Thus if the different compositions of the socalled subdwarfs, the less extreme high-velocity stars,
and the solar-neighborhood
stars are due to an aging
effect, then elements produced by hydrogen burning,
helium burning and the e, e, and s processes are all
aGected, and in the high-velocity stars the factors are
all about the same. Seven high-velocity G-type giants
analyzed by Greenstein and Keenan (Gr57a) have
values for the metals/hydrogen
ratio varying from
0.4 to 0.6. times normal.
(iii) The globular clusters may contain the oldest
stars in our galaxy. The age of M3 has been given as
6)&10' years by Johnson and Sandage (Jo56). It
might therefore be expected that the stars in such a
cluster would have lower abundances of the metals
and other elements than normal. Also, theoretical
evolutionary tracks can be made to agree with the
observed color-magnitude diagram only if a low metal
abundance is used (Ho55). Unfortunately, the brightest
main-sequence stars of this cluster (in which turbulence and opacity should have only small effects on
abundance determinations)
are too faint for spectrophotometric analysis. However, information may be
derivable from the colors. The two-color (U —
8, 8 —V)
plot for M3 lies well above the normal solar-neighborhood plot throughout its length, while the so-called
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HD 19445 Lsee C (i)] lies very near to the
M3 plot. This position of HD 19445 may be the result
of different "blanketing" of the continuous spectrum
by the spectrum lines. All lines are weakened in HD
19445; the metallic lines are more numerous in the
blue (8) than in the visual (V) spectral region, and
still more numerous in the ultraviolet (U). The effect
of weakened metallic lines would therefore be to increase the blue intensity relative to the visual, and to
increase the ultraviolet relative to the blue. Qualitatively therefore, as discussed by Johnson and Sandage
(Jo56), this is in the same sense as that required to
explain the abnormal position of HD 19445 on the
U—
B, B—V diagram. An accurate evaluation of the
eGect is currently being made by Sandage, Burbidge,
and Burbidge.
this explanation is found to be satisfactory then we shall have indirect proof that the
stars of M3 have low metal abundances. Sandage has
shown by an approximate calculation that if the amount
of light subtracted from the sun's continuum by the
subdwarf

0

spectrum lines is added in the appropriate regions
(without allowing for any redistribution
of energy
caused by blanketing), the effect is to shift the sun on
to the M3 line in the (U —
8, 8 —V) plot, at a value of
B—V corresponding to a normal P5 star.
(iv) Studies of colors and spectra of external galaxies
are still too uncorrelated for us to make deductions concerning abundance variations. It may, however, be
worth entertaining the possibility that some of the
elliptical galaxies which have much earlier-type spectra
than would correspond to their color classes may prove
to have low calcium and iron abundances, relative to
hydrogen.
(v) Apart from the foregoing discussion of possible
aging effects (in other processes besides the e process),
no undoubted
examples of stars exhibiting the eprocess abundances predominantly
are known. However, a speculative possibility may be considered. The
white dwarf van Maanen 2 shows strong, very broadened lines of iron (Gr56); possibly it has a high abundance of iron. Such stars may be the remnants (perhaps
after large mass loss) of stars which reached a central
temperature sufhcient to build the iron peak, but did
not suer complete catastrophic explosion.

D. s Process
Three groups of giant stars have abundance anomalies
that indicate the occurrence of the s process in their
interiors. These are (i) the 5 stars; (ii) the Ba II. stars;
and (iii) the carbon stars.
(i) The S stars probably have luminosities in the
range of normal giants. Elements with neutron magicnumbers appear more predominantly
in the spectra
of S stars than in M stars of the same temperature
(Me47, AI51, Bu52, Bi53a, Me56, Te56). It has been
realized for some time that this must be a real atmospheric abundance eGect and not an ionization,
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TAsLE XI,3. Overabundance ratios for the sum of the s-process
isotopes of each element in HD 46407, calculated on the assumption that the observed overabundance ratios are due solely to
building of the s-process isotopes.

TABLE

Element

Element

Strontium
Yttrium
Zll conluIn
Nliobium

Molybdenum
Ruthenium
Barium
Lanthanum
Cerium
Praseodymium
Neodymium
Samarium
GadoliniuIn
Ytterbium
Tungsten

Observed
rat10 Suess and Urey abundances

47

7.8
4.8
5.2

3.2

7.8
14

9.8

9.6
28
14
13

3.0
2.0
9

s

&+P

18.79

0.106

8.9

52.92
1.00

14185
0.6445
3.4326
2.00
2,00

0.40
1.276
0.3080
0.0147
0.12346
0.326

~ 4 \

1.53
~ ~ ~

1.0015
0.8452
0.2253
0.0018
0.2601
~

~ ~

0.1630
0.3448
0.668
0.0944
0.1646

Calculated
ratio
for sisotopes

s',

4.7
7.8
4.9
5.2
4.8
16.7
14.9

9.8

10.7
28

15.7
26.4
93

28

13.0

&~~8'

381
1326
884
832
343
1837
281
647
407
672
443
4050
3255
78

Selenium
Bromine
Krypton
Tellurium
Iodine
Xenon
Osmium
Il idlllm

Platinum
Gold

XI,4. Search
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for r-process elements in HD 46407.

Whether
observed in
the sun

Sensitive lines:
whether
accessible

Whether
strengthened in
HD 46407

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No ev1dence
No evidence
No evidence
No evidence
No evidence
No evidence
Inconclusive'
Probably nob
Very probably no'
No evidence

a All lines in the observed wavelength range of HD 46407
are too badly
blended for any identifications to be made.
b At the wavelengths of the strongest lines in the
observed range, eo bless
are visible, either in HD 46407 or in the standard star.
e There are four possible identilcations,
for all of which the lines in
HD 46407 are equal to those in the standard star.
d Sensitive line is outside the observed range in HD 46407.
Other lines
are not seen.
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dissociation, or excitation effect. Fujita (Fu39, Fu40,
Fu 41) suggested that the S stars have carbon abundances intermediate betvrcen M and the carbon stars.
The appearance of strong lines of Tc I in 8 stars (Me52)
has been previously described as a good indicator
of current nuclear activity and mixing on a time scale
~10' years in these stars. In Plate 3 we shovr two portions of the spectrum of the S-type long-period variable
star R Andromedae obtained by Merrill, together with
a standard M5 III star; this spectrum was taken from
the plage 61es at Mount Wilson Observatory. The
6rst portion shows the lines of Tc I in R Andromedae;
the second shovrs a region vrhere ZrO bands are present
in R Andromedae, and TiO bands are seen in the Mtype star. The strength of Ba II X 4554 in R Andromedae
vrill also be noted. Thc two stars are not a perfect
match in temperature, so that some di6'ercnces in
the line spectra vrill also be noted. R Andromedae is
somewhat cooler than the M-type star, and since it is
a long-period variable, emission lines vrill be seen in
its spectrum, notably at H~.
(ii) From the spectroscopic point of view the rarer
Ba II stars (Bl51) represent an easier problem to
are considerably
analyze, since their temperatures
higher, their spectra being of types G-E, vrhile their
spectral peculiarities link them closely vrith the 5
abundance of
stars. They have a greater-than-normal
carbon, probably intermediate betvreen the 3f and the
analysis of
carbon stars. A recent curve-of-grovrth
HD 46407, a typical Ba II star (Bu57a), has yielded
abundances of a large number of elements relative to
those in the standard G8 III star ~ Geminorum, which
is very. similar in temperature and luminosity and was
used as a comparison. Portions of the spectra of HD
46407 and x Geminorum are shovrn in Plate 3; the most
prominent of thc features that, arc strengthened in thc
Ba II star are marked. Abundanccs of all elements which

could bc studied, lighter than 2=75, and in particular
elements in the iron peak, are normal. Most of the
elements vrith A & 75, which are spectroscopically
observable, are overabundant;
this includes in particular those with neutron magic-numbers. The observed abundance ratios, relative to normal, are given
in column 2 of Table XI,3. With the possible exception
of gadolinium, all these elements have a large proportion
of their isotopes produced in the s process, as is shown
in the appendix. On the other hand, vrith the possible
exception of ytterbium, all of the elements vrith
75
which we have assigned mainly to the s process, and
vrhich are spectroscopically observablc, are found to
be overabundant.
The observations in HD 46407 refer only to the sum
of all isotopes of each"element, and we wish to derive
the true overabundances
of those isotopes actually
built by the s process. From the appendix vre have
obtained the sum of the solar-system abundances of
the isotopes of each element in Table XI,3 vrhich
are built by the s process, and by the r and p processes
together. If these sums are denoted by s and r+p,
respectively, and if the observed and true overabundances are y and y', respectively, then vre have

A)

y(s+r+ p) =y's+r+ p.
Values of s, r+p, and y' are given in columns
5 of Table XI,3.

3, 4, and

Finally, we have taken the mean vale of 0-X for all
the s-process isotopes of each element, and the product of this and y' is given in the last column. Under
conditions of steady Qovr this product should be constant (see Sec. VI), and this is the case to within a
factor of about 2, if we exclude ruthenium, samarium,
gadolinium, ytterbium. Of these, only samarium- has a
vrell-determined
abundance, and the possibility that
cross sections for this element in the appendix are too
large vras discussed in Scc. VI. The estimates of 0for Gd'~' Gd'~~ and Vb may also be too large, while

that for Ba"4 may be too low. If further abundance
determinations con6rm the low value of y for ytterbium
then it may be found that a smaller proportion of its
abundance should be assigned to the s process.
Europium, both of whose isotopes have been assigned
to the r process, turned out not to be overabundant in
HD 46407. A search for the most abundant of the
r process elements in the spectrum of HD 46407 was
inconclusive; most of these elements cannot be identified in HD 46407 or in the standard star. However,
none were found to be strengthened in HD 46407.
The results of this search are given in Table XI,4.
This table is given in order to show how difEcult it is
to identify spectrum lines due to many of the r-process
heavy elements, let alone determine abundances, in
stars other than the sun,
The elements copper, zinc, gallium, and germanium
are all produced predominantly by the s process, yet
the 6rst two and probably the last are not overabundant
in HD 46407 (we have no evidence concerning gallium).
These elements fall on the steep part of oE verses
A plot in Fig. VI, 3, and this suggests, therefore, that
there is a plentiful supply of neutrons produced in
Ba II stars, giving the shorter of the two capture-timescales discussed in Sec. II, and leading to building of
elements according to the Bat part of the curve in Fig.
VI, 3. If this process occurs in a volume coritaining
10 ' —10-' of the mass of the star, then subsequent
mixing could produce the observed overabundances;
normal abundances would be expected to be observed
for copper, zinc, gallium, and germanium, and depletion
of the iron-peak elements would not be detectable.
Such a copious Qux of neutrons means that interior
temperatures of ~10' degrees must have been reached.
However, we have independent indications, from the
presence of an excess amount of carbon in this and other
Ba II stars (as also in the 8 stars), that a temperature
sufhcient for the reaction 3He +C" to occur has been
achieved.
Tc lines have not been observed in Ba II stars;
before it can certainly be said that technetium is
absent a search should be made for Tc II in the ultraviolet. Possibly the Sa II stars represent a later evolutionary stage than the 5 stars, or they may evolve
from stars in a diferent mass range in which mixing
to the surface takes a time )&10' years.
HD 26 is a Ba II star with Population II characteristics (abnormally strong CH, weak metallic lines,
and a high velocity). The strongest spectrum lines
include those of the rare earths LVrabec, quoted by
Greenstein (Gr54a) This suggests that the s process
is also taking place in the oldest stars.
(iii) As was mentioned in paragraph A(vii), the
carbon stars also have apparent overabundances
of
the heavy elements, less striking than in the 5 stars,
together with the presence of technetium. Actual abundances have not been determined, but it seems as
though the s process has been occurring here also,

I
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perhaps in a smaller volume of the star, while a core
containing more carbon is developed. More abundance
determinations, together with computations of evolutionary tracks of stars, will be helpful in elucidating
the evolutionary dHkrences between M, C, 5, and

Ba II stars.

E. r Process
The outstanding piece of observational evidence
that this takes place is given by the explanation of the
light curves of supernovae of Type I as being due to
the decay of Cf"4 (Bu56, Ba56), together with some
other isotopes produced in the r process. Further evidence can be obtained only by interpreting the spectra
of Type I supernovae, a problem which has so far
remained unsolved.

No astrophysical evidence is at present available
for the occurrence of this process. The present theory
might suggest that isotopes built in this way should
be seen in the spectra of supernovae of Type II.

The situation as far as the astrophysical circumstances of the x process are concerned has been discussed in Sec. X.

H. Nuclear Reactions

and. Element Synthesis

in the Surfaces of Stars

The peculiar A stars, in which large magnetic 6elds
have recently been found (see Ba57), have long been
known to have anomalously strong (and often variable)
lines of certain elements in their spectra. Abundances
of all the observable elements have been determined
in two magnetic stars, aP Canum Venaticorum and
HD 133029, and in one peculiar A star, HD 151199,
in which a magnetic field has not been detected, owing
to the greater intrinsic width of the spectrum lines,
but may well be present (Bu55, Bu55a, Bu56b). The
results are given in Table XI,5, which should be compared with Table XI,3 and the discussion of the Ba II
star HD 46407. At first glance the results are very
similar, particularly in the fact that predominantly
the elements with neutron magic-numbers are overabundant, but there are some striking difkrences,
as follows: (a) barium is overabundant in HD 46407,
and normal in the peculiar A stars; (b) europium is
the most prominently overabundant
element in the
peculiar A stars, and is normal in HD 46407; (c)
silicon, calcium, chromium, and manganese are normal
in HD 46507 while calcium is underabundant
and the
rest are overabundant in the peculiar A stars; and
(d) the overabundance ratios of the strontium group
and the rare earth group diGer by factors of about 2 in
HD 46407 and, by factors varying from 2 in HD 151199
to 40 in 0, Canum Venaticorum.

'
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TABLE

Element

Magnesium
Aluminum
Silicon
Calcium
Scandium
Titanium
Vanadium
Chromium
Manganese

of the elements in three "peculiar
stars, relative to those in a normal star.
Magic number
isotope (A, N)
for anomalous
elements

a2CVn

0.4
1.1
10

28, 14
40, 20

0.02
0.7

2.6
1.3
5.2
16
2.9
3.0

52, 28

Iron
Nickel
Strontium
Yttrium
Zirconium
Barium
Lanthanum
Cerium
Praseodymium
Neodymium
Samarium
Europium
Gadolinium
Dysprosium

Lead

A"

XI,5. Abundances

14

88, 50
89, 50
90, 50
138, 82
139, 82
140, 82
141, 82
142, 82
144, 82

20:

1.4
2.2
25

0.05

1.2

1.3
2.6

2.3

3.2
10.3

15:

4. 1

1.8
9
1.1

2

11.5

&0.9
1020.

200.

760

190
630
200
260
640
340
460

1500:

1500:

400
1070
250

410
1910
810
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processed many times. An important condition for
the detection of the anomalies is that no mixing between
the surface layer and the interior should occur, or it
would dilute the products of nuclear activity so that
they would not be detectable. This condition happens
to be fulfilled in the A-type stars, whqre the convective
layer extends from the photosphere inwards to a depth
of only 1000 km (cf. Fo55a).

XII. GENERAL ASTROPHYSICS
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208, 126
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Clearly, some kind of element synthesis has been
taking place in the peculiar A stars (Fo55a, Bu57).
Since it is unlikely that the products of any nuclear
reaction in the interior could have mixed to the surface,
and since an energy source is available in the atmosphere in the form of the magnetic fields, we have suggested that this represents a special process of element
synthesis which can only take place in stellar atmospheres where there is acceleration of nucleons by electromagnetic activity to energies far above thermal; The
nuclei among the
of magic-number
predominance
elements indicates that the type of
overabundant
synthesis probably involves neutrons; in fact, it may
be essentially an s process taking place in a- proton
atmosphere. However, the buildup may be by deuteron
stripping reactions (d, p) as well as or instead of by'
(n, y) processes; (a, n), (n, 2n), and (a, 3n). may also
occur, Free neutrons are thought to:be produced' by
(p, n) processes on the light nuclei, and their presence
in a hydrogen atmosphere means that equilibrium
abundances of both deuterium and He' will be produced.
Evidence for the presence of deuterium in. magnetic:
stars is at present lacking; evidence for 'the possible
presence of He' in one of them, 21 Aquilae, hi, s been
discussed by Burbidge and Burbidge-(Bu56c). ::—
The activity in magnetic stars is thought to--take
place in "spot" regions, with a duration-of only a few
seconds (the time-scale is limited by the rate of energy
but must continue over long
loss by bremsstrahlung),
time-scales comparable with the lifetime of the stars
in order to build the observed anomalies of the heavy
elements, so that each- gram of the surface. layer. is

A. Ejection of Material from Stars and the
Enrichment of the Galaxy in
Heavy Elements
Table XII,1 gives a tentative assessment of the
production of elements in the Galaxy, the table being
subdivided in accordance with the various processes
described in the previous sections.
The values given in the third column were obtained
in the following way. The fractions by weight of the
various groups of elements in the solar system have
already been given in Table II, 1. These fractions were
reduced by a factor 2 (except for hydrogen) to make
allowance for the lower concentrations of the heavy
elemerits, relative to the sun, in the stars which are
believed to comprise the main mass of the Galaxy.
It is clear that some such reduction must be made,
and the factor 2, although somewhat uncertain, is
based on the work of Schwarzschild et al. (Sc57b;
cf. also earlier work mentioned therein). The resulting
fractions, when taken together with a total mass of
7X10" Me for the Galaxy (Sc56), yield the values
shown in the third column of Table XII, 1.
The products of the synthesizing processes must
be distributed in space. Emission from stellar atmospheres apart, two ejection mechanisms are mentioned
in the fourth column of Table XII, 1, supernovae,
and red giants and supergiants. These are believed
to be of main importance, but matter is also ejected
from novae, close bins, ry systems (St46, Wo50, St57a),
P Qygni and WR stars, and planetary nebulae (cf.
Gu54, St57). Leaving aside the x process, the association between the second and fourth columns of Table
XII,1 was made on the basis that only in supernovae
are temperatures of thousands of millions of degrees
reached. Reasons for this view have been given in
Sec. III,F. In contrast, temperatures of hundreds of
milli'ons of degrees may be expected in red giants and
supergiants (Sec. V, B), and in the other contributors,
novae, binaries, etc. Thus, processes of synthesis
requiring temperatures of order 10' degrees have been
associated with the giants, whereas processes requiring
temperatures of order 10' degrees have been associated
with supernovae.
Estimates of the total amount of material which
may have been distributed in space by supernovae
and red. giants and supergiants, assuming a constant
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TABLE

Elements

Mode of
production

Total mass in
galaxy (M Oas
unit)

He

H burning

8.1X10'

D

x process'

7.5X10'P

Li, Be, B
C, O, Ne

x process

8.5X 10'
4.3X10'
4.0X10'.
8.5X10'

Silicon group
Silicon group
Iron group

A)63
A
A
A

&75
&75

p63

He burning
a process
s process
e process
s process
r process
r process
p process

2.4X 107
4.5X 104
5X104
104
1.3X 102

rate of star formation and death during the lifetime
of the Galaxy, are given in the 6fth column of Table
XII,1 and were made in the following way.
The rates of supernovae were taken to be 1 per 300
years for Type I and 1 per 50 years for Type II, as
estimated by Baade and Minkowski (Ba57a), and
the age of the Galaxy was taken as 6)&10' years. The
average mass emission per supernova is not easy to
estimate (see Sec. XII, C), but we have taken it to be
1.4 ufo. The exponential-decay light curve is characteristic of Type I and not of Type II supernovae;
this has been taken to indicate that the rapid production
and capture of neutrons, leading to synthesis of the
heaviest r-process elements, occurs only in Type I
supernovae. The lighter r-process elements are probably made in Type II supernovae, while the products
of the n and e processes may perhaps be made in either
type.
The estimate for the ejection of mass by red giants
and supergiants was based on the assumption that
such stars shed most of their material into space during
the' giant phases of their evolution. Thus Deutsch
(De56) has shown that matter is streaming rapidly
outwards from the surface of an M-type supergiant,
and he considers from the spectroscopic data that
probably all late-type supergiants are also ejecting
material at a comparab1y rapid rate. There is also
some evidence that normal giant stars are ejecting
matter, although probably on a smaller scale. Hoyle
(Ho56b) has indicated that mass loss may have. a more
important effect on the evolution of giants and supergiants of very low surface gravity than have nuclear
processes. With these considerations in mind, it is
necessary to estimate the fraction of the mass of the
Galaxy that has been condensed into stars which have
gone through their whole evolutionary path.
The luminosity and mass functions for solar-neighborhood stars have been studied by Salpeter (Sa55a).
He has shown that stars which~lie on the main sequence
now with absolute visual magnitudes. fainter than
+3.5 (which form the bulk of stars at present in ex-
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XII, 1.

Astrophysical

origin

Emission from red giants
and supergiants
Stellar atmospheres?
Supernovae?
Stellar atmospheres
Red giants and supergiants
Pre-Supernovae
Red giants and supergiants
Sup ernovae
Red giants and supergiants
Supernovae Type II
Supernovae Type
Supernovae Type II

I

Total mass of all
material ejected
over lifetime of
galaxy (Mo as
unit)

2X10"

2X

10'

2X 1ps
2X 10&0
2X1ps

2X10"

1.7X 10'

3X10'

1.7X 10s

Required
efficiency

0.4

2X10 '
0.2
4X10 4
0.1
2X10 '
3X10 4
4
3X10
—
10
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istence) make up 55% of the total mass. Stars which
formed with magnitudes
brighter than +3.5 (the
majority of which have gone through their whole
evolutionary
path) make up the remaining 45%.
We 6nd from his mass function that the average mass
of the stars brighter than +3.5 was 4 Ão. Since the
upper limit to the mass of a white dwarf is about 1.4
Mo, we find that, of the remaining 45%, 16% may lie
in white dwarfs and 29% in the form of ejected gas.
Thus the division of mass between stars which have
not evolved, white dwarfs, and material which has
been processed by stars is approximately
4: 1:2.
Extrapolating these results to the Galaxy as a whole,
we find that 2)&10" Mo has been processed by stars.
Some of this is included in the estimate of matter
ejected by supernovae, but the majority will have
&10' degrees, and
been processed at temperatures
ejected by red giants and supergiants.
The eSciency of production of each group of elements in the total ejected material that is necessary
to explain the abundances in column 3 of Table XII, 1
is obtained by dividing column 3 by column 5, and is
given in the last column. It must be emphasized here
that the estimates given in Table XII, 1 are very
preliminary. Even on an optimistic view they might
well prove incorrect by as much as a factor 3. It is
noteworthy, however, that the emission seems adequate
to explain the synthesis requirements, except possibly
in the case of deuterium, and helium, which is the
only element needing an eKciency near to unity for
its production. It will be clear from the foregoing that
our estimates are not accurate enough to establish
whether or not it is necessary to assume some helium
in the original matter of the Galaxy.
The eKciency necessary to produce the r-process
elements is considerably smaller than that required
to give the observed supernova light curves (see Sec.
XII,C). It should, in addition, be reiterated that we
have no evidence at all concerning the abundances of
the r. -only and p-process isotopes outside the, ".solar
system, as we pointed out in Sec. XI.
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galactic cluster M67, while the ages that have been
If the universal value of the deuterium to hydrogen
and are both
ratio turns out to be of order
it will be dificult
given do not dier correspondingly
6X10'years (Jo56, Sa57a). It is of interest to mention
to provide for RIl Rdcquatc abundance of dcutcriuIQ
recent investigations of the color-magnitude diagram
by processes of an electromagnetic nature occurring
of the nearby stars by Sandage (Sa57b) and by Eggen
in stellar atmospheres, a,s has already been pointed
out in Sec. X, The possible alternative process of (Eg5'7), based on the data of Eggen (Eg55, Eg56) and
the Yale Parallax Catalogue (Ya52). There are a few
origin, also discussed in Sec. X,C, rests on considerastars to the right of the main sequence at %=3.5 to 4;
tions to be given in Sec. XII,B. At suN. ciently high
(2') 7 X 10' degrees) elements of the if the parallaxes are accurate then they may be either
temperatures
stars which are still contracting and have not yet
iron group break down into a particles Rnd neutrons.
For example, Fe"~13m+4m. In Sec. XII,B the onset reached the main sequence, or they may have evolved
OG the main sequence. In the latter case, their ages
of a supernova is associated with such breakdown
reactions developing in the central regions of a star. would be &8&10' years.
These facts may be reconciled if we suppose that star
In Type II supernovac, hydrogen is present in the
formation and death in the originally spherical gaseous
outer expanding erivelopc, and capture of the neutrons
Galaxy occurred at a sufhcient rate to produce element
by relatively cool hydrogen yields deuterium without
subsequent disintegration. As was pointed out in Sec. abundances which then recondensed into the oldest star
X,C, if one supernova converted one solar mass of its systems that we see today in the halo. The initial difkrenvelope into deuterium and was then diluted by entiation of Populations I and II was interpreted as one
of location in the Galaxy and of comparative youth
mixture with 10' solar masses, the terrestrial abun(spiral arms) and age (halo, nucleus). However, it is
dance would result. These estimates of production
clear that a number of subclassi6cations are demanded
and dilution are not at Rll unreasonable. On this
(Pa50, We51, Bu56a). While the oldest halo stars that
basis the galactic abundance of deuterium would not
we see today were condensing, we may suppose that
necessarily be as large as in the solar system.
concentration towards the center and the equatorial
The balance between the observed solar-system
abundances and the material ejected from stars has plane was occurring, and the formation of stars was
been made on the assumption of a constant rate of favored by conditions in the Qattening higher-density
star formation and death during 6X10' years. There region, leading to a rapid gradient of heavy-element enare some considerations which suggest that the rate richment so that star systems forming in the disk at
may have been greater in the early history of the nearly the same time as the globular clusters had higher
abundances of heavy elements. Only gas will contract in
Galaxy.
this way; stars, once formed, become "frozen" in the
First, recent work on the 21-cm radiation by hydroshape of the system at the time of their formation. The
gen, reviewed by van de Hulst (Hu56), has shown
that neutral atomic hydrogen makes up only a few remaining gas became concentrated into the spiral arms,
percent of the total mass of both our Galaxy Rnd M31 so that these were the only places where any star forma2X10'
tion could any longer occur. If, during the 6rst 1—
(and it probably comprises the major part of the gas
the
average
proportion
the
life
of
in
the
Galaxy,
years
and dust). Star formation is currently occurring only
in Population I regions, which comprise about 10% of the mass in which star formation was occurring
is taken as 50% (instead of 10% as now), then the
of the mass of the Galaxy (by analogy with the ratio
increased rate of nuclear activity would compensate
found by Schwarzschild
(Sc54) in M31). Originally
of
gas. for the shorter time scale for element synthesis.
the Galaxy must have been composed entirely
Finally, it is of some importance to discuss thc
Thus it would seem probable that star formation Rnd
to this problem. In an
cosmological background
element synthesis would have occurred at a greater
we have that, if T
cosmology
explosive
evolutionary
rate early in the life of the Galaxy, and, as a larger
~some musters
of
R
the
~universe&
Tga1axy&
Is
systems
in
small
tied
agc
became
the
mass
and larger fraction of
up
&T, Apart from the products of an initial ylem,
stars and in white dwarfs, so nuclear activity would
if this type of initial condition is proposed, the Galaxy
have been R decreasing function of the age of the
will condense out of primeval hydrogen, Rnd the synGalaxy.
thesis will go on as we have already described it. It
Second, the solar system is 4.5X10' years old, and
6.6X10' is of interest that possibly the ylem production of
the uranium isotope ratio (Sec. VIII) givesdifferences
deuterium could be incorporated in R model of this
r-process
isotopes.
the
of
years as the minimum Rge
sort. Alternatively, in a steady-state cosmology we
Thus the abundances that we are discussing (which
have only that Tga&ax&& &some e&usters& ~sun& Rnd we shouM
are half the solar system abundances) must have been
less
time
expect that the initial condensation of the Galaxy
in
a
processes)
formed (by all 8 synthesizing
would take place out of gas which already had a weak
than the age of the Galaxy, say 1-2X10' years. Also,
admixture of the heavy elements that had been synlarge abundance
there are apparently
thesized in other galaxies. Thus it might be that 3
globuthe
such
as
between extreme Population II stars
lar clusters M92 (and M3) and, for example, the old search for low-mass stars of pure hydrogen would present
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a possible cos'mological test, although such stars might
take so long to condense (He55) that they would have
become contaminated with the products of the death
of massive stars before they had been able to contract
themselves into self-contained stars.
It is also of interest to remark on the final stages
of galactic evolution. Although, as remarked in the
Introduction, the lowest energy state of the elements
would be reached when the galaxy was transmuted to
iron, it appears that the astrophysical circumstances
lead to the matter being finally all contained in white
dwarfs (degenerate matter), so that such an extreme
condition as an iron galaxy may never be reached.
It should be emphasized that the present value of
1/B determined from the red-shift measurements by
Humason, Mayall, and Sandage (Hu56a) is 5.4)&10'
years, and this in the evolutionary cosmologies is a
time of the order of the age of the universe. However,
this value is in conflict with the ages of some star
clusters in our galaxy. Thus any attempt to relate
the synthesis of the elements in the galaxy through
a number of necessarily complex steps to a particular
cosmological model must await the resolution of this
dilemma.

B. Supernova Outbursts
In the following discussion we consider the course
of evolution that in our view leads to the outbursts
of supernovae. According to a well-known calculation
by Chandrasekhar the pressure balance in a star cannot
be wholly maintained by degeneracy for masses greater
than a certain critical mass. For pure He4 this critical
mass turns out to be 1.44 Mo, while for pure iron the
value is 1.24 Mo.
It follows that stars with masses greater than the
critical value cannot be in mechanical support unless
there is an appreciably temperature contribution to
their internal pressures. Mechanical support therefore
demands high internal temperatures
in such stars.
Our arguments
depend on these considerations.
%e are concerned with stars above the Chandrasekhar
limit, and assume that mechanical support is initially
operative to a high degree of approximation. This is
not a restriction on the discussion, since our eventual
aim will be to show that mechanical support ceases
to be operative. A discussion of catastrophic stars
would indeed be trivial if a lack of mechanical support
were assumed from the outset.
The next step is to realize that a star (with mass
greater than the critical value) must go on shrinking
indeinitely unless there is some process by which it
can eject material into space. The argument for this
startling conclusion is very simple. Because of the
high internal
temperature,
energy leaks outwards
from the interior to the surface of the star, whence
it is radiated into space. This loss of energy can be
made good either by a slow shrinkage of the whole
mass of the star (the shrinkage being "slow" means
that mechanical support is still operative to a high
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degree of approximation), or by a corresponding gain
of energy from nuclear processes. But no nuclear fuel
can last indefinitely, so that a balance between nuclear
energy generation and the loss from the surface of
the star can only be temporary. For stars of small
mass the permissible period of balance exceeds the
present age of the galaxy, but this is not so for the
stars of larger mass now under consideration. Hence
for these stars shrinkage must occur, a shrinkage
that is interrupted, but only temporarily, whenever
some nuclear fuel happens for a time to make good
the steady outQow of energy into space.
Shrinkage implies a rising internal temperature,
since mechanical
an increasing
support demands
thermal pressure as shrinkage proceeds. It follows
that the internal temperature must continue to rise
so long as the critical mass is exceeded, and so long as
mechanical support is maintained. The nuclear processes
consequent on the rise of temperature are, first, production of the o.-particle nuclei at temperatures from
3)&10' degrees and, second, production of the nuclei
1—
of the iron peak at temperatures in excess of 3)&10'
degrees. It is important in this connection that the
temperature is not uniform inside a star. Thus near
the center, where the temperature is highest, nuclei
of the iron peak may be formed, while outside the
immediate central regions would be the u-particle
nuclei, formed at a somewhat lower temperature, and
still further outwards would be the light nuclei together
with the products of the s process, formed at a much
lower temperature. Indeed some hydrogen may still
be present in the outermost regions of the star near
the surface. The operation of the r process turns out to
depend on such hydrogen being present in low concentration. The p process depends, on the other hand,
on the outer hydrogen being present in high concen-

tration.
Turning now to the nuclei of the iron peak, the
statistical equations given in Sec. IV show that the peak
is very narrow at T 3X10' degrees, the calculated
abundances falling away sharply as the atomic weight
either decreases or increases from 56 by a few units.
At higher temperatures the peak becomes somewhat
wider, ranging to copper on the upper side and down
to vanadium on the lower side. Beyond these limits
the abundances still fall rapidly away to negligible
values with one exception, the case of He'. From (6)
in Sec. IV we find that the statistical equations yield
the following relation between the abundances
Of
He4 and Fe"

loge(4, 2) = 34.67+$ log T9

36.40 — log T9) —
+—
flog'(56, 26) —

34.62

1

~3

14

0

+—
7

TQ

ol

34.62
loge(56, 26)
= 32.08+ 1.39 log T9 —
loge(4, 2) —
14
T9

0

+—.
7
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Under the conditions of the present discussion the
densities of free protons and neutrons are comparable
and small compared with the helium and iron densities,
so that the 8 term is small and is neglected.
We consider the application of this equation for a
fixed value of the total density equal to 10' g/cm'. This
is a plausible value for T~7X10' degrees (T9~7),
and is the mean density of a stellar core of 1Mo with
a radius of 1.7)&108 cm. Supposing that conditions
in this core are such that the mass is equally divided
between He' and Fe", then log (4, 2) =30.88 and
log n(56, 26) =29.73, since no other nucleus makes an
appreciable contribution to the density. Substituting
in the equation above we find that then T=7.6&(10'
degrees. Thus when T rises above about 7&(10' degrees
there is a very considerable conversion of iron into
helium.
This result is not very dependent on the particular
value of 10' g/cm' used above, since the critical temperature at which the masses of helium and iron are
comparable increases only slowly with the density
(Ho46). The density cannot differ very much from 10'
g/cm'. Thus a value much less than 10' g/cm' would be
most implausible for T 7X10' degrees, while a value
appreciably greater than 10' g/cm' is forbidden by the
condition that there must be an appreciable thermal
contribution to the pressure.
The argument now runs as follows. Let us suppose
that the temperature increases to 8.2)&10' degrees.
In this case the right-hand side of the equation increases by 0.4 and in order that the equation is satisfied,
the difference between logn(4, 2) and (1/14) loge(56,
26) must also increase by 0.4. However, loge(4, 2)
can only increase by 0.3 since at this point the total
mass of the core will be in the form of helium. Thus
an increase in temperature of 0.6&10' degrees implies
that the numerical value of the term (1/14) loge(56, 26)
is decreased by at least 0.1, and this implies a drop
in the amount of iron of at least a factor of 25. So we
conclude that an increase in temperature from 7.6 to
8.2X10' degrees causes nearly all of the iron to be
converted to helium; i.e., from the situation that the
mass is equally divided between helium and iron we
reach conditions in which
98% of the mass is helium and
2% is iron. A similar conclusion follows
for other values of the total density. However, for
the term in 8 becomes
much higher temperatures
important, rejecting the approach toward a neutron
cere which would be achieved at extremes of density
and temperature.
To convert 1 g of iron into helium demands an
energy supply of 1.65& 10"ergs. This may be compared
with the total thermal energy of 1 gram of material
at 8X10' degrees which amounts to only 3X10" ergs.
Evidently the conversion of iron into helium demands
a supply of energy much greater than the thermal
content of the material. The supply must come from
gravitation, from a shrinkage of the star, and clearly

must be very considerable in order that
sufhcient energy becomes available. This whole energy
supply must go into the conversion and hence into
nuclear energy, so that very little energy is available
to increase the thermal content of the material. Howmechanical stability in such a
ever, instantaneous
contraction would demand a very large increase in the
internal temperature. Thus we conclude that in this
contraction, in which the thermal energy is, by hypothesis, only increased by a few percent, there is no
mechanical stability, so that the contraction takes
place by free fall inward of the central parts of the
star. At a density of 10' g/cm', this implies an implosion
of the central regions in a time of the order of 1/5
of a second (~ ~(4/3irGp)
and in our view it is just
this catastrophic implosion that triggers the outburst
of a supernova.
Before considering the consequences of implosion,
it is worthwhile emphasizing that loss of energy by
neutrino emission, the urea process (Ga41), is very
weak compared to the process described above. Neutrino emission does not rob a star of energy at a sufficiently rapid rate to demand catastrophic implosion,
though at temperatures in excess of ~3X10' degrees
it does promote a much more rapid shrinkage of the
star than would otherwise arise from the loss of energy
through normal radiation into space. The reaction
Mn"(P i)Fe" with a half-life of 2.58 hr probably
to the loss of energy
gives the main contribution
through neutrino emission. The binding energy of Mn"
is less than that of Fe" by 2.895 Mev. Thus, under
conditions of statistical equilibrium near T=5)(10'
degrees, this implies that Mn" is less abundant than
Fe" by a factor ~10'. Hence, it is reasonable to suppose that a fraction of about 10 ' of the mass is in the
form of Mn". The beta decay of this nucleus leads
to an energy loss of about 3)&10" ergs per gram of
Mn". Thus a time-scale of about 10' sec is demanded
to produce an energy loss by neutrino emission comparable with the thermal energy possessed by the
stellar material. Hence we conclude that under these
conditions in the stellar core, the urea process is quite
ineGective as compared with the refrigerating action
of the conversion of Fe" to He'.
The last question to be discussed is the relationship
between the wzp/osioe of the central regions of a star
and the exp/osiom of the outer regions. Two factors
contribute to produce explosion in the outer region, s.
The temperature in the outer regions is very much
lower than the central temperature. Because of this
the outer material does not experience the same extensive nuclear evolution that the central material
does. Particularly, the outer material retains elements
that are capable of giving a large energy yield if they
Ne',
become subject to sudden heating, e.g. , C",
Ne", He', and perhaps even hydrogen. The second
point concerns the possibility of the outer material
experiencing a sudden heating. Because under normal
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conditions the surface temperature of a star is much
smaller than the central temperature, material in the
outer regions normally possesses a thermal energy
per unit mass that is small compared with the gravitational potential energy per unit mass. Hence any
abnormal process that causes the thermal energy
suddenly to become comparable with the gravitational
energy must lead to a sudden heating of the outer
material. This is precisely the effect of an implosion
of the central regions of a star. Consequent on implosion
there is a large-scale conversion of gravitational energy
into dynamical and thermal energy in the outer zones
of the star.
One last point remains. Will the gravitational energy
thus released be sufhcient to trigger a thermonuclear
explosion in the outer parts of the starP The answer
plainly depends on the value of the gravitational
potential. Explosion must occur if the gravitational
potential is large enough. In a former paper (Bu56)
it was estimated that a sudden heating to 10' degrees
would be sufhcient to trigger an explosion. This corresponds to a thermal energy ~10" ergs per gram.
If the gravitational potential per gram at the surface
of an imploding star is appreciably greater than this
value, explosion is almost certain to take place. For a
star of mass 1.5 Mo, for instance, the gravitational
potential energy per unit mass appreciably exceeds
10" ergs per gram at the surface if the radius of the
star is less than 10" cm. At the highly advanced
evolutionary state at present under consideration it
seems most probable that this condition on the radius
of the star is well satisfied. Hence it would appear as
if implosion of the central regions of such stars must
imply explosion of the outer regions.
Two cases may be distinguished,
leading to the
occurrence of the r and p processes. A star with mass
limit can
only slightly greater than Chandrasekhar's
evolve in the manner described above only after almost
all nuclear fuels are exhausted. Hence any hydrogen
present in the outer material must comprise at most
only a small proportion of the total mass. This is the
case of hydrogen deficiency that we associate with
Type I supernovae, and with the operation of the
r process. In much more massive stars, however, the
central regions may be expected to exhaust all nuclear
fuels and proceed to the point of implosion while
much hydrogen still remains in the outer regions.
Indeed the "central region" is to be de6ned in this
connection as an innermost region containing a mass
that exceeds Chandrasekhar's limit. For massive stars
the central region need be only a moderate fraction
of the total mass, so that it is possible for a considerable
proportion of the original hydrogen to survive to the
stage where central implosion takes place. This is
the case of hydrogen excess that in the former paper
we associated with the Type II supernovae, where
the p process may occur. However, the rarity of the
p-process isotopes, and hence the small amount of
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material which must be processed to synthesize them,
suggests that if Type II supernovae are responsible,
the p process is a comparatively rare occurrence even
among them. On the other hand, in any supernova
in which a large Aux of neutrons was produced, a small
fraction of those having very high energies might
escape to the outer parts of the envelope, and after
decaying there to protons, might interact with the
envelope material and produce the p-process isotopes.
Energy from the explosive thermonuclear reactions,
perhaps as much as fifty percent of it, will be carried
inwards, causing a heating of the material, of the
central regions. It is to this heating that we attribute
the emission of the elements of the iron peak during
the explosion of supernovae.

C. Supernova Light Curves
The left-hand side of Pl ate 4 shows the Crab Nebula,
the remnant of a supernova which exploded in 1054
A. D. The right-hand side of Plate 4 shows three exposures of the galaxy IC 4182 during the outburst and
fading of the supernova of 1937. The first exposure (20
min) shows the supernova at maximum brightness; the
second (45 min) shows it about 400 days after maximum; on the third (85 min) the supernova is too faint
to be detected.
Throughout this paper we have proposed that the
production of the e-process, r-process, and p-process
isotopes takes place immediately preceding or during
such outbursts of supernovae. This is the only type of
astrophysical process that we know of, apart from an
initial state in an evolutionary cosmology, in which
it can be presumed that the necessary high-energy,
rapidly evolving conditions can be expected. Thus
while we were searching for such an astrophysical
situation the discovery that the half-life for decay
by spontaneous 6ssion of Cf254 was equal to the halflife for decay of the light curve of the supernova in
IC 4182 (Bu56, Ba56) led us to make the detailed
calculations which are described in Secs. VII and VIII.
Since this original work was carried out, there has
been further investigation
of the half-life of Cf"4
(see Sec. VIII). Also we have re-examined the evidence
concerning the light curves of supernovae. Results
of the calculations have allowed us to re-examine the
basic assumption made in our earlier papers, that
the energy released in the decay of CP'4 must dominate
over all of the other possible sources of decay energy.
The half-life of 55&1 days was obtained from Baade's
result on the supernova in IC 4128. In Fig. XII, 1 we
show Baade's light curve of the supernova in IC 4182,
and the light curves of Tycho Brahe's nova and Kepler's
nova (Ba43, Ba45), together with estimated points
for the supernova of 1054 (the Crab Nebula) (Ma42).
For SN IC 4182 the observations have been made for
as long as 600 days after maximum. The absolute
magnitude of this supernova at maximum has been
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Fig. XII,1. Light curves of supernovae by Saade (Sa43, Sa45, Sa56). Measures for SN IC 4182 are by Saade; those for S
Cassiopeiae (1572) and SN Ophiuchi (1604) have been converted by him to the modern magnitude scale from the measures by
Tycho Srahe and Kepler. The three points for the supernova of 1054 are uncertain, being taken from the ancient Chinese records
(Ma42). The abscissa gives the number of nights after maximum the left-hand ordinate gives the apparent magnitude (separate
scale for each curve); the points for the Crab Nebula belong on the middle scale, i.e., that for 8 Cassiopeiae. The right-hand
ordinate gives the absolute magnitude for SN IC 4182 (Ba57a) derived by using the current distance scale. Compare with
Fig. VIII,3.

estimated, vrith the best current value for the distance
18.1 (Ba57a). The absolute
scale correction, to be —
magnitude of the Crab at its maximum in 1054 has
17.5 to —16.5 (To1355, Ma42,
been estimated to be —
The
value
of
55
Ba57a).
days for the half-life of SN IC
4182 vras derived mainly from the points far out in
the light curve vrhere apparent magnitudes fainter
than +19 had to be measured. Any systematic errors
in measuring the faint magnitudes in this region vrould
have the effect of changing the estimated value of this
half-life and the possibility that such errors are present
cannot be ruled out (Ba57a). The uncertainties in
the measurements of other supernovae, which are not
described here, are such that either all supernovae
have true half-lives of 55 days, or they may have a
unique half-life slightly difkrent from 55 days, but
65 days. Alternatively there
lying in the range 45—
may be an intrinsic variation between diferent light
uncertainties
must be
curves, These observational
borne in mind vrhen considering the following discussion.
The only comparisons that we shall attempt to make
will be between the total radiant energy emitted by a
supernova and the form of the light curve, and the
total energy emitted and the energy decay curves
based on the calculations in Sec. VIII. No direct
comparison between the early parts of the supernova
light curve and the energy decay curve are possible,
processes and the energysince the energy-degradation
transfer processes in the shell of the supernova vrill
distort the relation bctvreen t,he two. Some aspects

of this part of the problem have recently been studied
by Meyerott and Olds (Me57).
arguments concerning the amounts
Astrophysical
of the r-process elements vrhich are built in supernovae
come from three diGerent directions:

(i) The supernova or the supernovae which synthesized the r-process material of the solar system.
(ii) The Crab ¹bula, the only remnant of a supernova vrhich has been studied in any detail.
(iii) The hght curves of supernovae which enable
us to estimate how much material has been involved
in the outburst, either on the assumption that the
energy released by one or tvro of the isotopes dominates,
and defines the light curve, or on the assumption that
all of the decay activity is important.

Let us suppose that a total mass nsMo is ejected
in a particular supernova outburst and that, a fraction
of this mass is in the form of r-process elements.
Further, let us suppose that a fraction g of the heavy
elements is in the form of Cf'", or alternatively that
a fraction g' of the heavy elements is in the form of
Fe". In Sec. VIII it was shown that under specific
conditions this was the only other isotope which could
be expected to contribute an amount of energy comparable vrith Cf2~. Since it has a half-life of 45 days
it cannot be u priori excluded from the discussion,
particularly if, as has been stated above, some of the
supernova light curves may have half-lives vrhich
are near to 45 days.
On thc bas1s that Cf ls 1esponslblc for thc total
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energy released in the light curve after this curve
has reached its exponential form, an approximation
which will be corrected in what follows, we have,
since the energy release per CP~ nucleus is 220 Mev,
that the total energy available in the Cf'~ is gfmX 1.6'I
X 10" ergs. Of the unknowns m, and g, m is unknown
for all supernovae except the Crab which may have a
mass of about 0.1 Mo (Os57) so that m=0. 1. The
uncertainties in this value are discussed later. The
value of is determined by the conditions in the outer
envelope of the star which have developed in its
evolution to the supernova stage, while g is determined
by the degree of building in the r process.
We consider the possible values of
The . most
favorable situation that can be attained is reached
when there are equal amounts by number of hydrogen,
helium, and carbon, oxygen, and neon taken as a
group, and about 1% of iron by number. In schematic
terms, the sequence of events is as follows. The protons
Ne" to form, after beta
are captured by the C"
Ne". Each of these now captures an
decay C"
alpha particle and releases a single neutron, so that
Ne", and Mg'4, together with a source
we end with
of free neutrons. To build into the heavy element
region, about 100 neutrons per Fe'6 nucleus are required. These neutrons have come, via the steps that
we hav'e outlined, from the original hydrogen. Thus
by number the necessary ratio of hydrogen to iron is
100:1, and the mass ratios of the material are hydrogen:
helium: carbon: oxygen: neon: iron = 1:4:4: 5.33:6.67:
0.56, so that the iron comprises about 2% of the
envelope by mass, and after the outburst about 6%
of the mass is transformed into heavy elements. The
maximum value of
is then 0.06. This situation is
probably unrealistic because we have assumed essentially that the e%ciency of the process is 1, since all of
the hydrogen has been converted to neutrons, and each
light nucleus has produced one neutron. As a more
conservative value we will take
=0.01.
A number of values of g are possible; g= 1 corresponds
to the situation in which all of the heavy elements
are transmuted to Cf"4. %e can see no reason from the
standpoint of nuclear physics why this should occur
and consequently we are inclined to disregard it.
If all of the r-process material is transformed into
material lying in the range of atomic weight 230& 2 &260,
then we see from Fig. VII, 4 that g 0.04. This is also
a very unreal situation, since while no material resides
in the region below 2~230, it is also supposed that no
fission has taken place to terminate the r process and
hence to begin to cycle the material between 3=110
and 2=260.
%e can consider a third situation ln which starting
from iron, the material has been driven so that all of
the r-process peaks have been produced in the way
that has been described in Sec. VII. Further nuclear
activity results in the following situation. The material
begins to cycle between A =110 and A =260, because,

f

f

f

0"

0"
0"

f

f

6ssion of the heaviest isotopes, the fission
help to build in the regions 2=110 and
2=150, and the total amount of material which
resides in the region 110&3&260 is determined by
the amount of cycling which can take place. Sufhcient
cycling reduces the amount of material in the region
&110, and in the extreme case we suppose that no
iron is left and also no material is left in the g=50
peak. Under these conditions we estimate, from Figs.
VII, 3 and VII,4, that g~0.011.Here we have supposed
that only half of the abundance follows the part of the
cycle between A 110 and 3~150.
A fourth situation is just that which has been supposed to give rise to the solar-system abundances of
ther-process isotopes. In this case a steady state is reached
and no appreciable cycling has taken place. Reference
to Fig. VII, 3 and VII, 4 shows that g~0.002.
A fifth situation is that in which the r-process isotopes
are built from a base material which is very much
lighter than iron. In this case we have only been able
to make a guess concerning the amount of material
&45. %e then And
residing in r-process elements with
following

fragments

3

that g~0.0004.
Thus the largest value of g which appears to be plausible is obtained when cycling takes place and g=0.011,
and it is this value which we use in the following
calculations.
There is a spread in absolute magnitudes at maximum
of supernovae and probably also a spread in the
di8erence between the maximum absolute magnitude
and the magnitude at which the exponential form
of the light curve sets in. Let us suppose that this
diGerence is 83f. Then the total energy emitted under
the exponential tail of the light curve is given by

3.8X10"X1004~4 6
Eg —

~ '~'X8 64X104Xv.~ ergs,

where M is the absolute magnitude of the supernova
at maximum and v days is the mean hfe of the radioactive element responsible. The energy emitted by
the sun and its absolute magnitude have been taken as
3.8X10" erg/sec and 4.6, respectively. Thus for CP~,
M—
bM)
2 X 1042X 100.4(—

where the half-life of Cf2"=61 days has been used.
the half-life is 56 days, then the value of E~ must
be reduced by about 8%. We have shown in Sec. VIII
that the total energy release parallels the spontaneous
fission release over the time when the Cf2~ predominates. Thus when making this calculation we must
include the contribution which the other radioactive
elements apart from CP~ make to the curve. From
Fig VIII, 1 we Gnd that the ratio of the total energy
release to the Cf'~ energy release is 8: 7. On including
this correction factor, we have that the total energy
release from the mass esMo=gfmX1 91X10" ergs.
Thus putting g=0, 011,f=0.01, we have that

0

~ X 1 0$ X 10+5

M-bM)
100.4(—

.
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638

= 0.4 (—3f —8M) —5.029.
in which M~ —
17.5 and 8M is arbitrarily

logm

For the Crab,
taken as +3,
while

for SN IC 4182, in which

=+2.5,

m

M= —18.1

and 83f

—161

The mass of the Crab Nebula is estimated to be
0.1 Mo (Os57). This result was based on the assumption
ratio was abnorthat, although the hydrogen/helium
mally small, in that their number densities were approximately equal, the remainder of the elements had normal
abundances, as given, for example, in the appendix. The
situation regarding the elements other than hydrogen
and helium in the Crab is still very unclear. For example,
there appear to be no identifications or information on
iron, though we should expect that the iron/hydrogen
or iron/helium ratio would be abnormally large. The
mass is actually derived by obtaining the density of
free electrons per unit of mean atomic weight, and
finally by making the assumption about the composition
described Rbovc. Thus thc total IQRss cs tiIQatcd ls
approximately a linear function of the mean atomic
weight which is assumed. Hence if the material in
the shell had the initial composition which we consider
to be typical of a highly-evolved star, the mean atomic
weight would be about ten times that assumed in
Osterbrock's calculation. Hence a mass ~1, 3f o would
not be unreasonable. This leaves a discrepancy between
the calculated and observed mass of this supernova
shell of a factor of ~5. This may be partly or completely
in estimating
the
accounted for by uncertainties
absolute magnitude of the Crab supernova at maximum.
Baade (Ba57a) has estimated that the absolute magni17.5 at maximum by using the observation
tude was —
that the star vanished from naked eye visibility about
650 days after maximum, and assuming that the total
drop in brightness was the same as that foI' the supernova in IC 4182. Mayall and Oort (Ma42) have estimated that it reached —16.5 by using the observation that the supernova ceased to be visible in daylight
after 23 days. If the supernova did reach only —16.5
at maximum, the mass needed to be ejected in the
2.4 Mo. An alternative explanation
envelope is
is that the Crab never did show that exponential
light cul vc which ls typlcRl of supcl novae ln which
Cf254

is produced.

For IC 4182, a mass of ~10 M o is not unreasonable,
particularly if it is supposed that the amount of mass
to the Inaximum
ejected is roughly proportional
luminosity of the supernova.
It is of some interest to carry out R calculation
similar to that made for Cf'~ on the assumption that
Fe" is alone responsible for the light curve, particularly
since we have earlier pointed out that this isotope

will dominate:the

energy decay among the isotopes
apart from Cf'~, and also since some supernova light
curves have half-lives possibly nearer to 45 than to
55 days.
In this case the total energy released by Fe" is given
by
—
'fan X8 6X. 104' ergs.
E& g—

The most favorable situation which can be envisaged
is that as before there is about 2%%uo by mass of iron in
the envelope, so that
0.01, but that there is a paucity
of neutrons so that perhaps only 5 neutrons per iron
nucleus are made available, On this assumption the
proportion of the material which captures 3 neutrons
to form Fe" can easily be calculated, as indicated in
Sec. VIII, if it is assumed that the capture cross section
remains constant and we Slid that about 20%%uo of
the original Fe' will be transformed to Fes'. In this
case g'=0. 2 (see Sec. VIII). Thus we obtain the result

f—

that
g'fm

X 4.44X 10"= 1.48 X 1042 X 10'4&~~~&

ol
logm

= 0.4 (—M —8M) —4.78.

This equation for m has a numerical constant which
differs by a factor of 0.25 in the logarithm from that
for the Cf'" decay. Thus we conclude that if the physical
conditions described above are plausible, the largescale production of Fe" will be able to explain a light
curve with a half-life of 45 days if the mass ejected
is about 1.8 times greater than that demanded if Cf'~
is responsible. However, if suScient neutrons were
available to build the r-process elements in the same
proportions that they appear in the solar system the
relative amount of Fe~' can only be estimated rather
uncertainly, as has been done in Sec. VIII, but the
value of g becomes much smaller than 0.2 and the
mass required in the envelope becomes unreasonably
laI'gC-

The relatively low CKcicncy of conversion of the
InatcllRl into clthcl Cf ol Fc RI'lscs fI'oIQ thc sIQRll
values of g, g', and
which seem to be plausible. The
values of g Rnd g' are determined by the nuclear
physics of the situation. However, as previously stated,
is in essence determined by the initial composition
of thc cllvclopc IQRtcl lal. Thc 111RXIIQuIQ cSclcncy
would be achieved when f=1, i.e. , when the whole of
the material was initially composed of iron and was
changed to heavy elements in the supernova, explosion.
Such a condition does not seem very plausible. However,
if a situation could arise in which some of the outcr
core material has been converted to isotopes in the
iron peak by the equilibrium process (Sec. IV) while
the inner core material has evolved to its last equilibrium con6guratlon conslstlng of a pure neutron core~
an instability in which the neutrons werc mixed into
the iron would result in the production of the r-process
isotopes, and since there would be a plentiful supply
of neutrons, cycling in the range 110&A&26Q would

f
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take place. Under these conditions the total amount
of mass demanded to produce the curves from Cf2~
would be only about 0.06 Me in the case of the Crab,
and only about 0.16 Mo in the case of SN IC 4182.
Finally, mention must be made of,the possible
distortion of the light curve by the decay of other
isotopes vrith longer half-lives than those responsible
for the regions considered. The most important case
appears to be that of Cf'", which has a half-life of 2.2
years. From Fig. VIII, 3 this should begin to make
the curve Qatten out after about 500 days. This Ratten™
ing is very gradual .and could well be masked by the
small systematic errors in magnitude
measurement
vrhich may be present in the light curve of the supernova in IC 4182. If no distortions occur through the
energy transfer processes in the envelope at this late
stage, very accurate measurements
by photoelectric
techniques of the very faint end of the next supernova
light curve which can be followed may provide a good
experimental test of this supernova theory. In the
same way further observations may be able to determine vrhether all supernovae have exactly the same
decay curves, a question which may also have some
bearing on the problem of whether or not the r-process
component of the solar-system material was built in a
single supernova outburst.

D. Origin of the r-Process Isotopes
in the Solar System
As mentioned in Sec. VII, the forms of the back
sides of the abundance peaks of the r-process isotopes
might suggest that the conditions obtaining in a single
supernova vrere responsible for their synthesis. Though
this conclusion remains highly uncertain at the present
time, it is vrorthvrhile considering its astrophysical
implications.
A possible sequence of events in the origin of the
r-process isotopes in the solar system might then be
as follows. The isotopes which are made by the other
processes have already been synthesized and a cloud
of such material is present. Inside this cloud a supernova outburst takes place. About 10 ' M o is converted
by this process to isotopes built in the r process, and
this material is gradually diluted by the other material
present. The material will be diluted first by expansion
of the- supernova shell into the surrounding medium
and second by eGects of galactic rotation and turbulence
in the interstellar gas. Thus the total volume in which
this occurs may be crudely estimated in the following
way. The volume of a supernova shell (the Crab
Nebula) is about 1 psc' after about 10' years. Since
a shell probably decelerates, it may be supposed that
after about 104 years its volume is about 25 psc' and
its expansion velocity has reached a numerical value
equal to the mean random velocity of the interstellar

clouds.
One time-scale of interest is that for the formation

108 years, and one epoch
of the solar system, i, e. , 10' —
of interest is a period of this length occurring some
5X10' years ago. However the more important time
scale for this argument is the time in vrhich the material
can disperse, between the time at vrhich the supernova
outburst occurred and the epoch at which the solar
system condensed. From the argument based on the
U"'/U"s ratio this time interval is of the order of 10'
years. At an epoch more than 5X10' years ago, it- is
probable that eBects of galactic shear and of turbulent
motion vrere different from their present values, so that
no very good estimates of the total dilution volume can
be made from this standpoint. On the other hand vre
can estimate the dilution factor by the following
method,
On the basis of discussion in Sec. XII, we can suppose
that the r-process isotopes originally comprised a total
of about 2 percent of a solar mass in the supernova
outburst. At present in the solar system the ratio
by mass of the r-process isotopes to hydrogen is 10 '
(Table II, 1). Thus the amount of hydrogen into which
the shell expanded vras ~2&10 Mo. If we suppose
that the mean density of this gas vras about 10 '4
4X10" cm' so that the
g/cm', the total volume was
dimension of this volume was about 75 psc. This is a
fraction of approximately
10 6 of the total volume
of the galaxy. The total number of supernovae that
would explode in ~10' years is ~3&10', so that we
might expect that, on an average, 3 might have gone
oG in this volume, so that one only is entirely possible.
It does not appear unreasonable from this point of
vievr, therefore, that a single supernova
has been
responsible for all of the material built by the r process
currently present in the solar system.

XIII. CONCLUSION

In Secs. III to X we have discussed the details of
the various synthesizing processes vrhich are demanded
to produce the atomic abundances of all of the isotopes
knovrn in nature, vrhile in Secs. II, XI, and XII we
have attempted to describe the astrophysical theory
and observations vrhich are relevant to this theory.
It is impossible in a short space to summarize the
advantages and disadvantages
of a theory with as
many facets as this. However, it may be reasonable
to conclude as follovrs. The basic reason vrhy a theory
of stellar origin appears to oGer a promising method
of synthesizing the elements is that the changing
structure of stars during their evolution overs a succession of conditions under vrhich many diferent types
of nuclear processes can occur. Thus the internal
temperature can range from a fevr million degrees,
at which the pp chain first operates, to temperatures
between 10' and 10"degrees when supernova explosions
occur. The central density can also range over factors
of about a million. Also the time-scales range betvreen
billions of years, which are the normal lifetimes of-
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stars of solar mass or less on the main sequence, and
times of the order of days, minutes, and seconds, which
are characteristic of the rise to explosion. On the
other hand, the theory of primeval synthesis demands
that all the varying conditions occur in the Grst fevr
minutes, and it appears highly improbable that it can
reproduce the abundances of those isotopes which are
built on a long time-scale in a stellar synthesis theory.
From thc standpoint of the nuclear physics of the
problem, a major advance in the last fevr years has
been the gradual realization through the interplay
betvreen experiment
and theory that the heliumburning reaction 3HC~C~ will take place in stellar
interiors; theoretical work on stellar evolution has
shown that in the interiors of red giant stars the conditions are right for such a reaction to take place. Another
major advance has been the realization that under
suitable stellar conditions the (u, m) reactions on certain
nuclei can provide a source of neutrons; these are
needed to synthesize thc heavy isotopes beyond the
iron peak in the abundance distribution and also to
build some of the isotopes lighter than this.
The recent analysis of the atomic abundances (Su56)
has enabled us to separate the isotopes in a reasonable
scheme depending on vrhich mode of synthesis is
of the
demanded. In particular, the identi6cation
r-process peaks was followed by the separation of the
heavy isotopes beyond iron into the s-, r-, and p-process
lsotopcs and has cnablcd us to bllng some order 1n'to
the chaos of details of the abundance curve in this
region. The identi6cation of Cf2" in the Bikini test
and then in the supernova in IC 4182 6rst suggested.
that here was the seat of the r-process production.
%hether this 6nally turns out to be correct vrill depend
both on further work on the Cf'" 6ssion half-life and
on further studies of supernova light curves, but that
a stellar explosion of some sort is thc seat of r-process
production there seems to be little doubt.
From the observational standpoint, the gradual
in the last fevr years that there are
establishment
real diGercnces in chemical composition betvrecn stars
is the strongest argument in favor of a stellar synthesis
theory. Details of this argument, and the attempts
to show that some stars are going through, or have
gone through, particular synthesizing processes, vrhile
others are simply condensed out of material vrhich
has been processed earlier, and have not yet had time
to modify any of their ovrn material, have been given
in Sec. XI.
Many problems

remain. Although we have given
a tentative account of the events leading up to a supernova outburst, vre have no detailed dynamical theory
of such an explosion. Neither can vrc explain the
principal features of supernova spectra. Further, we
do not yet understand the way in vrhich stars evolve
to this stage. In fact, the whole problem of stellar
evolution beyond the red-giant stage is beset on the
theoretical side by problems which are very diKcult
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to handle with the present computational techniques.
From the observational side vre can estimate the time
taken for a star to move through a particular evolutionary stage by making counts of the number of stars
in that part of the HR diagram of a star cluster, but
these diagrams alone cannot tell us, for example,
vrhether the evolutionary track is in the sense of increasing or decreasing surface temperature at a particular point, i.e., from right to left or from left to
right in the diagram.
The whole question of the chemical compositions of
stars is complicated by thc problem of mixing, since
in many cases it cannot be supposed that the atmospheric composition of a star is identical with that of
its interior. Also, attempts to determine compositions
of very distant or very faint stars are a challenging
problem. However, the term "universal abundance"
will remain meaningless
in the astronomical sense
until a reasonable sample of the material in diGercnt
parts of our ovrn galaxy has been investigated, vrith
the determination of abundances of the heavier elements. It might be pointed out here that on the basis
of this theory there may be nothing universal in the
isotope ratios. In many cases difkrent isotopes of an
element are built by diferent processes, and the isotope
known are almost
ratios vrhich are observationally
entirely obtained from solar-system material. Thus,
for example, another solar system might have condensed out, of material consisting mainly of hydrogen
and gas ejected from stars vrhich had gone through
hydrogen burning, helium burning, the s process,
the 0, process, and the e process, but not the r process.
In this case, among the heavy elements the s-process
isotopes would be present but the ~-process isotopes
would be absent, so that those elements which are
predominantly built by the r process wouM be in very
Thus in such a solar system, the
lovr abundance.
inhabitants vrould have a very diferent sense of values,
since they would have almost no gold and, for their
sins~ llo uranIum.

The question of the composition of the material
in other galaxies is not likely to be settled in thc near
future, except for coarse estimates. Perhaps the only
sample of such materia) which we are able to obtain is
contained in the extremely high-energy cosmic-ray
particles (& 10's ev) which may have been accelerated
nebulae
(Ro57,
and escaped from extragalactic

Bu57b).

%c have attempted to show that the interchange
of material between stars and the interstcllar gas
and dust will be sufIIcient to explain the observed
abundances relative to hydrogen. This attempt has
been reasonably successful, though the aging problems
have demanded that vre do not consider that synthesis
has gone on at a uniform rate since our galaxy condensed. It appears that successive generations of stars
are demanded, if all eight processes are to contribute,
although it is conceivable that, in a particular star,

one part or another can go through each process, ending
with a catastrophic explosion.
We have made some attempt to explain possible
modes of production of deuterium lithium, beryllium,
and boron, but at present we must conclude that
these are little more than qualitative suggestions.
In the laboratory, it is probable that the next steps
to be taken are studies of the further reactions in helium
and
burning, i.e., C"(a,y)
(a y) Ne", work on the
neutron-producing
reactions, and particularly on neutron capture cross sections, and accurate work on
nuclear masses and binding energies, particularly of
the nuclei in the rare-earth region.
In astrophysical observations it is important that
evidence for the operation of the s process and of the
r process be sought spectroscopically. In giant stars
where the s process may operate, the elements most
overabundant should be those in general with a stable,
"magic number" isotope having a closed shell of neutrons. These elements are strontium, yttrium, zirconineoum, barium, lathanum, cerium, praseodymium,
dymium, lead, and bismuth. All of these except bismuth
have been found to be overabundant in the only such
star analyzed up to the present time (Table XI,3).
In supernova remnants, such as the Crab nebula, the
r process may have operated to enhance the abundance
of the following heavy elements: selenium, bromine,
krypton, tellurium, iodine, xenon, caesium, osmium,
iridium, platinum, gold, thorium, and uranium. The
effect of the r process on the abundance of the irongroup elements and of the lighter elements from carbon
t;o calcium is very diTicult to estimate. The iron-group
elements will be depleted by neutron capture in the
original envelope material but material from the core
(e process) injected during the explosion may yield
an over-all enhancement in the 6nal expanding shell.
The over-all abundance of the lighter elements is not
appreciably changed by the supernova explosion but
the ratio to hydrogen and helium will rise to a value
considerably greater than that in unevolved matter.
This is because in our model we require that hydrogen
and helium originally be comparable in abundance
by number to carbon, oxygen, and neon, and then
that they be depleted by the energy generation and the
neutron-releasing processes.
An important key to the solution of problems in
stellar nucleogenesis
lies in the determination
of
relative isotopic abundances in stars. It is realized that
this is a very dif6cult problem spectroscopically, but
nonetheless every possible technique of isotope analysis
should be brought to bear in this regard. Relative
isotopic abundances are many times as informative
as relative element abundances.
In concluding we call attention to the minimum age
of the uranium isotopes derivable from their relative
production in the r process. Our calculations place
this minimum age at 6.6&j.0' years with a limit of
error on the low side of at most 0.6&IO' years. This

0"

0"

sIQall limit, of error comes directly from the relatively

short half-life of U~'. We feel that this minimum age
is signi6cantly greater than the currently accept. ed
value for the geochemical age of the solar system,
4.5)(109 years. It is, indeed, comparable with the
ages assigned to the oldest globular clusters so far
discovered. Since it is a minimum, it mill not be unexpected if still older objects exist in our galaxy. In
fact the stars discussed by Sandage and Eggen, mentioned in Sec. XII A, whose ages may be &8&10'
years, might be such examples.
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We give in the appendix all of the information that
we have been able to collect which is relevant to the
synthesis problem. A detailed explanation of the format
of this table is given in Sec. II C. The abundances (E)

of the isotopes have been taken predominantly from
the work of Suess and Urey (Su56), though in a few
cases the solar abundances of Goldberg et al. (Go57)
have been given in parentheses below those of Suess
and Urey. The neutron capture cross sections (0)
have been discussed in Sec. V 3, while the method of
assignment of the nuclei among the eight synthesizing
processes has been described in Sec. II B. The designation m means "magic, i.e., the nucleus has a closed
shell of neutrons and thus a small neutron capture
cross section in the s process. The designation m' means
that the progenitor in the r process is "magic. When
m is used as a superscript, as in Eu'"", it designates
an isomeric state. A process which returns material back
down the neutron capture chain is designated by the

"

"

word retires.
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